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Abstract 

This thesis examines the motivation behind the 1901 surrender and sale of the 

Pheasant's Rump Reserve, and through an analysis of ownership patterns ascertains the 

nature of land tenure in the study area to 1971. Certain employees in the Department of 

Indian Affairs and the Department of the Interior accomplished the surrender and sale of 

the Pheasant's Rump Reserve in a manner that linked them to a land speculation scheme 

that successfully involved one hundred fifty-two of one hundred fifty-four quarter 

sections of the surrendered Pheasant's Rump Reserve. A Toronto lawyer acted as the 

agent for these officials, purchasing the land for less than its set price, and reselling it 

over the next four years in parcels large enough to demonstrate land speculation. The 

purchase of this land for less than the set price increased the profit of the initial purchase 

group whiling prohibiting the band members from receiving adequate compensation. A 

continued examination of the land transactions through five separate stages demonstrated 

that while the rural population decreased and the average number of acres farmed 

increased provincially, the opposite trend was occurring in the study area. By the 

beginning of the fifth stage landowners who had purchased one to four quarter sections 

were retiring or had passed away, and a predominantly new group of landowners were 

taking over. In all probability most of these owners were expanding farms already in 

operation outside of the study area. An examination of continuity in land ownership took 

place by tracing family owned farms, and is demonstrated by the Harkness (1901) and St. 

John (1906) families, both of whom farmed in the study area throughout the study period. 
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I 
Chapter One: Introduction 

A historical case study "may serve to signal the presence . . . of a simple element 

or particular characteristic that a social scientist wants to bring to light" (Wieviorka 1997, 

161). The case "may be selected for study because it can be used to make a diagnosis in 

history or to exemplify a historical hypothesis" (Wieviorka 1997, 162). A case study is 

the "product of basic research operations . . . [that] can bring operational closure to some 

problematic relationship between ideas and evidence, between theory and data" (Ragin 

1997, 218). This thesis is a case study that addresses the 1901 surrender of the one 

hundred and fifty-four quarter sections of the Pheasant's Rump Reserve and the 

subsequent sale by certain federal government employees within the Department of 

Indian Affairs and the Department of the Interior. It offers a rare opportunity, in that 

until its surrender and 'en bloc' sale the reserve was removed from the developmental 

patterns of general prairie settlement, and therefore, was not subject to policies that 

regulated land tenure elsewhere. The sale of this land created an opportunity to examine 

land purchase and sale patterns, changes in farm acreage and the presence of family farm 

development in the Moose Mountains of southeastern Saskatchewan between 1901 and 

1971.1

Given the geographic proximity of the Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man 

Reserves, their signing of an Adhesion to Treaty Four on the same date, and the fact most 

of the initial sale transactions following the surrender were concluded by the same parties 

it is conceivable that many of the findings regarding the surrendered Pheasant's Rump 

Reserve are applicable to Ocean Man also. A later study of the Ocean Man Reserve may 

I Financial and time constraints prevented the author from examining land transaction data for the area 
immediately surrounding the surrendered reserve. 
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Reserve are applicable to Ocean Man also. A later study of the Ocean Man Reserve may

1 Financial and time constraints prevented the author from examining land transaction data for the area 
immediately surrounding the surrendered reserve.
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2 
consider this. A third band that factors into this historical tableau is that of Chief White 

Bear, signatory to the Adhesion to Treaty Four at the same time as Pheasant's Rump and 

Ocean Man, but settling on the east side of the Moose Mountains apart from the adjoining 

Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man Reserves. All three bands were administered and 

given farming instruction under the Moose Mountain Agency of the Department of 

Indian Affairs. The tie between these bands became a physical one following the 1901 

surrender and sale of the Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man Reserves and the relocation of 

the band members to Chief White Bear's Reserve. Correspondence in Department of 

Interior and Department of Indian Affairs' reports revealed that certain federal 

government employees claimed the surrender and sale of the land, and consolidation of 

the band members on to the White Bear Reserve would financially benefit band members 

and the federal government. It would benefit band members as they could be 

administered more effectively from a single location, using money received from the sale 

to purchase equipment or other items. It would benefit the federal government because 

administrative costs for the consolidated bands would be smaller, and settlers who 

purchased the land would be long-term contributions to the nations economy. 

Sale and purchase transaction patterns for the surrendered Pheasant's Rump 

Reserve are examined in two parts. First, the first two transactions for each quarter 

section were examined to determine if the surrender had aided in furthering prairie 

settlement, and also if land speculation had been a motivational factor. To do this, each 

of the purchasers was identified, as was the length of ownership, the number of quarter 

sections, the price paid, and profit realized. Second, subsequent transactions were 

examined to discern if land tenure patterns within the study area corresponded to 
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provincial patterns. Land title and transfer documents were traced to examine change 

in land tenure patterns through time periods, based in part on a schema developed by 

Bruce R. Shepard in "Tractors and Combines in the Second Stage of Agricultural 

Mechanization on the Canadian Plains" (1986). These transactions were examined to 

detect changes in average farm acreage, the numbers of landowners, and the periods 

when changes occurred. Continuity in land ownership was also examined through 

identifying and tracing family-owned farms. 
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4 
Chapter Two: Literature Review 

This chapter examines literature on two groups of issues. Section 2.1 explores 

literature relevant to the surrender of the two Moose Mountain Indian reserves; pressures 

by, and upon, Laurier's government to settle the west; and the role of colonization and 

speculation companies in settlement and the surrender of Indian land. Section 2.2 

examines information on the land classification system as it pertains to setting land 

values, the impact of agricultural mechanization on land tenure; and the variety of 

meanings of the term 'family farm.' The term land tenure covers all established 

relationships that determine land usage (Renne 1947, 429). 

2.1 Surrender, Companies and Settlement 

The surrender and sale of the Pheasant's Rump Reserve occurred at a point in 

history when the federal government, having granted millions of acres to the Hudson's 

Bay Company (HBC) and the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) realized it did not have 

unlimited acres to offer the newly arriving settler farmers. It also followed the 

implementation of Hayter Reed's peasant farm policy2 that discouraged the use of farm 

machinery on reserve and resulted in a decrease to the number of cultivated acres (Carter 

1990, 209-224). A major decline in reserve population along with what was perceived as 

a surplus of reserve land created an opportunity for certain employees of the Department 

of Indian Affairs to achieve the surrender and sale of thousands of acres of reserve land 

after 1896 (Martin-McGuire 1998, 11; Carter 1990, 193). The surrender and sale of the 

Pheasant's Rump Reserve is discussed in Chapter Four of this thesis. 

2 Hayter Reed was Assistant Indian Commissioner for Manitoba and the North West Territories, 1884-
1888; Indian Commissioner for Manitoba and the North West Territories, 1888-1895; Deputy 
Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, 1893-1897 (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 2). 
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5 
Research into the Department of Indian Affairs' practice of taking Indian land 

surrenders has shown that while legislation provided clear criteria for the process of 

taking the surrenders, the interpretation of the legal requirements could result in 

beneficial outcomes for the government, or in this case, individual officials within both 

the Department of Indian Affairs and the Department of the Interior. Department of 

Indian Affairs' officials could use their authority to influence decisions by the bands to 

surrender all or part of their reserves (Martin-McGuire 1998, 16-25). Department 

memoranda and letters indicate that that is what occurred in the surrender and sale of the 

entire Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man Reserves (Tyler and Wright (1978[u.p.], 198-

221). The surrender of the Pheasant's Rump Reserve3 has been examined in depth, and 

documented by Kenneth J. Tyler and Roland A. Wright (1978 [u.p.]), and Peggy Martin-

McGuire (1998). 

Tyler and Wright were the primary researchers for the development of a claim 

initiated by the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians on behalf of the descendants of the 

original Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man Reserves. Their research remains unpublished. 

In 1986 the descendants of the original three Moose Mountain Agency Reserves 

(Pheasant's Rump, Ocean Man and White Bear) received compensation, and in 1990 both 

the Ocean Man and Pheasant's Rump Bands were re-established. Tyler and Wright's 

study strongly indicated that by all appearances, the intent and consequence of the 

surrender was fraudulent4 (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.]). Both Tyler and Wright 

(1978[u.p.]) and Martin-McGuire (1998) assert that patronage and speculation played a 

3 A work in progress, David R. Miller is producing an in depth study of the White Bear land claim arising 
from the surrender, sale and re-establishment of the Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man Reserves. 
4 As part of the claim agreement a case of fraud against the federal government was not further pursued, so 
while the author uses the term here it was not legally determined within the constraints of the claim. 
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6 
major role in the acquisition and sale of the reserves. They demonstrated that the 

primary motive behind the sale was the personal gain of key government employees and 

their allies, and that several people connected to the surrender were either board members 

or legal representatives of companies involved in the initial purchase of the reserve land. 

Tyler and Wright's research revealed that the inter-governmental connections these men 

had allowed them to purchase the land below its upset price, then quickly and profitably 

resell it (Martin-McGuire 1998, 37-65; Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 114-115,180-192).5

There are many facets of land speculation, and speculation has several different 

meanings. In Landlords and Tenants on the Prairie Frontier (1973), Paul W. Gates 

briefly examines land speculation as it occurred in the mid-western United States in the 

early to mid-1800s, stating "the term 'land speculator' meant different things to different 

people and different sections" (49). "To a frontiersman it meant an eastern capitalist who 

bought large quantities of newly offered land in anticipation of settlers . . . or it meant a 

railroad or canal construction company which had been given alternative sections of land 

in a strip ten or twenty miles wide paralleling the line of the improvement; or it meant a 

pineland baron who acquired . . . rich timberland" (49). "To an urban worker the term 

`speculator' meant some one who laid towns or Additions to them . . . " (49). He also 

notes "Indian lands [in the United States] were fair game for speculators who used both 

legal and illegal means to secure them" (67). 

5 This is not to say that everyone within the Department of Indian Affairs and Department of the Interior 
had a hand in land speculation, some Departmental officials actually believed that the funds generated from 
the sale of reserve land would financially aid the bands (while at the same time relieving the Federal 
government of some of the financial burden of sustaining the band members) (Carter 1990, 193-236, 246, 
247; Martin-McGuire 1998, 93, 332, 339). 
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7 
Similar issues were at play in western Canada Gates closes with the observation that 

"for better or worse the speculator . . . affected every phase of western development" 

(70). 

Randy W. Widdis, in "Motivation and Scale: A Method of Identifying Land 

Speculators in Upper Canada" (1979) also identifies determinants in defining the 

presence of land speculation. Widdis states that in the past "the individual speculator . . . 

[was] defined as a person who acquires and holds land for the express purpose of selling 

part or all of it at a later date for a profit" (338). He suggested that this definition is not 

adequate, suggesting instead that speculation would be better defined if "the motivation 

of the participants . . . " were considered (338). Widths "develops a better technique for 

identifying speculative actions, [one] which permits a more realistic approximation of the 

varied forms of speculation" (339). Widdis analyzed transactions in the Township of 

Elizabethtown in Upper Canada between 1805 and 1840, and though the land policies are 

different then those in western Canada during the settlement period the discussion 

surrounding motives of land speculation are applicable. Widths first notes that land 

speculation is "most often associated with large amounts of property," but that 

speculation can also be the motive behind the sale of "small tracts of land to acquire 

profit" (343). Second, is an image that the speculator just let the land 'sit idle' until he 

sold it, but in fact it was in his best interests to "lease pieces of his property . . . to collect 

rents and have his land improved" upon (343). Third, "speculation delivers the image of 

`sitting on the land' and while some speculators did keep their property for long periods 

of time before selling "there are individuals who are actively engaged in the land market, 

buying and selling parcels of land" (343). The fourth point addresses the premise that 
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8 
speculators did not put capital into "land they eventually intended to sell for a profit" 

(343). History and economics demonstrate however that many bona fide settlers did not 

put capital into improvements either as they lacked the funds to do so (343). Widdis 

identifies two scenarios or types of speculator. The 'classical speculator' who is "an 

absentee landlord holding a vast un-cleared tract which he sells at some time for a huge 

profit" (348), and the 'land banker' who increases and decreases his land holdings over 

time, making either minimal improvements in order to receive a greater profit, or "sell(s) 

it as soon as the demand pushed the price up . . . [for] quick profits" (1979, 349). Widdis 

concludes his discussion by saying that "people entered into speculative ventures for 

different reasons, but all . . . ventures involved risk in hopes of gain" (350). 

Land speculation was a profitable enterprise during the early settlement period, as 

land values steadily increased because of improved farming methods and grain varieties, 

and higher grain prices (Martin-McGuire 1998, 35). The Canadian Pacific Railway 

(CPR) and the Hudson's Bay Company (HBC) controlled a substantial amount of land, 

and as they could withhold land from the market until increased demand caused land 

value to rise (or until cash requirements urged a quick sale) they had a role in setting land 

prices (Innis 1923, 250-266). In The Administration of Dominion Lands, 1870-1930 

(1991) Kirk N. Lambrecht reveals that the HBC acquired title to 6,639,059 acres of land, 

including all mines and minerals, through the 1870 Deed of Surrender, and that between 

1881 and 1894 grants of land to the Canadian Pacific Railway and many other smaller 

railways (often referred to colonization railways) amounted to thirty-two million acres in 

fee simple title (14, 15). Some key Liberal figures within the Department of Indian 

Affairs and Department of the Interior held positions in both speculation and railway 
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companies. This enabled them to accomplish the surrender of an Indian reserve in an 

area where the land could be profitably sold, sell it at prices that could influence the price 

of railway land, and provide the connections to a ready market (Martin-McGuire 1998, 

37-65, 89-91; Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 174-192, 223-225). Martin-McGuire points 

out that these men were in a "position to set policy and practice in the Indian Department 

. . . to control the general disposition of land to railways and investment companies . . . 

and to mix the two for the benefit of themselves and their close associates" (1998, 15). 

James Smart worked with several of the key people involved in the surrender and sale of 

the Pheasant's Rump Reserve "to make his own series of investments in . . . Indian lands. 

His U.S. connections, spearheaded by Wilbur Bennett and C. W. Speers . . . [who] 

assisted in raising cash and attracting buyers" (Martin-McGuire 1998, 15). Together 

these men were also had a part in the surrender of the Ocean Man, Chacastapaysin, 

Cumberland 100, and Enoch Reserves (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 223-225). In 

addition to the men already mentioned, another government official surfaces in the 

practice of land speculation. Frank Pedley worked in the immigration branch of the 

Department of the Interior (1897) and with his additional appointment to Deputy 

Superintendent General of Indian Affairs (1902 to 1913) he solidified the connection 

between these two federal departments, allowing easier facilitation of the surrenders. His 

tenure lasted through the ministerial positions of both Clifford Sifton (1896 to 1905) and 

Frank Oliver (1905 to 1911). 

Studies of prairie settlement have examined immigration under Clifford Sifton 

(Minister of the Interior from 1896 to 1905) and Frank Oliver (Minister of the Interior 

from 1905 through 1911), showing the impact it had on the demand for good agricultural 
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land (Archer 1980, 115-120). In The Colonization of Western Canada (1936) Robert 

England discussed the coming to power of Oliver and Sifton within the Laurier 

Government and Sifton's acquisition of both the Department of the Interior and the 

Department of Indian Affairs portfolios. Both Sifton and Oliver implied that the 

surrender and sale of reserve land was necessary to further settlement, even though the 

BBC and the CPR had prime agricultural land available for sale (as did various smaller 

railway companies) (Robert England (1936), C. A. Dawson and Eva R.Younge (1940), 

Arthur Lower (1946), D. J. Hall (1977), John Archer (1980), Kirk N. Lambrecht (1991), 

and J. F. Conway (1994)). This was not proven to be an issue in the surrender and sale of 

the Pheasant's Rump Reserve. By the last decades of the 19th century the federal 

government had disbursed much of its Crown land through various land grants 

(Lambrecht 1991, 20) and they now lacked arable Crown land to offer immigrant farmers 

arriving in Canada. 

Besides the employees within the federal government, speculation and 

colonization companies also benefited from the surrender of reserve land. And as was 

the case with the Pheasant's Rump Reserve, agreements of purchase between a 

colonization company and those seeking the surrender of the reserve often occurred 

before the bands themselves agreed to the surrender (discussed in chapter four of this 

thesis). Several colonization companies are noted by Martin-McGuire (1998, 37-65), and 

discussed by England (1936), Bennett and Kohl (1995, 18-20), and Widdis (1979, 337-

351). The role of these companies in prairie settlement is briefly discussed by A. N. 

Lalonde in "Colonization Companies in the 1880's" (1979). Lalonde notes that 

colonization companies were given an opportunity to purchase land at a lower rate if they 
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"located two settlers upon each of the odd and even numbered sections of the 

colonization tract within five years" (16). 

2.2 Soil Typology, Land Tenure, and Family Farm Development 

This section reviews literature that connects soil typology and land utilization, and 

examines the impact of farm mechanization on land tenure during the study period. It 

also discusses the meaning of the term 'family farm.' Finally it examines three rural 

community studies that consider such factors as the impact of promotional campaigns 

used by the federal government and the CPR to encourage settlement, changes in 

agricultural practices, the impact farm mechanization, and the loss of some farms to 

mortgage companies at the same time other farms were expanding. 

Prior to the sale of the surrendered Pheasant's Rump Reserve, the Department of 

Indian Affairs asked J. B. Lashio to set a dollar value on each section, based on its 

potential for agricultural development (September 6, 1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, 

RG-10, NAC). The value placed on land during this assessment was at the discretion of 

the assessor or surveyor as no official soil survey and classification system existed in 

Saskatchewan until 1920 (following a conference in Swift Current entitled the "Better 

Farming Conference").7 A study of Department of Indian Affairs' surveyor and land 

valuation records for the study area demonstrates that the surrendered reserve land was of 

good quality. In Western Canadian Agriculture to 1990 (1980), Homer, Brown, Gilson, 

6 John Bean Lash was born Newfoundland 1847 and died 1906. He was appointed as clerk at McLeod in 
1883 and was made an Indian Agent at Duck Lake in 1885. He was made secretary to Laird in September 
1898 at Forgers suggestion and was asked to assess the value of Moose Mountain reserves 1901(Martin-
McGuire 1998,484). 

Phone conversation May 20, 2002 with Glen Padbury, PFRA Office, Saskatoon, Sask. (306) 975-4015. 
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Lee, Machardy, McRorie, and Sibbald provide a table of soil classification8 and 

production capability that was established by the Canadian Land Inventory (hereafter 

CLI) (presented as a table in Chapter Five of the thesis) (26). According to the CLI soil 

classification system the majority of the original Pheasant's Rump Reserve was Class 5, 

which meant that severe limitations restricted its capability to produce perennial forage 

crops and it would be best used as pastureland (26). An examination of how the CLI 

interprets soil type and quality, in relation to the 'upset' price determined by Lash is 

important since soil quality determines how land can be utilized, which in turn 

determines its potential market value. Tyler and Wright (1978[u.p.]) developed a table 

that identifies the percentage of acres found in each CLI soil classification category 

(Types 1 through 6) for all three Moose Mountain Agency Reserves (Tyler and Wright 

1978[u.p.), D-3, F-2). 

In Land Utilization: Theory and Practice (1982) R. B. Mandal discussed the link 

between land use and land utilization (29). He stated that soil is the basic determinant of 

land use and that land use is simply what a parcel of land is used for. On the other hand, 

land utilization relates to society and the region as a whole (2). Mandal points out that, 

"land use changes to meet the demands . . . of society . . . inspired by a technological 

change, or a change in the size, composition and requirements of a community" (1). 

Mandal observes that land use and land utilization are determined by three factors: 

physical, cultural, and institutional. Physical factors are those that limit or enhance the 

capabilities of the land. Cultural factors include length of occupancy, demographic and 

socio-economic conditions, and technological development. Institutional factors include 

8 Classification reflects the physical capacity land has to produce crops over an indefinite period of time 
without exhausting its value as a resource. 
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political, educational, and familial structures of the people residing in the community as 

it develops (37, 38). In Natural Principles of Land Use (1969), Edward H. Graham 

examines several factors that determine soil classification including the relationship 

between climate and crop production; soil characteristics and productivity, slope, and 

erosion; and location in relation to towns and markets. Geography of World Agriculture: 

Canadian Agriculture (1982) by M. J. Troughton outlines how soil capability mapping 

employs a scheme identifying soil classifications expressed by their value under normal 

management conditions for the range of general field crops (61). In "Soil Quality and 

Supply of Land" (2002), Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada states that "Canada's 

cultivated land area . . . expanded five-fold" between 1901 and 1996, while . . . the supply 

of dependable agricultural land dropped by an estimated 16%" (1, 2). 

Industrialized agriculture increased the demand for more farmland. In "Industrial 

Agriculture" (1989), Peggy F. Barlett examines Canadian and American research on 

industrialized agriculture and discusses how agricultural industrialization has changed 

land tenure patterns. She defines industrial agriculture as using "the products of industry 

in its own production process . . . is capital intensive, substituting machinery . . . for 

human or animal labor" (253). "Since World War II, the processes of capital 

intensification, specialization and competition led to fewer and larger farms" (266). 

Barlett presents six characteristics of industrial agriculture (255-269), then exams them 

within the framework of two forms of industrial agriculture—the family farm and the 

corporate farm. According to Barlett "family farms are agricultural enterprises that are 

owned and operated by family units that combine their own labor with [the] management 

of the farm. Most family farmers own some land, though many rent part of the land they 
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operate. Family farmers may also hire labor, either on a part-time or regular basis, but 

much of the work is still performed by the owner-operators" (269). 

In "Tractors and Combines in the Second Stage of Agricultural Mechanization on 

the Canadian Plains" (1986), Bruce Shepard examined the development of farm 

mechanization in "three incremental steps [or stages]: [settlement] to the end of World 

War I [1919], the twenties, and during World War II [1939-1945]" (253). He discussed 

the introduction of various farm implements and their impact on wage labor, the labor of 

farm women, time and cost saving factors, and the migration of American farmers to the 

Canadian Plains in the 1890s. He believed these changes were "paralleled by the 

expansion of American farm implement companies," which Canadian farmers "took 

advantage of . . . quickly accept[ing] the new machinery" (254). According to Shepard 

the first stage in mechanized development lay in accepting the capabilities of steam and 

gasoline engines, and that the increased demand for wheat during World War I motivated 

further development for agricultural usage. The second step was the "logical result of 

increasing investment in farm implements" to meet that demand, however this was 

dampened by a dramatic drop in wheat prices following the war (255). Shepard points 

out that the 1920s, especially the last part of the decade, was "of pivotal importance 

because that was when the beginnings of modern Canadian Plains agriculture were first 

evident" (253). Labor saving machines meant fanners could work more land and at a 

faster pace, and this increased demand; but when farmers "were under duress, such as in 

the early twenties and with the start of the Great Depression, they held back on their 

purchases and waited until conditions improved" (259). The 1920s saw the introduction 

of the combine, and that enabled faster, easier harvesting and greater profit even though it 
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was also a period marked by lower wheat prices (259). According to the Saskatchewan 

Royal Commission on Agriculture and Rural Life (1955), given the purchase of tractors 

and combines in the 1920s, "one can assume that, had serious economic depression and 

drought not occurred during the 1930's, the change from horse to tractor power would 

have been complete by the early 1940's" (30). Following a lull during the Great 

Depression, Shepard marks the final step toward total farm mechanization with the 

aftermath of World War H. Quarter section farms that had formed the basis of rural 

society until the end of World War II remained family-owned and-operated entities, but 

the ideology changed from farming simply being a way of life to that of profit seeking 

enterprise (Troughton 1982, 73, 74). This is further examined in Parvin Ghorayshi's 

analysis of how the character of farming changed in Manitoba following World War II 

(1989, 163). He points out that "not only has the number of farms been continually 

declining but those farms that remain are highly capital intensive" (1989, 163). In "The 

Decline of the Family Farm In Saskatchewan" (1984), J. F. Conway points out that an 

"expansion of land holdings means newer machinery, which means heavier investment, 

which means a need to increase production, which means the need to enlarge the holding 

size, which means the need for the most modern machinery and so on" (102). 

The need to increase farm capital was one factor that contributed to the 

development of crop specialization. In Beyond the Harvest: Canadian Grain at the 

Crossroads (1981), Barry Wilson (93) tells us that specialization meant farmers would 

seed the majority of their land to their focus crop to achieve a higher profit margin. This 

type of grain farming dictated continual increases in farm acreage. Lending agencies also 

contributed to increased farm size by making money available for land purchase and farm 
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consolidation. Other factors that contributed to increased farm acreage were influences 

affecting grain marketing and price regulations, one of which was government policy. 

The Canadian Wheat Board quota policy distributed—as it does today--delivery 

opportunities on the basis of land base and seeded acres rather than on productive 

capacity. This encouraged farmers to expand their land base rather than concentrate on 

more intensive production methods from a fixed land base. Individually or combined, 

these were all important factors to setting land prices following World War II. 

The development of industrialized (mechanized) farming, its impact on land 

tenure, and the development of family farms take up considerable discussion in this 

study. Therefore further examination of the many defining elements of a 'family farm' is 

warranted. 

The homestead system did not directly apply to the surrendered Pheasant's Rump 

Reserve. But this system remains important to the examination of land tenure patterns in 

the study area because the quarter section homestead set the criterion for farm size during 

that period, and because once the surrendered land was offered for sale it could have been 

purchased by a homestead farmer outside the original reserve boundary increasing his 

farm acreage. Chester Martin's "The Free-Homestead System for 'Dominion Lands" 

(1938, 394-412) presents a detailed discussion of the homestead system in Canada. 

Martin also surveyed the American `free-homestead' system in "The Free-Homestead 

System: The Background in the United States" (1938, 355-380). Both articles are found 

in History of Prairie Settlement and 'Dominion Lands' Policy (1938). Robert England 

also discusses the free-land grant system (homestead system) codified by the 1872 

Dominion Lands Act. The Dominion Lands Act stipulated that a settler would receive 
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patent to his quarter section without cost (save for a ten dollar registration fee) if the 

land was under cultivation and had been resided upon for three years. Section 33 of the 

Act stated that "any person who [was] the head of a family, or [had] attained the age of 

twenty-one years, [was] entitled to be entered for one-quarter section or less of un-

appropriated Dominion lands for the purpose of securing a right" to patent (England 

1936, 54). 

In Dominion Lands Policy (1938), Chester Martin provides an in-depth look at 

Dominion land policies. He discusses an amendment to the Dominion Lands Act in 1874 

that permitted a settler to acquire property adjacent to his homestead either for use by his 

children or personal farm expansion. This 'pre-emption' entitled the homesteader to enter 

an additional 160 acres adjoining the homestead quarter section at the time entry, and to 

receive patent by paying a fixed price for this land after receiving patent for the original 

homestead land. England found that farm acreage expansion using the pre-emption 

option was not dramatic (England 1936, 55). As families grew older, and parents, or 

their children, wished to acquire additional acres, it proved both difficult and expensive. 

Accordingly, the marketing of surrendered reserve land offered opportunities for the 

expansion of local family farms, making them more competitive and viable. Several 

other authors also discuss the homestead land grants and pre-emption (Murchie 1936, 85-

88; Dawson and Younge 1940, 11, 12; Booth 1946, 143, 144; Lambrecht 1991, 24, 25). 

An examination of both the development of family farms and the expansion of 

farm acreage is integral to this study, so in may be useful to survey the range of meaning 

attached to the term 'family farm.' In "Is the U. S. Family Farm Worth Saving?" (1989), 

Peterson, Dickson and Bowker assert "perhaps for the early settlers the adjective 'family' 
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was unnecessary because farms by definition were family enterprises" (301). They note 

that it was political leaders, their policies, and farm organizations that coined the term 

`family farm' in the 1900s as representative of a wholesome image of independent self-

reliance (301); and that early determinants of a "family farm are fairly ambiguous, and 

were probably of greater use in evoking an emotional or political response than in clearly 

identifying a distinct unit of analysis" (302). They suggest several criteria by which 

`family farms' have been identified both from an emic and an etic perspective (303-308). 

They offer that, "despite the vagueness and political opportunism in the use of the term, it 

is possible to identify the farms that seem to be the object of most individuals' concern. 

These are the mid-sized farms, defined roughly as those with gross sales between 

$40,000 and $250,000" (316). Farms within this category are being faced with financial 

ruin, but why do they illicit this response compared to any other family run business? 

The "desire to 'save' these commercial enterprises has to be based on beliefs about the 

contribution they make to American society . . . despite the lack of evidence supporting 

the notion that they contribute importantly to U.S. society" (316-317). 

In "Family Farm Competitiveness in United States Agriculture" (1989), Nola 

Reinhardt and Peggy Barlett suggest that the criteria of what constitutes a 'family farm' 

should not be too narrow as "the crucial distinction [lies] between agricultural production 

based on the use of household labor for the purpose of household livelihood, and 

agricultural production undertaken as an investment and characterized by the separation 

of ownership, management, and labor" (398). They pose the question, "What is a Family 

Farm?" (389), and go on to provide a variety of determinants that have been used in that 

discussion; determinants that range from family farms being owner operated, relying on 
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family labor, and as self-sufficient as possible, to those geared more to an "increased 

market orientation that reduced the importance of self-sufficiency [and introduced the] 

idea that tenant farmers could be considered family farmers" (390). They state "by the 

end of World War II, all that remained of the earlier vision [of the family farm] was that 

the farm family should control the operation and be able to earn a livelihood from it" 

(390). The determinants that constitute a 'family farm' have changed with the changing 

face of agriculture, and as part of the ongoing discussion this question was tabled by 

Reinhardt and Barlett, "at the upper end, [of this examination] when does a farm cease to 

be a family farm, and at the lower end, when does a garden become a family farm?" 

(391). To reiterate the definition used in this study, a family farm begins with an 

individual or family and their original land purchase which may or may not increase in 

acreage, but must be passed on through sale, transfer or transmission to someone in the 

extended family. 

Some of the same issues addressed in this case study have been addressed in other 

community development studies, three which examined land tenure, farm size, and the 

development of 'family farms' are examined here. 

In Empire of Dust: Settling and Abandoning the Prairie Dry Belt (1987), David 

Jones takes the reader back in time to the settlement, agricultural development and 

growth, and decline and death of small town communities in the 'dry belt of the prairies' 

in southern Alberta. He discusses the promotional campaign the government used to 

encourage settlement in the area, a campaign that ignored the lack of suitable climate and 

soil to sustain prolonged agricultural development. Jones stated that "the advertising 

campaign in early 1921 for the infant towns along the Hanna-Medicine Hat line were 
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grossly . . . misleading . . . as it was patently false that 'everyone seemed happy, good 

natured and prosperous.' It was an even worse deception to say that 'a total crop failure 

[had] never been known since the first white settlers in 1909' (100). The development of 

the farming community examined in Empire of Dust: Settling and Abandoning the Prairie 

Dry Belt, began through advertised promotion by employees within the federal 

government to encourage immigrants into western Canada, and done with little thought 

for the long term sustainability of the farmers. Circumstances which enabled the 

development of the farming community discussed in this thesis was also orchestrated by 

employees within the federal government, and again with little consideration for the long 

term consequences to the Pheasant's Rump band members who initially farmed there. 

In 1964, Donald E. Willmott published a community development study on the 

Biggar, Saskatchewan district entitled Organizations and Social Life of Farm Families in 

a Prairie Municipality. He showed that settlers began to trickle into the district in 1906, 

but that it was not until the CPR built a line through the district in 1909 that development 

began in earnest, so that by World War I all farm land was being utilized (7, 8). Willmott 

points out that poor crops and short-term economic depression did not initially discourage 

settlement in the area, but that "world depression and the intensification of certain trends 

in agriculture led to drastic changes in the thirties" (12). This included the 

"mechanisation of farm technology [that] made [it] feasible [for] larger and more 

efficient farm units . . . [while] drought, sagging wheat markets, and extremely low 

prices for farm produce brought hard times, impoverishment or destitution to farm 

families. Many farms were sold, lost to mortgage companies, or abandoned, while other 

farms were expanded in the hope of better times to come" (12). Willmott writes that by 
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the time Canada entered World War II, the farm population in the Biggar Rural 

Municipality had dropped almost thirty percent; and with the prosperity that followed this 

period the "tendency for farms to become larger and fewer continued" (12). Rural 

depopulation continued as farm owners sold out, as farm youth sought urban 

employment, and as elderly farmers retired. By 1956, farm population had dropped fifty-

six percent from its1931 high (12). Biggar, Saskatchewan began and developed as a 

service center for a growing farming community whose population peaked by the 

beginning of World War I, and began to decline when world depression forced some 

farmers to sell-out. Most of this land was purchased by farmers in the area expanding 

their acreage in hope of a stronger agricultural future, and influenced by the move to 

greater farm mechanization. Factors that contributed to changes in land tenure in the 

Biggar area were examined in this study also, and the findings are discussed in chapter 

six of this thesis. 

Paul Voisey's Vulcan: The Making of a Prairie Community (1988) examined the 

settlement and growth of Vulcan, Alberta, and surrounding agricultural community. The 

Vulcan community did not develop in the same circumstances as the area examined in 

this thesis, however the time period, issues of agricultural practices, technological 

development, and marketing are comparable. He questions the usefulness of community 

studies, saying they leave much of what occurred in the development and everyday life of 

the community out, as "writing general surveys about local communities . . . [cannot] 

investigate everything about, or even everything of importance to the life of the 

community" (8). In raising this to the reader Voisey prompts his audience to be aware of 

the amount of historical information about a community that is not included because of 
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the impossibility of time and resources. By playing the devil's advocate he 

demonstrates the need for more community studies. Like Voisey's Vulcan community 

study, this case study is not a comprehensive chronicle, it examines but a seventy year 

period following the surrender of the Pheasant's Rump Reserve, and uses limited data 

sources. 

These community studies represent the diversity of primary and secondary 

information that is available in developing a community study, along with examples of 

the diversity of factors that trigger community development or decline. In examining the 

agricultural community that developed following the surrender and sale of the Pheasant's 

Rump Reserve, chapters five and six examine some of the factors also examined by Jones 

(1987), Willmott (1964), and Voisey (1988). A review of literature on land speculation, 

land tenure, factors that effected change in land tenure, and factors that determined or 

defined the term 'family farm' were examined. This enabled a broader understanding of 

what to examine in the process of developing a database for this study. This study 

developed through the use of very limited and specific criteria and raw data. While this 

was a aid in defining the perimeters of the study it limited the amount and types of 

information that could be examined. Chapter three discusses the methodology used in 

analyzing the data for this study. 
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Chapter Three: Methodology 

This chapter outlines the methodology used in studying land tenure change for the 

surrendered Pheasant's Rump Reserve between 1901 and 1971. This research did not 

examine land ownership for the area outside of the original reserve boundary, and the 

author is aware this affects the interpretation of the data when tracing records of single 

quarter or half section purchases which may in fact be increases to existing farm holdings 

outside the reserve boundary. The only means the author had to discern if land purchases 

were by farmers local to the study area and expanding their land holdings, or if the 

purchases were by prospective farmers newly moved to the area was by the addresses 

they provided on the land transfer documents. 

The research began with a historical literature review of the Pheasant's Rump 

Reserve: its development, surrender and subsequent sale. A list of quarter sections 

comprising the Pheasant's Rump Reserve were given to the staff of the Saskatchewan 

Land Titles Office where, beginning with the Indian Land Sale Grant, the titles and 

transfers for each quarter section were traced up to and including 1971. The Indian Land 

Sale Grant was the first document of title issued upon the patent of each quarter section 

from the tendered sale of the surrendered Pheasant's Rump (and Ocean Man) land, and 

like subsequent patent titles included the purchaser's name, address, reference to the 

quarter section purchased, the total number of acres included in the transaction, the price 

paid and the date patented. Only eleven Indian Land Sale Grant titles recorded the 

purchases of the one hundred and fifty-four quarter sections of surrendered reserve land, 

therefore what we see is that each title included several quarter sections. Along with the 

titles, the transfer of title documents were examined for further information; in most cases 
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this included land value, price paid, acres, date the transfer was issued, and possibly the 

relationship between purchaser and seller. The transfer of title provided continuity in 

tracing the transactions, documenting both the buyer and the seller. Once the documents 

were organized according to section number (ascending from the date of first patent) their 

information was recorded onto paper in a format that became a template of a 

computerized database9 developed by the author. 

The necessity of accurate data insertion became evident once the examinations 

(queries) began, for the queries linked the data and made corrections or changes very 

complicated. Queries extracted the information from the database and created tables of 

the findings. The database form used by the author included an identification number for 

each record, the quarter section location number (SW-28-6), the first, middle and last 

name for both the primary and joint owner (if one existed), an number that identified the 

new owner as a person (1) or a company/corporation or municipality (2), residence at 

time of purchase, occupation at time of purchase, country of origin at time of purchase, 

true number of acres per quarter section, purchase date, purchase price, number of acres 

purchased, purchase price per acre, value per acre on the title, number of 'value' acres, 

mortgage (name, date made, release date), liens (type of lien, date lien taken, date 

released), and other actions (which included foreclosures, caveats, and tax arrears notices, 

etc., the holder, date action taken, date discharged). The categories provided under 'Type 

of Sale' included grant, liquidation sale, corporate sale, power of sale/foreclosure, tax 

sale, partnership sale, new certificate, family sale, transfer, transmission, and regular sale. 

Family sale, transfer and transmission all pertained to transactions between related 

9 Microsoft Access 97 was the database program chosen to organize and manage the information. 
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people; transfers usually occurred between a husband and wife, and transmissions upon 

the death of the owner as land was settled within the estate. 

On several occasions transfer documents were interconnected, with one document 

incorporating the sale of more than one quarter section. In these cases, each transfer 

document would have to be re-inserted into the next applicable quarter section files for 

further examination. Tracing the transactions was complex, as most quarter sections 

were sold multiple times, and a few were sub-divided under one owner and rejoined 

under a different owner several transactions later. 

Gathering and examining data through tracing the sale and purchase transactions 

of the surrendered Pheasant's Rump Reserve occurred in two parts. The first two 

transactions for each quarter section were examined for evidence of land speculation by 

identifying the purchasers, the length of their ownership, the size of the transactions, and 

the amount of profit realized. To differentiate which purchases occurred in the process of 

land speculation, and which were purchased, fanned and later resold at a profit, the 

author devised two basic criteria. A purchase made with the intent to farm was identified 

by examining the number of acres purchased, the time period in which the purchase 

occurred, and the total number of acres owned. Therefore, if the purchaser bought land in 

an amount considered standard farm size for that period and demonstrated a reasonable 

period of ownership the author did not consider that speculative buying. If the number of 

acres purchased by an individual was considerably greater than was practical for the 

farming practices of that period, and/or if the resale of this land occurred very quickly, 

the author determined that the purchase had occurred for speculative purposes. 
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3.1 Surrender and Sale of the Pheasant's Rump Reserve: First and Second 

Transactions 

In the initial stages of research the author examined the letters and memorandum 

of employees within the Department of the Interior and the Department of Indian Affairs 

discussing the under-utilization of reserve land. Questions were raised that the surrender 

and sale of this land would immediately reduce administrative costs for the band and over 

the long term could increase national revenue potential. Select Department of Indian 

Affairs' records found in the National Archives of Canada (hereafter NAC) in RG-10 

provided this documentation.°  Copies of the bids tendered to the Department of Indian 

Affairs, along with both the Indian Land Sale Grant (the first document of title) and the 

document of first transfer, were examined for the rate and price at which the surrendered 

land was sold. This was to identify if the interests of the Pheasant's Rump band members 

had been upheld, or if there was evidence of land speculation. An investigation about 

who made the purchases, the number of acres purchased, the length of time before the 

land was resold, and the proOfit received demonstrated that the band members had not 

received adequate compensation for their land, nor had the land been sold to individual 

settler farmers. Instead a majority of the land had been purchased by one individual 

whom research revealed was a representative of individuals within or connected to both 

the Department of Indian Affairs and the Department of the Interior. 

° Discussion in relation to this provided in chapters four and five. 
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Many of the surrenders of large blocks of the Indian land involved land 

speculation and profit making (Martin-McGuire 1998, 94; Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.]; 

Gates 1973, 67) by a company or group of individuals who in the initial resale of the land 

often sold the majority of their holdings to other speculation or investment buyers, selling 

very little to individual settler farmers. The author examined a few of the criteria used to 

determine the presence of 'land speculation' in chapter two of the thesis (Gates 1973; 

Widdis 1979; Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], Martin-McGuire 1998), and for this paper 

identifies land speculation as the purchasing of land solely for profitable resale excluding 

any verifiable use of the land for personal settlement or agricultural pursuits. Identifying 

factors used by the author to determine if land speculation was a possibility was the 

purchase of a high number of quarter sections by a single buyer, along with and the 

length of time the individual owned the land before reselling it. A comparative analysis 

of land prices for land sold in the study area and land immediately outside the study area 

could not be examined because the author lacked comparative primary data. A factor that 

made the examination of land prices difficult in the study area itself was that the price 

paid for the land was not consistently provided on the land title or transfer documents. 

In investigating land speculation as motivate for the surrender and sale of the 

Pheasant's Rump Reserve, the author examined each of the Indian Land Sale Grants 

received by Bedford-Jones and Harkness for the price paid and the number of acres 

received. A calculation of these figures provided the amount received by the band 

members. This figure was then compared to a conservatively estimated value calculated 

from J. B. Lash's evaluation in the Department of Indian Affairs' records. To calculate 

Lash's estimate, the Pheasant's Rump quarter sections were counted from each of the 
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eleven grants and 160 acres assigned to each quarter. In some instances this created a 

difference in acres between the actual grant acres and the assigned acres because some 

quarters on the grant were fractional. In Lash's evaluation of the land he did not assign a 

dollar value for each acre per quarter section, he noted a dollar value for each acre per 

section (one sections equals four quarter sections). Unfortunately when the land was 

sold, all four quarters of a section did not necessarily become part of the same grant. In 

cases where a grant had quarters to which Lash had assigned a $5.00 and a $3.00 value, 

the author chose the $3.00 value from which to calculate the average per acre of the 

quarters in that grant. From this, using Lash's estimations the author calculated a total 

estimated value per grant. The two figures were then subtracted to find out the difference 

between what each buyer actually paid for the land and what Lash had valued it at. An 

example is provided. On Indian Land Sales Grant number A5551 Bedford-Jones paid 

$3,392.00 for 3200 acres of land that Lash had valued at $1.50 per acre; this meant that 

this particular parcel of land was worth $4800.00. According to these calculations, the 

study shows that Bedford-Jones paid $1,408.00 less than the land was valued at on the 

open market of that period. Through these calculations, the author found that for all but 

one grant, Bedford-Jones and Harkness purchased the land for considerably less than it 

was worth, and in total the people of the surrendered Pheasant's Rump Reserve received 

$39,406.48 less than what Lash had proposed. Of the one hundred and fifty-four quarter 

sections, Harkness purchased two. Outside of the possibility that the sale of the land was 

pre-arranged for the purpose of land speculation, factors that may have influenced the 

submission of bids could have been the time of year the land was marketed, the short 

notice for the submission of the tenders (with deposit), and the inability of the purchaser 
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to personally see the land because of weather or cost. Both Tyler and Wright and this 

author note that inquiries in to the availability of land continued for several months, 

demonstrating continue interest in land purchase in the area. 

In examining the second transactions, the issue of land speculation was still an 

issue. The author found that of the seven individuals who purchased land from Bedford-

Jones, five bought more than was feasible to farm during that period of agriculture 

history. Porter bought 11,056 acres at an average of $3.28 per acre (1904 and 1906), 

Fisher bought 4,965 acres under one title at $5.04 an acre (1906), Diehl bought 3,685 

acres at an average of $1.61 per acre (1906), Hoy bought 1760 acres at an average of 

$4.61 per acre (1905 and 1906), and Metcalfe purchased 956 acres (his price per acre is 

not available because the transfer was not available at the land titles office) (1906 and 

1908). Harkness purchased an additional two quarters that were added to those he had 

purchased in the initial sale of the land. 

3.2 An Examination of Subsequent Sale Transactions 

The second segment of the thesis examines subsequent transactions to discern 

whether land tenure within the study area replicates Census Canada's provincial statistics 

on farm size, and whether the development of family farms can be used as an example to 

demonstrate continuity of land ownership. Queries were once again created to group 

transaction data. These queries, and the subsequent tables developed from the queries 

included the number of acres owned by each purchaser, the years in which they patented 

or resold land, the number of quarter sections owned by corporate owners, and the 

number of quarter sections sold to members within the same family for each of the five 

stages used in the study. 
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The 1901 to 1971 study period was 'divided' into five stages: from the first sale 

to the end of World War I (1901-1919), the twenties (1920-1929), the Great Depression 

(1930-1938), World War II (1939-1945), and the years following World War II (1946-

1971). Bruce Shepard directly examines the impact of farm mechanization on prairie 

farm acreage for three of these stages (to the end of World War I, the twenties, and World 

War II) and gives superficial reference to the Great Depression. Using Shepard's stages 

as a template the author added stages to incorporate the Great Depression, and the years 

between World War II and the end of the study period. 

For each of the stages, the author created queries (then tables) that examined how 

many purchasers there were, what years they purchased their land in, how many quarters 

they purchased, when they sold their land, and how many quarters they sold. The 'Type 

of Sale' category allowed the author to identify whether the land was sold as a regular 

sale, family sale, transmission, transfer, or power of sale (included tax sales and 

foreclosures). The query process allowed the author to separate non-family from family 

transactions in order to determine how many such transactions occurred in each stage, 

and how many quarter sections were involved in family sales. Continuity in land 

ownership was examined through identifying and tracing family-owned farms. The 

presence of family farms in the study area is an important factor, and many criterion of 

what constitutes a family farm exist. Examples of the range of the criteria are reviewed 

in chapter two of this thesis. For this study, the author determined that a 'family farm' 

begins with an individual or family and their original land purchase. From that point the 

`family farm' may or may not increase in acreage, but must be passed on through sale, 

transfer or transmission to someone in the extended family. If a family sale, transmission 
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or transfer occurred between purchasers with the same name the transactions were 

traced for ownership continuity and possibly identified as a 'family farm.' If a sale 

occurred as a family sale, transmission or transfer and a different last name was noted, 

the land transfers would have to provide enough evidence to show that this was perhaps a 

married daughter. 

Transactions were also examined to determine if land tenure patterns within the 

study area corresponded to provincial patterns. A series of queries were made to 

ascertain the average number of acres farmed per landowner in the study area for each of 

the five stages, and when completed were compared with that of the provincial average 

from Census Canada, Agriculture (1971). These figures could then be addressed in an 

examination of the impact of farm mechanization and change in land tenure patterns 

when discussed in correlation to Shepard's article. An example of other types of 

information that was examined was corporate and municipal purchase/sale activity. A 

query was devised that requested the patent date, type of sale, name of the purchaser, 

number of quarters purchased, and the year the land was sold for all transactions 

identified as a '2' within the database. The "2" signified that it was a company, 

corporation, government, or municipal transaction, and the query retrieved 28 purchasers 

that match that criteria. When examining this within the overall context of the study 

(chapter six) it allowed the author to determine if the presence of corporate ownership 

was of any significance to the study as a whole. 

The land title and transfer documents provided the name of the purchaser, the year 

the land was patented, the type of sale, his place of residence when he made the purchase, 

whether the purchaser was an individual or a company, occupation, country (Canada or 
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the U.S), how much he paid, the land value (at times), number of acres, the names of 

any co-owners/purchasers (including a wife or children), and any caveats or liens against 

the property, to whom and when it had both occurred and been released. The queries 

could extract any of the above information in innumerable. The advantage in utilizing 

land title records for this study was that they provided an accurate historic record of 

transactions. The disadvantage in using these records as the sole source of information 

for data development was that information was not consistent for all transactions. For 

example, the actual number of acres for each quarter was not always included on the 

document, nor was the price paid for each quarter section when multiple quarters were 

purchased. In these situations the total amount received for the quarters in the transaction 

was often all that was recorded, and though in most cases the standard 160 acres for a 

quarter section could also be used in these calculations it could not be used arbitrarily or 

at all times as some quarters were noted as 'fractional.' Fractional quarter sections were 

the result of acreage being removed from the quarter for road allowances, utility lines, or 

gravesites to name a few. Not having an exact record of the number of acres in each 

quarter section for some of these transactions meant the author could not accurately 

calculate land value. When this situation arose the author ascribed a standard 160 acres 

for the quarter section in calculating the dollar value per acre at the price listed on the 

land title or transfer and made note that this had occurred. 
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Chapter Four: The Pheasant's Rump Reserve, A Brief Study 1881 through 1901 

The signing of an Adhesion to Treaty Four in 1877 demonstrated that both the 

Federal Government and the Indian people of the Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man 

Reserves recognized the need to co-operate in the transition from the traditional 

Aboriginal means of subsistence to an agrarian one. One point laid out in the text of the 

Treaty that enabled this transition was the provision of one square mile of land for each 

family of five, or proportions of that amount for larger or smaller families. This land was 

reserved for the use of the treaty signers (Morris 1991, 331, 337, 338). Twenty three 

thousand and forty-six acres were surveyed for the Pheasant's Rump Reserve in July 1881 

and surrendered in March of 1901. For twenty years its people attempted to survive on 

the land provided by treaty, increasingly through the development of agriculture. The 

Department of Indian Affairs' Annual Reports for the Pheasant's Rump Reserve provide 

information on the number of farmers, acres seeded, crops grown, and the condition of 

livestock and equipment for the majority of these years. This information is very useful 

in researching the agricultural development of the Reserve. 

4.1 Indian Farmers 

From the time when the reserve was surveyed in July 1881 until the fall of 1884, 

the Pheasant's Rump Band was not provided with a competent farming instructor to aid in 

their agricultural development. According to the Dominion of Canada, Annual Report of 

the Department of Indian Affairs (for the year ending December 1883), 1883 was the first 

year the members of the Pheasant's Rump Band actively fanned on the newly established 

reserve. A tabular statement entitled "Farming Agencies and Indian Reservations: 

Approximate Return Of" for 1883, listed a total of 43 broken acres in crop. Of this, 17 
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acres were seeded to wheat, 20 acres to barley, 4 acres to potatoes, and 2 acres to 

turnips. The wheat produced 350 bushels, even though "about half . . . had frozen," the 

barley produced 600 bushels, the potatoes 500 bushels and the turnips 400 bushels (there 

were also 5 of carrots, and 10 of corn). In addition to this there were 43 acres fenced, 60 

tons of hay cut, and 12 houses and 4 stables erected that year (Dominion of Canada, 

Sessional Papers 1884, 194, 195). 

In 1884 Charles Lawford was transferred to the Moose Mountain Agency where 

he took up residence on Farm #25 of the western reserves; the term "western reserves" of 

the Moose Mountain Agency was common when referring to both the Pheasant's Rump 

and Ocean Man Reserves. Lawford remained in this position for over twelve years (from 

1884 to 1897) and was very instrumental in their agricultural development even though a 

series of droughts and early frosts caused severe tribulation and crop loss between 1883 

and 1886 (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 2; Hedges 1939, 90-92). 

Table 4.1(a) shows the number of acres seeded of wheat, oats and barley, plus the 

number of bushels each of these crops yielded. The column shown as 'tubers,' includes 

acres sown to both potatoes and turnips. The tubers were included in order to give the 

reader an accurate picture of the actual acreage farmed through these years. An 

insignificant number of acres were seeded in 1881 and none were seeded in 1882, 

therefore they are not noted on this table. There was a crop failure in 1883, making that 

winter one of destitution. When Inspector T. P. Wadsworth visited the reserves in the 

spring of 1884 he gave witness to the misery in which the people were living (Dominion 

of Canada, Annual Report, Indian Affairs 1884, 95). Amazingly, even in a very 
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weakened condition, band members were able to accomplish some fall ploughing, and 

erect some new fence (Dominion of Canada Annual Report, Indian Affairs 1884, 69). 

Table 4.1(a): Cultivated Acres; Bushels Produced of Wheat, Oats, Barley and 
Tubers; Total Acres Cultivated for Each Year Listed* 

Year 
Wheat Oats Barley Tubers Total 

Cultivated Bushels 
Produced 

i Cultivated 
i Acres 

Bushels 
Produced 

Cultivated 
Acres 

Bushels 
Produced 

Cultivated 
Acres 

Acres 
Acres 

1883 17 350 1 0 0 20 600 6 43 
1884 28 20 0 0 10 50 11 49 
1885 40 350 1 5 0 40 150 19 104 
1886 67 453 1 0 0 28 55 14 109 
1887 60 1335 0 0 5 20 13 78 
1888 75 776 1 14 318 0 0 12 101 
1889 67 159 1 16 15 0 0 6 98 
1890 70 100 1 19 25 0 0 9 98 
1891 60 947 3 0 0 0 7 70 
1892 68 700 15 100 0 0 5 88 
1893 42 28 I 28 0 0 0 8 78 
1894 84 865 0 0 0 0 5 89 
1895 71 326 7 55 4 0 6 88 
1898 77 574 5 107 0 0 4 86 

Dominion of Canada, Annual Report, Department of Indian Affairs, 1883 through 1898; Tyler and Wright 
1978[u.p.], Appendix C, page 3. 
* No information was available for 1896 and 1897. 

No individual reserve data was reported for Pheasant's Rump, Ocean Man or 

White Bear after 1898; from this point all reference is to the Moose Mountain Agency in 

general. In a letter to the Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs in Ottawa on 

June 18, 1890, Hayter Reed stated, 

I have the honor to report that lately I visited the Moose Mountain Agency 
and am happy . . . The grain of the . . . Pheasant Rump and Ocean Man's 
Bands had been particularly well put in, the fields resembled those of the 
best class of white man, and no doubt exists that if a good yield is not had 
it will not be the fault of the Indians or their overseers (Volume 3839, File 
69,244-1, Record Group 10 (hereafter RG-10), NAC). 

In June 1886, by Order in Council, John Joseph (J.J.) Campbell was appointed the 

first Indian Agent of the new Moose Mountain Agency (1886-1897); his headquarters

were built on the Ocean Man Reserve. He was represented as being energetic and 
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practical, with a sound knowledge of farming. Agricultural progress did occur under his 

guidance (between 1886 and 1890), but the provision of sorely needed farm implements 

and tools, and the development of a livestock program allowing band members to use 

breeding stock for up to four years to develop a seed herd were also contributing factors 

(Debates of the House of Commons 1888, 1608; Dominion of Canada, Annual Report 

Department of Indian Affairs 1889, 163-167; Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 24, 25). 

Agent Campbell's report stated that there were few fields as good as those on the 

reserves, and samples of their produce were exhibited at Cannington and Carlyle where 

they won many prizes (Dominion of Canada, Annual Report Department of Indian 

Affairs 1887, 82, 171-172; August 3, October 10, and December 6, 1887, Volume 3773, 

File 36442, RG-10, NAC). 

Proceeds of the 1886 wheat sales allowed the Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man 

fanners to purchase a self-binder, other smaller equipment, the next season's supplies, 

and all the seed they would require. The 1888 crop sale allowed the west reserve 

members to "pay for threshing, grinding and the purchase of some new machinery and 

supplies. In addition, there was enough flour left over to supply all the farming band 

members for a year" (Tyler and Wright 1978(u.p.), 27; Dominion of Canada, Annual 

Report Department of Indian Affairs 1889, 64-67, 135; May 5, August 2, December 1, 

1888, Volume 3773, File 36442, RG-10, NAC). That summer they also fenced 1500 

acres, making a total of 2100 acres fenced for both reserves (July 28 1888, Volume 3803, 

F50744-2, RG-10, NAC). Beginning a new decade, the people of Pheasant's Rump had a 

brighter future. Well established as mixed farmers, they entered the 1890s by 

supplementing their winter income by freighting for settlers, cutting and selling 
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members to “pay for threshing, grinding and the purchase of some new machinery and 

supplies. In addition, there was enough flour left over to supply all the farming band 
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cordwood, hauling timber, selling lime from their kiln, and making plough beams, sleds 

and collars." Agency Inspector McGibbon remarked on how they had progressed even 

though they had such a small population (July 1, 1887, Volume 3773, File 36442, RG-10, 

NAC). The number of adult males on the Pheasant's Rump Reserve between 1883 and 

1898 (Table 4.1(b)) reveals a pattern that indicates the population fluctuated between 16 

and 22 men for the years 1883 to 1889, and that after 1889 the numbers were in steady 

decline. In examining the number of active farmers for this same period, the data reveals 

that the number of farmers peak in 1887 at 17, and then declined to nine for years 

comparative to the lowest male population years. It is interesting that in 1889 over half 

of the adult male population was farming, and that the highest number of farmers were 

active during the first two years of their agricultural development. 

11 Annual reports of the Moose Mountain Indian Agent, (1887-1890), in Dominion of Canada. Annual 
Report Department ofindian Affairs, (1887-1890) and monthly reports from the Moose Mountain Agency 
(Volume 3773, File 36442, RG-10,). 
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Table 4.1(b): Number of Adult Male Band Members and the Number of Farmers 
by year, for Pheasant's Rump Band' 

Year Number of Adult Males Number of Farmers 
1883 16 Not available* 
1884 19 Not available 
1885 19 Not available 
1886 22 16 
1887 18 17 
1888 16 11 
1889 22 12 
1890 19 15 
1891 14 9 
1892 15 
1893 13 9 
1894 12 9 
1895 11 11 
1896 11 Not available 
1897 11 Not available 
1898 13 Not available 

Dominion of Canada, Annual Reports of the Department of Indian Affairs for each year ended June 30th' 
Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.}, C-6. 
*Not available' represents the fact that for these years, a list of individual farmers was not available. 

In 1890, Hayter Reed developed a new agricultural policy entitled the "Approved 

yst Reed felt that Indian farmers should emulate the peasants of Europe 

whose farming operations were small and the implements simple. 13 His policy is clearly 

enunciated in this report. It was his belief that "a single acre of wheat, a portion of a 

second acre of roots and vegetables, and a cow or two could sufficiently provided for an 

Indian farmer and his family" (Carter 1990, 209). Consequently, if an Indian farmer 

cultivated a small acreage rather than extending cultivation there would not be a need for 

labor saving machinery. They were "required to manufacture at home from materials 

readily available, many of the items they needed such as harrows, hay forks, hay racks, 

12 This statement lists "approximately 83 Indians on reserve," but a second statement entitled "Number of 
Indians in the North-West Territories and their Whereabouts on 315r of December, 1883" states that the 
number of persons "on the reserve" when the census was taken was 88, and that 15 members were "absent" 
because they were "on the plains hunting." This census then, establishes that the total number of Indians 
belonging to the Pheasant's Rump Band in 1883 was 103 people (Dominion of Canada, Annual Report, 
Indian Affairs, 1884, 194, 195, 200, 201, 204). 
13 Hayter Reed to Superintendent General of Indian Affairs (S. G. I. A.), 31 October, 1889 in Dominion of 
Canada. Annual Report, Indian Affairs 1889, 162. 
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carts and ox yokes" (Carter 1990, 210). This policy was in operation between 1890 and 

1896, and did nothing to improve agricultural development in the Moose Mountains.'4

With the implementation of the peasant farm policy came a decline in cultivated acres, 

for without machinery farmers could not cultivate as large an area (Carter 1990, 234). is 

The cultivation of fewer acres was encouraged because it was felt that Indian people 

should progress up the social evolutionary ladder by first utilizing simple hand tools such 

as rakes, hoes, sickles, cradles and flails and then operating more advanced and efficient 

machinery such as self-binders and mowers (Dominion of Canada, Annual Report, Indian 

Affairs 1890, 132-143). If European peasants could farm in such a manner then Indian 

people could also. 

Most of the actively farming members of Pheasant's Rump refused to harvest by 

hand, and the few who were persuaded to do so, gave up quickly and left the grain 

standing in the field.' Between 1891 and 1896 the agricultural development of the 

Moose Mountain Agency was hindered by Reed's policy, as it meant crops were planted 

later in the season and did not have time to mature and be threshed before frost struck. 

The yield from the 1896 crop may have been comparable to any in the district if the 

Reserve farmers had been allowed to use harvesting equipment to take it off before the 

frost (Dominion of Canada, Annual Report, Indian Affairs 1892, 162, 163). 

14 The number of acres seeded peaked in 1886 at 109. If not for Reed's peasant farm policy this trend may 
have continued; the last report for the Pheasant's Rump Band stated that only 86 acres were seeded in 1898. 
15 Discussed M a memo from Reed to the (S.G.I.A in October 1890 and included in the Dominion of 
Canada, Annual Report, Indian Affairs (1890, 132-134). 
16 J. J. Campbell to Indian Commissioner, October 8, 1896 in P. A. C., Volume 3964, File 148285, RG-10. 
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Though grain production during this period was not highly successful, progress 

was made raising cattle. By 1896, largely as a result of the cattle husbandry of both the 

Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man Bands, the entire Moose Mountain Agency was self-

sufficient in beef. Thus, in spite of being handicapped by Reed's "Peasant Farm Policy" 

the Assiniboine people were able to rely almost completely on their crops and cattle to 

meet their needs by 1896. Inspector Alex McGibbon reported that this Agency was 

closest to supporting itself as any he had visited, and that the people were content and 

comfortable." 

4.2 Opening the Door to Surrender 

The November 17, 1896 appointment of Clifford Sifton to the position of the 

Minister of the Interior, and Superintendent General of Indian Affairs (within the newly 

elected Liberal Government of Wilfrid Laurier) changed the course of history for the 

Pheasant's Rump, Ocean Man and White Bear Bands. Hayter Reed's 'no machinery' 

policy and its attendant concentration on the cultivation of small fields died a quiet death 

when he was superannuated in June 1897 (Carter 1990). The discontinuation of the 

peasant farm policy was followed by an increase in cultivated acres, and over the next 

three years the crops on Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man Reserves were recognized as 

being of "splendid quality," with the Bands "independent of the ration house, or nearly 

so," as "nearly every man had a crop." As revealed by the many memoranda, letters and 

reports concerning the agricultural status of the Pheasant's Rump (and Ocean Man) 

17 A. McGibbon, November 23, 1896 in Volume 3899, File 98974, RG-10. 
18 Alex McGibbon to S. G. I. A., 27 September, 1898, in Canada. Dominion of Can 'la, Annual Report, 
Indian Affairs (1897-1898). 
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Bands, they were well on their way to being successful agriculturists—comparable to 

their non-Indian neighbors (June 18, 1890, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

The members of White Bear's Band were not as comparatively successful as their 

sister bands in the Moose Mountain Agency. They remained steadfast in their pursuit of 

a traditional way of life, and Reed commented that their lack of farming success was due 

"to the distance their Reserve [was] from the Agency" (June 18, 1890, Volume 3839, File 

69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). The situation could not be allowed to remain. 

The Department wanted the Indians above all to be self-sufficient and 
require little or no assistance in the way of rations. Departmental officials 
believed that sooner or later the fish and game would become depleted and 
fail, and bands such as White Bear's would be force to depend to a large 
extent on Government largesse (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 28). 

The Department took a dim view of bands like White Bear's which did not easily 

give up their traditional way of life, and it was decided that continued, more direct farm 

instruction was needed for White Bear to progress agriculturally. "Being 

characteristically frugal, the Department was reluctant to establish a permanent farm 

instructor with the band when there was already a farm instructor . . . with the Ocean Man 

and Pheasant's Rump people but a few miles to the west" (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 

29). An attempt was made to relocate White Bear's Band closer to the western reserves 

to facilitate administration and save the department money. White Bear's people offered 

"steady and stubborn resistance" however, and in 1890 Indian Commissioner Hayter 

Reed recommended that the Moose Mountain Agency headquarters be relocated to the 

White Bear Reserve so that they would have closer communication with the farm 

instructor (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 29). It was at this point Reed mentions that "the 

Crees had expressed a desire that the others [Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man] might go 
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over and live upon their Reserve and the Stonies [Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man] 

appeared to fall in with the idea" (June 18, 1890, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, 

NAC). 

Over the next eight years, the bands of Pheasant's Rump, Ocean Man and White 

Bear continued in their agricultural development. Then in December 1898, J. D. 

McLean° was directed to "take immediate steps to see upon what terms the two Indian 

Reserves [of] Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man [could] revert to the Government for the 

uses of the Department of the Interior by the removal of the Indians to the eastern 

reserve, known as White Bear" (December 3, 1898, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, 

NAC). It was felt that the White Bear Reserve, with only 126 members (25.5 families) 

and an area of 45 square miles, could support the combined population of 81 persons (16 

families) for both Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man Reserves?' The issue of 

compensation for the loss of the land, and the expense of moving to White Bear was also 

addressed. 

It is reasonable to suppose that the Indians owning the Reserves will not 
surrender them without fair compensation . . . if the Indians of the White 
Bear Reserve will consent to admit into their Reserve the Indians of the 
two Reserves proposed to be surrendered, it would appear reasonable and 
just that they should also participate equally with them in the 
compensation received for the surrendered reserves (December 6, 1898, 
Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

Consequently, the decision was made that the people of Pheasant's Rump and 

Ocean Man would relinquish their land to the Department of the Interior so it could "be 

disposed of for purposes of settlement" (December 29, 1898, Volume 3839, 

19 Secretary, Department of Indian Affairs. 
20 The "Pheasant's Rump Reserve had an area of 36.6 square miles, and a population of 46 persons (or 9 
families); and Ocean Man an area of 37 square miles and a population of 35 (or 7 families)" (December 6, 
1898, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 
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File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). It was estimated that a "saving of $500.00 per annum 

[could] be counted on in the way of salaries," since the members of the three bands would 

be on one reserve and only Halpin' would be needed for agricultural instruction (March 

29, 1900, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

On December 22, 1898, David Laird22 asked to be informed "if it is the intention 

of the Department to offer a lump sum, say $1.00 per acre, or at a valuation to be paid . . . 

as [part of the] settlement process . . . if agreed . . . to be placed to the credit of the three 

bands jointly" (Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). Laird recommended that 

Alex McGibbon, Inspector for Qu'Appelle, be 

. . . authorized to confer with the Indians in regard to the union of the 
bands, and to obtain the surrender of Pheasant Rump and Ocean Man's 
Reserve, as it appears necessary by Section 39 of the Indian Act that the 
officer receiving the surrenders should be directly authorized thereto by 
the Governor-in-Council or by the Superintendent General under his own 
hand (December 22, 1898, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

On April 23, 1901, to prepare for the sale of the land, Father S. Dauphin, O. M. I., 

began his inspection to estimate its productivity and establish a compensation amount for 

the Bands, with the help of Mr. Halpin, farmer in charge of Band No. 70 [White Bear], 

and William Murison,23 farmer for Reserves No. 68 [Pheasant's Rump] and 69 [Ocean 

Man]. 

The crop . . . on White Bear's reserve was about two hundred acres of 
wheat and oats but the results were poor, only two hundred and thirty 
bushels having been harvested; no breaking or summer-fallowing had 
been done . . . cattle were rounded up and a shortage existed . . . At the 
western reserves . . . the crop put in was one hundred and sixty-two acres, 

21 H. R. Halpin, was the Moose Mountain Agency clerk (1895-1897) but he was elevated to Fanner in 
Charge (1897-1901) even though he demonstrated a marked inadequacy for his new responsibilities. He 
was dismissed under charges of mismanagement and insobriety (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 75). 
22 Indian Commissioner for Manitoba and the North West Territories. 
23 W. Munson was Interpreter for Moose Mountain Indian Agency from 1897 to 1903 (Tyler and Wright 
1978[u.p.], 2). 
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and three hundred and thirty-eight bushels of wheat were threshed. The cattle 
were rounded up and in fine condition, and none were missing; the herds 
of the two bands were one hundred and sixty-seven head. Eleven new 
houses and six stables had been built during the year in a well sheltered 
place in the bush near hay and water. Hay was left over from last year, 
and a good deal would be left over this year also . . . A lot of new breaking 
had been done, also summer-fallowing, but the land was not required, as 
these two reserves were surrendered to the government this spring, and the 
Indians joined White Bear's Band, and were removed there in the end of 
April and beginning of May . . . the Indians will now be much more easily 
managed than scattered as they were before (Sessional Papers. No. 27. 1-
2 Edward VII., A. (1902) 198, 199). 

Thus, even though the progress of the two bands was acknowledged, preparation 

was made to uproot and relocate them to White Bear where they would be forced to start 

over. 

4.3 Surrender and Sale 

Parallel to the negotiations for the surrender of Pheasant's Rump and Ocean 

Man's Reserves were negotiations for the en bloc purchase of the land by persons 

represented from an office in Omaha, Nebraska. The land was not sold prior to the 

surrender, but those involved did examine the market in preparation for the sale. The bid 

submitted by Geo. F. West and Joseph G. Armstrong for an 'en bloc' purchase 

represented a well-laid plan for acquiring the land at a low price, for the purpose of 

profitable resale. James A. Smart' initiated the process by recommending to Clifford 

Sifton the removal of the two Bands and the surrender of their land to the Department of 

Indian Affairs for future sale. In June of 1899, Smart met with Frank Pedley and William 

24 Appointed Deputy Minister of the Interior and Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, 1897. 
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and three hundred and thirty-eight bushels of wheat were threshed. The cattle 
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Man’s Reserves were negotiations for the en bloc purchase of the land by persons 

represented from an office in Omaha, Nebraska. The land was not sold prior to the 

surrender, but those involved did examine the market in preparation for the sale. The bid 

submitted by Geo. F. West and Joseph G. Armstrong for an ‘en bloc’ purchase 

represented a well-laid plan for acquiring the land at a low price, for the purpose of 

profitable resale. James A. Smart24 initiated the process by recommending to Clifford 

Sifton the removal of the two Bands and the surrender of their land to the Department of 

Indian Affairs for future sale. In June of 1899, Smart met with Frank Pedley and William

24 Appointed Deputy Minister of the Interior and Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, 1897.
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J. Whites to discuss the possible financial opportunities created for them by the 

surrender of these Reserves. Wilbur V. Bennett's accomplice in this scheme allowed 

them to consider the possibility of settling a large group of Nebraska Bohemians on the 

tract. Bennett was the Canadian Government Agent in the Immigration Branch of the 

Department of the Interior in Omaha, Nebraska, and they felt him to be the "sort of man 

who could manipulate a colonization scheme to considerable financial advantage" (Tyler 

and Wright 1978[u.p.], 91). Pedley met Bennett in Omaha in October 1899, and plans for 

the sale were developed. Bennett undertook an inspection tour of the surrendered land to 

consider its potential value for settlement, and before returning home traveled on to 

Ottawa where he visited Smart, Pedley, and White. Shortly upon Bennett's return to 

Nebraska, Clifford Sifton received a letter (dated December 4, 1899) under the signature 

of "Goe. F. West and Joseph G. Armstrong.' The letter contained an offer to purchase 

the surrendered Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man Reserves. Attached to the offer was a 

cover letter from Bennett "attesting to the 'bona fides' of the applicants" (Tyler and 

Wright 1978[u.p.], 92). With the subterfuge in place, all that was needed was Clifford 

Sifton's approval of the sale. 

As negotiations for the purchase of the surrendered land got underway, the task of 

negotiating the surrender itself was placed in the hands of the Indian Commissioner, 

David Laird, and Mr. Halpin, Fanner-in-Charge of the Moose Mountain Agency (Tyler 

25 Frank Pedley was the Superintendent of Immigration, Department of the Interior; William J. White was 
the Inspector of Unites States Immigration Agencies, Department of the Interior (Canada) (Tyler and 
Wright 1978[u.p.], 86, 87). 
26 Anus.t jigro was a banker from Rushville, Nebraska. His name was forged by W. V. Bennett on the 'West 
and Armstrong' offer to purchase the Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man Reserves, December 4, 1899 (Tyler 
and Wright 1978[u.p.], 86). 
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and Wright 1978[u.p.], 146). On January 25, 1899 Halpin stated that upon his visit to 

the Reserves, he received the following compensation requests: 

The number of acres now under cultivation on their reserves to be 
broken for them on White Bear's Reserve. 
r d Assistance in the way of new agricultural implements, more especially 
a Binder for each Band. 
3rd Assistance in the way of floors and doors for new houses, when they 
start to build on White Bear's Reserve. 
4th In the event of White Bear's reserve being too small, would the 
Government add a small piece of land to the Western portion of White 
Bear's reserve. 
5th A small cash payment annually and how much? (January 25, 1899, 
Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

He went on to say that "only about fifteen Indians are working on the two 

reserves," and he would be able to "get every working Indian to come to [White Bear's] 

Reserve at any time . . . should the old headmen want too much in return for their 

reserves, they could be brought to reason very quickly with the transfer of the young 

working men" (January 25, 1899, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

Laird's response was that he thought they should not give each Band a binder 

until they were producing crops large enough to make them useful, but he agreed that the 

land was worth $1.00 per acre en bloc ($47,104) and that the money could be credited to 

the three united bands (yielding them $1,884.00 annually at 4 per cent interest) (January 

30, 1899, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

A February 5, 1900 Memorandum stated that an offer received from two 

Americans, Mr. George F. West and Mr. Joseph G. Armstrong,' offered 90 cents an acre 

27 W. V. Bennett, Canadian Government Agent sent a letter to Sifton that stated "Mr. West is a prominent 
railroad man, Mr. Armstrong is a Banker and Capitalist in northwestern Nebraska . . . Mr. W. M. 
McElhinney, a gentleman of vast experience in emigration and settlement . . . and Mr. T. Ringwalt, who 
has also been engaged similarly" (December 13, 1899, Volume 3839,File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). West 
was an Omaha, Nebraska passenger agent, and Armstrong was a banker from Rushville, Nebraska. 
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for the land, with an additional $4,000 for removing the Indians to White Bear. It was 

felt a fair offer, 

if coupled with conditions as to adequate settlement. The terms only 
required placing 25 settlers on the same number of quarter-sections, or on 
4,000 out of a total of 47,147 acres . . . found on inspection by a 
Departmental Surveyor to be adapted for agriculture generally, as 
suggested by Mr. Ponton [Surveyor]. It should also be provided that the 
cost of survey be paid by the purchaser. In the event of Messrs West and 
Armstrong agreeing to the additional conditions . . . they [should be] 
required to deposit to the credit of the Department $1,000 . . . within 30 
days of their being made aware of the conditions . . . (February 5, 1900, 
Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

Laird conducted detailed correspondence with the Nebraska syndicate during the 

next three months, and "after a series of proposals and counter-proposals . . . agreement 

was reached in late February 1901 . . . for a basic purchase price of $52,184.00, or $1.11 

per acre, with $4,080.00 for removal expenses" (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 146). 

The agreement was sent to Ottawa for the Deputy Superintendent General's 

approval in early March, and without any hesitation, Smart prepared a memorandum to 

Clifford Sifton recommending acceptance of the offer. In doing so he greatly 

misrepresented the situation. He "declared that the Assiniboine people were quite willing 

to join White Bear's Band, yet no one had actually probed their view since January of 

1899, and at that time three of the four headmen . . . had been opposed to such a move" 

(Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 146). Superintendent General Smart approved the 

arrangement, and on March 11, 1901 David Laird was mailed the necessary forms and 

authorization to take the surrenders. "Sixteen days later, on March 27, Laird" mailed the 

completed surrender documents to James A. Smart in Ottawa, along with "an agreement 

amalgamating the three Moose Mountain bands" (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 147). 
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The surrender Agreement was signed on March 21, 1901. It stated it was 

between the, 

. . . owners of White Bear's Indian Reserve, No. 70 . . . as represented by 
their Headmen . . . and the Dominion of Canada . . . the Parties of the First 
Part, and the owners of Pheasant Rump's Indian Reserve, No. 68 . . . and 
the owners of Ocean Man's alias Striped Blanket's Indian Reserve, No. 69 
. . . as represented by their Headmen . . . called the Parties of the Second 
Part . . . the Parties of the First Part, for themselves and their descendants 
agree to admit the Parties of the Second Part, and their descendants, into 
their Band, and allow them, as members thereof, to have, hold and possess 
forever, an undivided interest in all land and other privileges . . . In return 
for the above interest, rights and other privileges, granted to them by the 
Parties of the First Part, the Parties of the Second agree, for themselves 
and their descendants, to give the Parties of the First Part, and their 
descendants, a joint and undivided interest in all benefits which have 
accrued or may at any time hereafter accrue from the sale of the lands . . . 
(March 21, 1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

In witness, were the "X" signatures of Ka ka ke way (Eagle Voice) and Kah paye 

koot (Lone Child) of White Bear's Band; Red Thunder (Nah kee andutah) and Red Iron 

(Nah sau audutah [other possible spelling taken from vouchers is Mahsandutah]) of 

Pheasant's Rump Band; and Moving in the Wind (Camminuhay [other possible spelling 

taken from vouchers, Caminie hay]) of Ocean Man's Band. 

There are two versions of what took place at the surrender meetings. The one put 

forward by David Laird indicated that the Ocean Man and Pheasant's Rump bands agreed 

on March 21, the second day of negotiations, to surrender their reserves, and transfer to 

the White Bear Band and Reserve. In the second version, Xavier James McArthur, the 

Assiniboine interpreter, affirmed via affidavit that the surrender discussions lasted four 

days, not two, and that only Ocean Man voluntarily surrendered its land. "A close 

examination of all the available evidence throws considerable light on the dispute and 
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exposes some surprising discrepancies in the Commissioner's version of the affair" 

(Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 147). 

Once the surrender was secured and the land subdivided by Surveyor Ponton, 

Smart wished to get on with the sale. In a memorandum to McLean dated September 5th, 

1901, Smart stated that it "seemed advisable to arrange at once for a sale by public 

auction . . . [and] suggested that the Indian Commissioner ask Mr. Underhill to make a 

valuation of each quarter section" (Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). He 

wished to be "able to put them up with an upset price . . . [and] presumed the terms 

should be the same as those under which Dominion Lands are sold, namely, one-fourth 

down and the balance in three years with interest at five per cent" (September 5, 1901, 

Volume 3839, File 29,244-1, RG-10, NAC). In responding on September 6, it was 

outlined that unless provision was made by 

a special 0.C., the Indian Lands Regulations would apply, which would 
[require a] payment of not less than one-fifth cash and the balance in four 
equal annual installments with interest at 6%, subject also to occupation 
for three years, erection of a house 18 by 24, and clearing and cultivating 
at least five acres in every 100 (Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, 
NAC). 

On August 3rd, 1901 the people of the surrendered reserves had began fanning on 

the White Bear Reserve. David Laird wrote to Clifford Sifton: 

The Indians loyally vacated at once the two reserves in question, and went 
to White Bear's Reserve and put in their crops there, so not to hamper the 
Government [in] . . . placing settlers . . . The bonus [money] was to 
provide lumber and other material to erect houses . . . as well as binders, 
wagons, cattle and other articles of fanning purposes, as also provisions 
while erecting buildings and breaking up land to place them in as good a 
position as they were on the Reserves which they left . . . (Volume 3839, 
File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 
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Once the surrender was secured and the land subdivided by Surveyor Ponton,

Smart wished to get on with the sale. In a memorandum to McLean dated September 5th,
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a special O.C., the Indian Lands Regulations would apply, which would 
[require a] payment of not less than one-fifth cash and the balance in four 
equal annual installments with interest at 6%, subject also to occupation 
for three years, erection of a house 18 by 24, and clearing and cultivating 
at least five acres in every 100 (Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10,
NAC).

On August 3rd, 1901 the people of the surrendered reserves had began farming on

the White Bear Reserve. David Laird wrote to Clifford Sifton:

The Indians loyally vacated at once the two reserves in question, and went 
to White Bear’s Reserve and put in their crops there, so not to hamper the 
Government, [in]. . .  placing settlers . . .  The bonus [money] was to 
provide lumber and other material to erect houses . . .  as well as binders, 
wagons, cattle and other articles of farming purposes, as also provisions 
while erecting buildings and breaking up land to place them in as good a 
position as they were on the Reserves which they left . . .  (Volume 3839,
File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC).
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Laird asked Sifton to give his immediate attention and authority to see that these 

promises be carried out, stating "I feel keenly in this matter, for my personal reputation 

with the Indians for veracity, as well as the good name of the Government, which it has 

always born, for keeping faith with its Indian wards, are at stake" (August 3, 1901, 

Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

Though plans had been laid to sell the land to the American syndicate of West and 

Armstrong, following the surrender the land was opened for tendered sale—in its 

entirety, and at once." This change in plans came about when word of the impending 

sale reached the press in late February of 1900. Public criticism and questions raised in 

the House of Commons caused the abandonment of deals in the making, especially 

between the Nebraskan syndicate of George F. West and Joseph G. Armstrong, and the 

Dominion Government (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 117). 

the [original] plan was dropped by the Department . . . Smart [had also] 
planned to sell the lands by auction. This plan, too, was changed, and the 
lands were put up for sale by tender. The Land Regulations were ignored, 
and a 5 per cent, rather than 6 per cent, interest rate was to be charged on 
installments; there does not appear to have been an Order in Council that 

28 Memorandum to Mr. Collier, January 28, 1903, provides a list of the parties, and how many copies of the 
advertising poster and its amendment were sent out. It also states that the advertisement appeared in both 
the Winnipeg Free Press and the Moosomin Speculator. The Hon. David Laird, Winnipeg (10); Thos. 
Linton, Griswold, Man. (1); Win. Young, Griswold, Man. (1); Dominion Lands Agent, Regina, Assinaboia 
(5); John Wrightman, Moosomin, NWT (1); Thos. Harkness, Box 167, Carberry, Man. (1); J. A. Stirling, 
Souris, Man. (1); Robert Hall, Imperial Life Ins. Co., Brandon, Man. (1); Donald McKerchar, Strathclair, 
Man. (1); D. A. Scott, Souris, Man. (1); D. Croston, Brandon, Man. (1); Arthur Hewlett, Maple Creek, 
NWT (1); D. McDonald, Virden, Man. (1); Wm. McLellan, Boissevain, Man. (1); G. R. Gibson, St. 
Thomas, N. Dakota (1), John Sharman, Souris, Man. (1); James W. Bambridge, Souris, Man. (1); J. W. 
Breakey, Souris, Man. (1); Wm. Mitchell, Souris, Man. (I); James Medill, Souris, Man. (1); W. H. Menery, 
Souris, Man. (1); W. B. Underhill, Melita, Man. (1);H. R. Halpin, Fanner In Charge, Cannington Manor, 
NWT (5); Indian Agent, Broadview, Assa. (5); Indian Agent, Qu'Appelle, Assa. (5); Indian Agent, Birtle, 
Man. (5); J. M. Douglas, M.P., Dongola, NWT (1); Com'r of Immigration, Winnipeg, Man. (5); Dominion 
Lands Agent, Alameda, NWT, (25); Sub-Agent, Arcola, NWT (25); Each Postmaster in East Assiniboia, 
(138) (Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 
" "Under the authority of His Excellency in Council, the Ocean Man and Pheasant's Rump Indian reserves 
. . . were advertised for sale . . . by public competition. The whole of the two reserves (less three small 
graveyards) comprising 46,604.31 acres were disposed of for the aggregate sum of $58,145 . . . the 
proceeds placed to the credit of the respective bands" (Sessional Paper. No. 27. 2-3 Edward VII., A. 
1903, xxvii). 
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(5); John Wrightman, Moosomin, NWT (1); Thos. Harkness, Box 167, Carberry, Man. (1); J. A. Stirling, 
Souris, Man. (1); Robert Hall, Imperial Life Ins. Co., Brandon, Man. (1); Donald McKerchar, Strathclair,
Man. (1); D. A. Scott, Souris, Man. (1); D. Croston, Brandon, Man. (1); Arthur Hewlett, Maple Creek,
NWT (1); D. McDonald, VIrden, Man. (1); Wm. McLellan, Boissevain, Man. (1); G. R. Gibson, St.
Thomas, N. Dakota (1), John Shaman, Souris, Man. (1); James W. Bambridge, Souris, Man. (1); J. W. 
Breakey, Souris, Man. (1); Wm. Mitchell, Souris, Man. (1); James Medill, Souris, Man. (1); W. H. Menery, 
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(138) (Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC).
29 "Under the authority of His Excellency in Council, the Ocean Man and Pheasant’s Rump Indian reserves 
. . .  were advertised for sale . . .  by public competition. The whole of the two reserves (less three small 
graveyards) comprising 46,604.31 acres were disposed of for the aggregate sum of $58,145 . . .  the 
proceeds placed to the credit of the respective bands" (Sessional Paper. No. 27. 2-3 Edward VII., A.
1903, xxvii).
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endorsed this change. The sale by tender was poorly advertised. Most of the 
land purchased by tender was acquired by Smart, Pedley, and White of the 
Department of the Interior at an average of $1.23 per acre. Adjacent 
railway lands were being sold for $3 per acre (Martin-McGuire 1998, 94). 

In all actuality, this study's examination of land tenure begins with the 1901 

surrender of the Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man Reserves.30 The database developed 

for this study traces the history of land sale transactions from 1901 to 1971, and it is 

significant to note that transaction records show no land was patented before 1904. The 

1971 date was chosen because at this point, when learning of an impending bank 

foreclosure' on 12, 650 acres of the original Pheasant's Rump Reserve, Chief Norman 

Shepard and several White Bear members (descendants of the original bands) approached 

the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs with a request to purchase the land 

pending their filing of a statement of claim. 

" When the surrender was taken in 1901 the land lost its reserve status; in 1992 status assigned to the new 
land purchased by the descendants of the Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man Bands 
31 " . . . Harold Lees, who, since 1961, had owned the land his grandfather homesteaded . . . [had] Two 
rather spectacular flops in Newfoundland caused the downfall of the home range. The Industrial 
Development Bank foreclosed on Harold Lees' mortgage in 1966. This foreclosure went to the courts 
because of the large sum involved--$720,000 . . . [He] lost control in 1972 following years of litigation. 
When the land came up for sale, the federal government bought it . . . A final ruling was made . . . in June 
1975; the judge ruled that the applicant had no balance of equity, nor did he meet the terms laid down for 
reopening the final order of foreclosure. This last ruling was also appealed, but to no avail, as the Court of 
Appeals also turned thumbs down on any further action . . . In January 1977 an eviction order was issued to 
Sheriff Don Henneberg and during the past week the Sheriff had ordered the cattle on the land, belonging 
to many area farmers, removed . . . Joe Leask, regional director general of Indian Affairs, of Regina . . . 
explained at the outset the government was also concerned the land in question was put to the best possible 
use. He said the White Bear Band had a claim now in the courts for land they felt they were entitled to. 
`When that land came on the market, the federal government purchased it to safeguard its responsibilities' . 
. . " (Leader Post, June 28, 1977, July 16, 1977). 
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Chapter Five: First and Second Purchase Transactions 

From the initial development of prairie farm settlement, departments within the 

Federal government have had an interest in land tenure. Federally controlled public land 

was distributed in quarter section packages through homesteading and pre-emption, 

creating a system of small, individual and family-owned and operated farms. This form 

of land distribution continued on the prairies until 1930, at which time the passing of the 

Natural Resources Transfer Agreement allowed the provinces to devise their own policies 

to dispose of non-tenured or 'Crown' land. This affected seventeen million acres of land 

in Saskatchewan, three million that were then available for settlement (Murchie 1936, 

85). 

In Saskatchewan, untenured provincial lands were "held for purchase on terms of 

10 per cent payment on entry with 12 years to pay the balance and an charge of 6 per cent 

interest" (Murchie 1936, 85). The minimum price per acre was set at one dollar, and it 

was "stipulated that purchasers must have had four years previous residence in 

Saskatchewan; . . . is required to reside on his holding at least four months each year for 

three years; erect a habitable dwelling valued at not less than $60 and improve the land to 

the extent of breaking at least 20 acres for crop" (Murchie 1936, 85). What effect, if any, 

this had on the turnover rate of the land within the study area can only be conjectured. 

The first and second sale transactions of the surrendered Pheasant's Rump land are 

examined to address the Department of Indian Affairs and the Department of the 

Interior's argument that the high demand for agricultural land in the area ensured a good 

return on the sale of the surrendered Reserves for the band members. Consequently, the 

first and second purchase transactions are examined separately within this chapter to 
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discern the validity of this argument. The examination addresses the identity of the 

purchaser, number of acres purchased, how long the land was kept before it was resold, 

and where possible, the dollar amount of the transaction. This chapter will examine, in 

part, how land, soil classification and community development are linked together. The 

land on which this study is based, was surveyed and qualities were noted which made it a 

valuable asset to the development of the Pheasant's Rump Reserve community. In turn, 

these same qualities made it a valuable asset for sale to non-Aboriginal settlers at a time 

when prairie agricultural settlement was just beginning to blossom. 

5.1 Land, Community, and Classification 

Land, intrinsic to a community's sense of identity, is the geographic compass 

directing a community's development. The factors that determine how the community 

develops, in turn determines the use and utilization of the land to which that community 

is linked (Mandal 1982, 25). The previous chapter outlined the development of the 

Pheasant's Rump community, and though this community existed within the institutional 

framework of the Department of Indian Affairs, in the minds of the Pheasant's Rump 

people, there was no question of their sense identity and land ownership. They were well 

aware that the land surveyed for them following their signing of Treaty Four would 

provide for them in the changing times ahead. Following the survey of their reserve in 

1881, they asked Surveyor J. G. Sing to leave, and he noted that the bands "appeared 

possessive of their land" (Dominion Land Survey Files, 1881-1882; Tyler and Wright 

1978[u.p.], 13). 

In his surveyor's description, Surveyor J. C. Nelson, D. L. S. described the 36.6 

square mile reserve, providing both its positive and negative attributes: 
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The western portion is a high rolling plain strewn with boulders. There are 
valleys containing good soil and rich pasturage. Lakes and ponds are 
numerous. In some of these the water is good, [and] in others it is bad. 
The eastern part is partially wooded and interspersed with lakes and 
ponds. The soil is rich, sandy loam, seemingly well adapted for 
agricultural purposes (Privy Council of Canada Report 1889, 17). 32

Tyler and Wright apply modem soil classification to the appraisal made by 

Department of Indian Affairs Surveyor J. C. Nelson, D. L. S., assigning the majority of 

the Pheasant's Rump Reserve land a Type 5 classification that meant it was best suited to 

pasture and mixed fanning (1978, D-2). Only 5,295 acres were Type 1-3 and considered 

good cropland, a fact that affected its marketability given the agricultural technology of 

the day. Table 5.1(a) is a soil classification table that includes a description of each 

classification's potential for crop or pasture. As such it reveals the agricultural suitability 

of the surrendered Pheasant' Rump Reserve. 

Table 5.1 a : Soil Classification and Production Capability 
Soil 
Classification 

Abbreviated Description Implied agricultural suitability 

1 No significant limitations to use for crops. Very good to excellent 
2 Moderate limitations that restrict the range of 

crops or require moderate conservation practices. 
Good. 

3 Moderately severe limitations that restrict the 
range of crops or require special conservation 
practices. 

Fair. 

4 Severe limitations that restrict the range of crops 
that can be grown or require special conservation 
practices or both. 

Marginal for arable agriculture. 

5 Severe limitations that restrict capability to 
producing perennial forage crops but improvement 
practices are feasible. 

Permanent pasture or hay only. 

6 Agricultural capability is limited to native grazing. 
Improvement practices are not feasible. 

Native grazing only. 

(Homer, Brown, Gilson, Lee, Machardy, McRorie, Sibbald, 1980, 26). 

32Nelson describes the 37 square miles surveyed for the 26 families of Ocean Man's Band: "In the south-
western part there is a level prairie of good clay loam soil. In the central portion the surface is rolling and 
hilly. The ridges are strewn with boulders. In the hollows the soil is generally good. Towards the north-
east the country is partially wooded and interspersed with ponds and lakes, in some of which the water is 
good, and in others it is strongly alkaline. The land in many places is rich and well adapted for farming in 
the latter portion of the reserve, while in the former it is more suitable for stock-raising" (Privy Council of 
Canada Report 1889, 18). 
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Table 5.1(b) provides both the number and percentage of acres found in the soil 

classification categories present (Types 1 through 6) for each of the three Moose 

Mountain Agency Reserves; this would not have changed in any substantial manner 

between 1901 when the land was surveyed for sale, and 1920 when Saskatchewan first 

began this standardized method of soil classification. Ocean Man had a slightly higher 

percentage of good cultivatable land. 

Table 5.1(b): Number and Percentage of Acres for each Soil Classification Found 
Within the Pheasant's Rump, Ocean Man and White Bear Reserves 

Band Soil Class 
1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

Pheasant's Acre 0 490 4,805 0 15,693 1,335 22,323 
Rump % 0 2.2 21.5 0 70.2 6.0 
Ocean Acre 0 1,024 4,742 0 16,717 1,196 23,680 
Man % 0 43 20.0 0 70.6 5.0 
White Acre 386 737 5,400 4,562 13,601 1,229 25,915 
Bear % 1.5 2.8 20.8 17.6 52.5 4.7 

*(1'y1er and Wright 1978[u.p.], D-3) 

The actual soil quality of the surrendered land brings into question the 

Department's statement that the high quality of the soil, and the inability of the band 

members to exploit it offered a reason for surrender and sale. This information is 

important to the study for two reasons: one, it demonstrates this land would not be highly 

sought after from a purely grain farming perspective; and second, the land value 

determined at the time of surrender was not obtained in the initial sale, raising the 

question of land speculation. 

5.2 Survey and Valuation 

Before the North-West Territories could be opened for homesteading it needed to 

be systematically surveyed and subdivided—a process that began in 1869. This survey 
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method, adopted from the American 'Rectangular Survey' system (Johnson 1976, 53-

82)," was officially approved by the Dominion in 1871. It was codified by the Dominion 

Lands Act of 1872 (Lambrecht 1991, 11).34

The object of the survey was to delineate a basic unit of land holding, the 
160-acre quarter-section. The quarters were grouped into 640-acre 
sections, one mile square, and the sections into townships of thirty-six 
sections each. By numbering the townships north from the principal base 
line and the 'ranges' east or west of the principal meridians, the position of 
each quarter could be precisely defined. Thus a rural address in pre-post 
office days might have read: S.E. Quarter, Section 3, Township 10, Range 
19, West of the 1St Meridian—the address, in fact, of the first quarter 
section sold by the CPR, about two miles south of Brandon (Rees 1988, 
60,61). 

In most cases Indian reserves were left as large blocks without standard internal 

quarter section markers or road allowances." The Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man 

Reserves were surveyed in 1881 with no sub-divisional boundary delineating one from 

the other. Following the surrender, surveyors were required to subdivide, mark into 

quarter sections, and complete a value assessment in preparation for sale. This led to 

ongoing correspondence between the Department of Indian Affairs and the Department 

of the Interior. 

McLean sent a memorandum to Mr. Orr telling him "it appears to me to be an 

utter impossibility to obtain from Mr. Surveyor Reid copies of his plans of survey in time 

to have a sale this fall" (September 13, 1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, 

33 For more details on the development of this system read Hildegard Binder Johnson's Order Upon the 
Land (1976). It discusses Ordinances that led to our present method of boundary demarcation. Details into 
the process of survey may be found in a pamphlet by the Province of Saskatchewan entitled "The Land 
Surveys Systems," by The Bureau of Publications, Legislative Building, Regina, Sask. (n.d.). 
34 The Administration of Crown Lands In Canada, by Canadian Council of Resource and Environment 
Ministers in 1972 addresses issues, policies and Administration of Crown Lands since 1930. It provides a 
"brief statement on the intention and land management philosophy" of each of these acts. 
35 Richard H. Bartlett, "The Establishment of Indian Reserves on the Prairies" (1980) further examines 
issues that arose in the survey process when Dominion Land surveyors got ahead of Indian Affairs 
surveyors. 
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NAC). In response to this J. B. Lash told Laird "Surveyor Reid's plan and field notes of 

Moose Mountain Reserve can be ready in two weeks" (September 20, 1901, Volume 

3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). A memorandum to S. Stewart followed in which 

Smart told him that "plans and field notes of survey . . . [will be had] by the first of the 

month, that a sale should be begun at once" (October 2, 1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244-

1, RG-10, NAC). 

David Laird wrote a letter stating that according to Mr. H. R. Halpin (the fanner 

in charge of the two reserves) Canadian Pacific Railway lands adjoining the two reserves 

"sold last year at $3.00 per acre . . . [and as] only about one-fifth of the land in question is 

rough land . . . [it] would readily be bought up at about $3.00 per acre by our own people, 

if it was opened for sale" (February 27, 1900, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, 

NAC). The term 'rough land' made reference to land that was not of prime agricultural 

quality and could be hilly, rocky or have a lot of bush. The rough land referred to in 

Laird's letter was part of the Pheasant's Rump Reserve. Laird continued in his 

discussion with Halpin by saying he: 

. . . had several inquiries if it would be sold, and thinks there would be a 
good deal of dissatisfaction among Canadians if it was granted to outside 
speculators without their having an opportunity to purchase . . . Why 
should it be possible for Messrs. West and Armstrong to hold back three-
fourths of the land for speculative purposes, for which in a few years they 
could realize from $6.00 to $10.00 per acre? (February 27, 1900, Volume 
3839, File 69.244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

Mr. W. R. Underhill, the Homestead Inspector at Melita, reported the value of the 

surrendered land of Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man, "mention[ing] $1.00 as a fair 

consideration per acre" in a letter dated April 6, 1900. He reiterated this in a letter to 

David Laird, telling him this land is "very much broken and that a valuation applying to 
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NAC). In response to this J. B. Lash told Laird “Surveyor Reid's plan and field notes of 

Moose Mountain Reserve can be ready in two weeks” (September 20,1901, Volume 

3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). A memorandum to S. Stewart followed in which 

Smart told Wm that “plans and field notes of survey. . .  [will be had] by the first of the 

month, that a sale should be begun at once” (October 2,1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244- 

1, RG-10, NAC).
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could realize from $6.00 to $10.00 per acre? (February 27, 1900, Volume 
3839, File 69.244-1, RG-10, NAC).

Mr. W. R  Underhill, the Homestead Inspector at Melita, reported the value of the 

surrendered land of Pheasant’s Rump and Ocean Man, “mentionpng] $1.00 as a fair 

consideration per acre” in a letter dated April 6,1900. He reiterated this in a letter to 

David Laird, telling him this land is “very much broken and that a valuation applying to
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the ordinary prairie lands could not apply to these. I have been told that 75 cents per 

acre would be a reasonable figure with homestead conditions attached, but I have no 

reason for receding from my former views in this matter" (January 8, 1901, Volume 

3839, File 69-244-1, RG-10, NAC). A letter from J. D. McLean, Secretary of the 

Department of Indian Affairs, requested P. G. Keyes, Secretary to the Department of the 

Interior to send: 

. . . copies of the Field Notes of the Townships surrounding the Moose 
Mountain Reserve . . . [as they] are urgently required for the use of the 
Surveyor who is about to make the subdivisions of the Reserves into 
Sections . . . [and] should contain sufficient information regarding the 
Section lines intercepting the Reserves, in order that the Surveyor may be 
able to locate the nearest Section corners (April 25, 1901, Volume 3839, 
File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

J. B. Lash, Secretary to Commissioner Laird, was sent from the office of the 

Indian Commissioner in Winnipeg to inspect the surrendered reserves and to estimate a 

price per acre for their upcoming sale. He did not value a "single section under $1.00 per 

acre, and only very few were considered to be worth that little. Most were priced at 

$1.50, $3.00 and $5.00" (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 194).3' This was much higher 

than either Superintendent General W. B. Underhill, or Armstrong and West had 

estimated. Mr. J. B. Lash stated: 

In accordance with your instructions I proceeded to the Moose Mountain 
Agency on the 26th ultimo, I beg to submit the following report of my 
inspection of the lands . . . In arriving at an estimate of the value of the 
lands, owing to the rolling and broken country within the reserves, I have 
made four grades. There are some first-class fanning sections, soil rich 
clay loam. The grazing lands contain numerous sloughs with an abundant 
supply of hay and water. In estimating the value I have taken into 
consideration the influx of settlers into the adjacent district this year, and 
that the lands are at present within twenty miles of railway facilities with 

36 None of the Pheasant's Rump land was valued at $5.00 per acre, but a small portion of Ocean Man's 
was. 
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every prospect of nearer communications within the next few years (September 
6, 1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

Lash evaluated the majority of fractional and full sections of the Pheasant's Rump 

Reserve as a mixture of rolling prairies, bluffs, hay sloughs and lakes for which he set a 

value of $1.50 an acre. He described a few of the sections as being "good farm land with 

some hay sloughs and bluffs" which he valued at $3.00 per acre . . . and ten fractional and 

full sections are said to be "high rolling plain, strewn with boulders at $1.00" per acre 

(September 6, 1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). Table 5.2(a) is a 

summary of Lash's information as outlined within the RG 10 files. 

Table 5.2(a): Surveyor Lash's Evaluation of the Surrendered Land, By Number of 
Sections. Land Descri tion and Value Per Acre* 

Total # of Sections (full 
and fractional) 

Description of Land $ Value Per 
Acre 

8 High rolling plain, boulders, pasture land $1.00 
1 Rolling,_plain, stony, hay sloughs $1.00 
2 Rolling prairie and bush/bush/popular bush $1.50 
6 Popular bush, lakes, hay sloughs, rolling prairie $1.50 
3 Bluffs, sloughs and lakes $1.50 

12 Rolling prairie and hay sloughs $1.50 
2 Good land with hay sloughs and bluffs $3.00 

10 Good fanning land and hay sloughs $3.00 
44 Total Number of Sections at Average Value Per Acre $1.80 

*(September 6, 1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

The surrendered land contained a variety of soil types, and Lash "endeavored to 

give the comparative values so . . . no choice sections [would be] grabbed at a low price" 

(September 6, 1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). David Laird sent a 

letter to James Smart in September, 1901 discussing Lash's evaluation and his concern 

with getting re-establishment supplies to the people resettling on White Bear. 

His valuation is by sections, as I suppose scarcely less than one section 
will be sold to any one man. If good half or quarter sections are sold 
separately for the price named, then the remaining half or quarters of the 
section may not be worth so much. I would urge that the lands be put on 
the market without delay, as the Indians . . . are becoming quite impatient 
at seeing winter approaching with no provisions for houses and other 
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necessary supplies . . . If possible $2,000 in cash and an order for lumber, 
windows, doors and hardware should be given within two weeks 
(September 6, 1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

In Table 5.2(b) the proposal amounts submitted by West and Armstrong, the 

counter-proposal by Laird, and the accepted bid amounts are provided along with the 

price per acre, and the rate of interest for each situation. Funds to help with the removal 

of the Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man people to White Bear, and survey expense 

money were to be included in the deposit by West and Armstrong. The average price per 

acre proposed by West and Armstrong and that counter-proposed by Laird, makes the 

amount received from the tenders seem generous. This is deceiving, in that it is still far 

below Lash's appraised value for the land. In addition, the moneys paid to the bands 

were calculated by taking the total acres for both reserves (47,104) minus the 96 acres 

removed for road allowances (March 2, 1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, 

NAC).37

37 In appendix F-2, Tyler and Wright gave the total acres for both Reserves as 47,104 minus acreage 
allotted for road allowance, leaving a "base acreage of 46,604.31" (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], D-3, F-2). 
A much bigger road allowance than noted in the letter David Laird sent to James Smart that confirmed 
"there is about one township in each of the reserves, and road allowances in each will [remove] about 96 
acres" (March 2, 1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). Laird continued by saying the "land 
will be patented by the section or quarter-section, the roads will remain the property of the Department to 
be transferred to the North West Government. If patented en bloc the Company may not be willing to give 
up all the road allowances for public use" (March 2, 1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). On 
March 8, 1901 Smart replied that roads should be surveyed before the land was sold, and though it would 
reduce the land purchased by settlers, they should only be asked to pay for what they actually receive 
(Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). Smart wanted to ensure that the "survey made of the 
Reserve, make[s] . . . [it] uniform with the surrounding country " (March 11, 1901Volume 3839, File 69-
244-1, RG-10, NAC). 
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Table 5.2(b): Terms of Purchase by West and Armstrong, Counter Proposals from 
Laird, and a Summarythe Price Received Under The Terms of The Tenders 

Proposal 
and Tender 
Information 

Original West 
and Armstrong 
Proposal 
4 Dec. 1899 

Laird Counter- 
Proposal # 1 
27 Feb. 1900 

Laird Counter- 
Proposal # 2 
18 Jan. 1901 

West and 
Armstrong 
Proposal 
S Feb. 1901 

Laird Counter- 
Proposal # 3 
15 Feb. 1901 

Tenders 
15 Nov. 1901 

Down- 
Payment 

$4,000.00 
(all for removal 

expenses) 

$5,000.00 
(all for removal 

and survey 
expenses) 

$7,000.00 
($6,000 removal 

expenses; $1,000 
survey expenses) 

$6,000.00 
($2,000 
removal 

expenses; 
$1,000 survey 

expenses) 

$7,000.00 
($4080 removal 

expenses; 
$1,000 survey 

expenses) 

$14,456.44 

Price/ Acre $.90 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.23 
Rate of 
Interest 
Over 4 
Equal 
Payments 

6% 6% 6% 4% 5% 5% 

*(Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], F2). 

The sale to West and Armstrong was halted following an internal government 

inquiry into the legitimacy of the transaction, causing the land to be offered for sale by 

tender. The time discrepancy between the receipt and acceptance of tenders (1901), and 

the actual patent dates occurs because land could not be patented until final payment had 

been received. For Pheasant's Rump this occurred in November and December of 1905 

(Indian Land Sale Grants; Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], G-94-135). 

In a memorandum to S. Stewart, McLean discussed how the land was to be 

advertised: 

. . . bills should be got out and sent to every Post Office and all Land 
Agencies within 100 miles . . . of the Reserves, to the effect that tenders 
will be invited for the purchase of the lands contained in the two Reserves 
named, up to the 15 November, tenders to be separate (not less than Y4 
section) or in bulk (October 2, 1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, 
NAC). 

This was immediately followed with a draft of the poster. The poster requested 

that sealed tenders be addressed to the Secretary of the Department of Indian Affairs, 

marked "Tenders for Indian Lands" on the outside of the envelope. The terms of sale 

were "one quarter cash, upon advice of acceptance of Tender, the balance to be paid in 
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Hie sale to West and Armstrong was halted following an internal government 

inquiry into the legitimacy of the transaction, causing the land to be offered for sale by 

tender. The time discrepancy between the receipt and acceptance of tenders (1901), and 

the actual patent dates occurs because land could not be patented until final payment had 

been received. For Pheasant’s Rump this occurred in November and December of 1905 

(Indian Land Sale Grants; Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], G-94-135).

In a memorandum to S. Stewart, McLean discussed how the land was to be 

advertised:

. . .  bills should be got out and sent to every Post Office and all Land 
Agencies within 100 miles . . .  of the Reserves, to the effect that tenders 
will be invited for the purchase of the lands contained in the two Reserves 
named, up to the 15 November, tenders to be separate (not less than 14 
section) or in bulk (October 2,1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10,
NAC).

This was immediately followed with a draft of the poster. The poster requested 

that sealed tenders be addressed to the Secretary of the Department of Indian Affairs, 

marked “Tenders for Indian Lands” on the outside of the envelope. The terms of sale 

were “one quarter cash, upon advice of acceptance of Tender, the balance to be paid in
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four equal annual installments with interest at the rate of five per cent. The highest or 

any Tender not necessarily accepted" (October 5, 1901, Volume 3839, File 69,224-1, 

RG-10, NAC). Included in the advertisements was a list of the quarter sections and a 

very brief description prepared by Lash. Smart responded that: 

. . . it would be a great mistake to make any statement with regard to 
broken or full sections or to give any description of the land. If it 
happened that the land was improperly described the purchaser would 
have reason to complain . . . it would be better simply to put the land up, 
letting those who want to bid on it ascertain themselves the quality . . . 
(October 7, 1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

He requested the following changes be made before the handbills and 

advertisements were released: 

Each tender shall contain an offer at a rate per acre for not more than one 
section of land and shall be accompanied by a deposit of at least 5% of the 
amount of the tender . . . forfeited to the Department if the tenderer refuses 
to complete the purchase of the land (October 7, 1901, Volume 3839, File 
69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

Advertising was put in the daily edition of the Winnipeg Free Press, and also in 

the weekly edition for three insertions each. It was also placed in the Moosomin 

Spectator. Copies of the handbills were forwarded to the Dominion Land Agent in 

Alameda, to the sub-Agent at Arcola, and to each Postmaster, to display in their offices. 

Some discussion ensued concerning the wording of the advertisements; Smart was 

concerned that the advertisements did not refer to the sections adjoining the reserve as 

`broken' or 'fractional,' and he wished to add a postscript to the handbills and 

newspapers. The postscript would read, "For further particulars regarding these lands 

application should be made to the Honourable David Laird, Indian Commissioner, 

Winnipeg or to the undersigned (that is yourself)" (October 17, 1901, Volume 3839, File 

69, 244-1, RG-10, NAC). Three hundred posters had already been printed and mailed on 
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October 16, 1901 to postmasters in the District of East Assinaboia, to the Dominion and 

Indian Lands Agents, the Indian Commissioner, and the Commissioner of Immigration at 

Winnipeg. New posters were printed with the update, and sent out for attachment to the 

one first printed (October 18, 1901, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

5.3 Purchase Inquiries, Tenders and Successful Bidders 

The initial posters and advertisements for tenders were released on October 16, 

1901; these were followed by notices requesting some the information be amended—as 

requested by Smart. Considering submissions were closed at noon November 15, 1901, 

prospective buyers had little time to examine the land, or to gather the required bid 

deposits. Tenders from small, or prospective fanners, appeared doomed. 

It needs to be noted that although A. C. Bedford-Jones' did successfully submit 

tenders for 152 of the 154 quarter sections, there had been inquiries by people other than 

him. On October 27, 1901 Mr. W. H. McNeray, of Souris, Manitoba requested 

information on how to purchase a piece of the surrendered reserve land. McLean 

responded with the Department's description, and suggested that McNeray verify "by 

personal examination, or otherwise before tendering" (Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-

10, NAC). This allowed only eighteen days to travel to the areas, examine the land, and 

gather the deposit needed when the tender was submitted. On November 4, 1901 Smart 

responded to an inquiry, by Mr. M. Miller of Moosomin, Assiniboia inquiring how he 

could purchase land from the surrendered reserves. Smart stated the Department was 

offering the land through tender, and that tenders had to be in by noon on November 15, 

1901. Bedford-Jones submitted his tenders to J. D. McLean on November 13, 1901 with 

38Bedford-Jones, a Toronto lawyer, was a former law partner of Frank Pedley (1894 and 1897), and related 
to James A. Smart by marriage. 
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gather the deposit needed when the tender was submitted. On November 4,1901 Smart 

responded to an inquiry, by Mr. M. Miller of Moosomin, Assiniboia inquiring how he 

could purchase land from the surrendered reserves. Smart stated the Department was 

offering the land through tender, and that tenders had to be in by noon on November 15, 

1901. Bedford-Jones submitted his tenders to J. D. McLean on November 13,1901 with

38Bedford-Jones, a Toronto lawyer, was a former law partner of Frank Pedley (1894 and 1897), and related 
to James A. Smart by marriage.
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a cover letter stating he was assignee for Beaumont, Marsh and MacKenzie." Each bid 

identified the quarter section, the tendered amount, and enclosed a check for the required 

deposit (November 13, 1901, Volume 3840, File 69,244-4A, RG-10, NAC). On 

November 14, 1901, McLean received a telegram from Bedford-Jones regarding his bids; 

he wrote, "Re: Indian Lands advise by wire receipt of tenders and letters" (Volume 3839, 

File 69,244-1). On November 21, 1901 McLean released the names of R. B. Beaumont, 

E. C. Mackenzie, G. W. Marsh, Thomas Harkness, George Henderson, S. S. Smith, 

Robert Bell and John Spence as the successful bids (Volume 3840, File 69,244-4A, RG-

10, NAC). The one hundred and fifty-two (of a possible 154) quarter sections 

successfully tendered by Bedford-Jones were patented between February 1905 and 

December 1906. Title was issued to Alban Cartwright Bedford-Jones in trust for R. B. 

Beaumont, E. C. Mackenzie and G. W. Marsh (either individually or in combinations of 

any three of these individuals). 

Discrepancy between the amount of Bedford-Jones' bid, and Lash's evaluation 

reveals the potential profit Bedford-Jones could realize even before resale. Quarter 

sections estimated at $1.00 an acre by Lash were tendered at $ .50 and $ .75 (the 

majority were purchased at $ .50 an acre), estimations of $1.50 by Lash were tendered at 

$ .75 to $1.25 an acre (with most ranging from $ .75 to a $1.05), quarters estimated at 

$3.00 per acre were tendered at amounts between $1.25 and $1.75 an acre (the majority 

in the $1.50 range) (September 6, 1901, Volume 3840, File 69,244-1). Bids on the 

southwest and northwest quarter sections of 26-10-6 were successfully submitted by 0. 

39 Beaumbnt, MacKenzie and Marsh were lawyers from Toronto and according to research by Tyler and 
Wright their signatures had been forged by Bedford-Jones, acting through his trustee position for Smart, 
Pedley and White in the purchase of the surrendered land. Apparently Beaumont, Mackenzie and Marsh 
were unaware of their part in the land deal (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 86). 
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Thomas Harkness on November 81, 1901 and patented in October 1907 (Volume 3840, 

File 69,244-4A, RG-10, NAC). The $2.00 an acre bid for each quarter was accepted, 

even though the land was valued at $3.00 per acre. 

Table 5.3(a) outlines the total amount paid in each of the first purchase 

transactions by Alban Cartwright Bedford-Jones and 0. Thomas Harkness, as provided 

on the Indian Land Sale Grants. It also provides the author's estimated total of the value 

set by Lash for the applicable quarter sections on the Grants. The difference between 

these figures demonstrates that the band members of the Pheasant's Rump and Ocean 

Man Reserves did not receive adequate compensation in the sale of their land.° 

To obtain a reasonably accurate picture of the undercutting bids made by 

Bedford-Jones and Harkness (the first purchasers) the author examined the appraised 

value per acre placed on each quarter section by Lash compared to the price paid as listed 

on each of the Grants. Column "D" in Table 5.3(a) plainly reveals that in all but one 

case, the average price paid per acre was less than Lash's estimated value. 

Table 5.3(a): Grant Number; Price Paid on Grant; Estimated Value Given by Lash; 
and Difference Between Lash's Valuation and Amount Paid 

CiAll 

Grant 
Number 

413,, 

Total Dollars 
Paid as Listed 
on Grant 

CV, 

Total Dollars Estimated from Lash's 
Figures 

tiry, 

Difference Between Estimated 
Lash's Valuation and Tendered 
Amounts Actually Received 

A5422 $ 3,984.11 $ 7,546.16 $ 3562.05 
A5423 $ 1,279.58 $ 2,398.86 $ 1,119.28 
A5424 $ 1,237.68 $ 2,148.40 $ 910.72 
A7803 $10,391.90 $19,761.97 $ 9,370.07 
A7805 $ 2,309.69 $ 2,789.69 $ 1,018.85 
A7806 $ 4,453.68 $ 4,213.29 $ - 240.39 
A7807 $12,697.74 $25,098.11 $12,400.07 
A7809 $ 760.00 $ 1,120.00 $ 360.00 
A6352 $11,311.95 $18,946.50 $ 7,634.55 
A7551 $ 3,392.00 $ 4,800.00 $ 1,408.00 
A7420 $ 3,423.56 $ 5,286.54 $ 1,862.96 

Total $54,703.06 $94,109.52 $39,406.46 

40 Some of the Ocean Man quarters were valued at $5.00 per acre in Lash's evaluation. 
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In total, Lash estimated the value at $39,786.48 more than what Bedford-Jones 

and Harkness paid. Figures in Table 5.3(a) demonstrate that Bedford-Jones sold 21,946 

acres at an average price of $3.16 per acre, land for which he had paid an average of 

$1.36 an acre.' Not only did Smart, Pedley and White, through the trusteeship and name 

of Bedford-Jones, substantially undercut the land's value, the members of the Pheasant's 

Rump Band did not receive the good market price promised them during the surrender 

discussions. 

The marketing and resale of this land was accomplished through connections 

within the Canadian Immigration network. In December 1901, White traveled to the 

United States on official business and spread the word among agents, real estate brokers, 

and investors that blocs of surrendered Indian reserve land were for sale; by the end of 

the month Charles Pilling, an agent out of St. Paul, Minnesota, had located buyers for the 

Moose Mountain reserves. One major purchaser, Alfred S. Porter from Minneapolis, 

Minnesota, owned Porter's Advertising Agency, and a second, Eugene D. Case, was 

manager of the Canadian-American Land Company and shared an office with Porter 

(Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 224). Bedford-Jones negotiated the sale in March 1902, 

but before completing it arranged to have "R. B. Beaumont, G. W. Marsh and E. C. 

Mackenzie unconditionally assign their interest in the land to himself' (Tyler and Wright 

1978[u.p.], 224). On April 18, 1902, Bedford-Jones sold a portion of land in an 

"agreement [that] called for Porter and Case to pay Bedford-Jones $112,500.00, or 

roughly $2.50 per acre, for the Moose Mountain lands which had originally been awarded 

41 These figures were taken from the Grants so the author is unsure how Tyler and Wright determined the 
$1.23 figure they refer to other than this is the figure noted in the Department of Indian Affairs files (April 
29, 1902, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). It may be that the department figure excluded the 
number of acres removed from the total number acres for roadways, graveyards or things of that nature. 
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to Messres. Beaumont, Marsh and Mackenzie" (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 224). In 

less than six months, Smart, Pedley and White had recouped their investment, and 

realized a substantial profit (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 224). Moreover, "Porter and 

Case also received a lucrative return on their investment. Before the first anniversary of 

the tender sale in November 1902, they had resold a substantial block of the land at an 

average of $4.50 per acre, and by 1904 would be selling the remainder at prices ranging 

from $6.75 to $9.00 per acre" (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 225). All quarter sections 

purchased by Bedford-Jones were remarketed and sold, whereas Harkness farmed the two 

quarters (SW 26-10-6 and NW 26-10-6) he had patented in 1907 and owned them until 

his death. 

The rest of this chapter discusses second purchase transactions, addressing both 

purchase price and value per acre. Value per acre refers to the value assigned to the land 

by the land assessor and provided on the transfer of title instrument; the purchase price 

refers to the amount receive for the land upon its sale as stated on both the transfer of title 

and new title documents. A point to note is that ten land title certificates were issued to 

Alfred Porter in 1904 for land he purchased from Bedford-Jones. What is unusual about 

this is that according to the first grant title issued to Bedford-Jones for this land, Bedford-

Jones did not patent these ten quarters until 1905. 

Table 5.3(b) outlines second purchase transactions using figures from the land 

title and transfer of title instruments; however, the 'Price Paid Per Acre' column still 

includes some surrendered Ocean Man land. Porter, Metcalfe and Fisher bought land 

which had been part of both surrendered reserves and though the quarter section numbers 

are provided on the documents, the acreage of these quarters are not provided. The `n.a.' 
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notation is used where no information was given for the purchase price. In this table, 

the 'Value Per Acre' column is a per acre value assigned to the land and provided on the 

transfer documents. It must be kept in mind that all transactions except the 1964 

purchase by J. J. Harkness were from Bedford Jones. The 'purchase date' in all tables 

within the study actually refers to the date the land was officially patented in the 

purchaser's name. 

Table 5.3(b): Patent Date, Purchaser, Purchase Price, Price Per Acre, Value Per 
Acre on Transfer Documents, and Total Acres 
Date of 
Second 
Purchase 
(Patent) 

Purchaser Purchase 
Price 

Price Paid 
Per Acre 

Value Per 
Acre 

Total # Acres 

1904 Alfred St. John Porter $8,000.00 $5.00 $9.06 1600 
1905 Henry Burwash $564.92 $1.18 $8.00 480 
1905 George Washington Hoy $5,280.00 $4.71 $8.93 1120 
1906 Alfred St. John Porter $2,800.00 $2.50 $2.40 320 
1906 Alfred St. John Porter $21,298.56 $2.33 $3.13 9136 
1906 James Fisher $25,000.00 $5.04 $4.17 4965 
1906 Charles Diehl $5,000.00 $1.65 $3.84 3045 
1906 Charles Diehl $1,000.00 $1.56 $4.69 640 
1906 Thomas Metcalfe $1.00* n. a.** $4.46 640 
1906 George Washington Hoy $2,880.00 $4.50 $4.50 640 
1908 Thomas Metcalfe $1.00 n. a. $4.46 316 
1964 James Jackson Harkness n. a. n. a. $17.19 320 

*The transfer of title stated that $1.00 was the price paid for the land purchased by Metcalfe to Bedford-
Jones. The 3360 acres purchased in this transaction was valued on the transfer at $15,000 or $4.46 an ac 
**n. a. means that no figures were available 

Examining the number of transactions following the initial purchase of the land is 

useful in investigating the Federal government's statement of public demand for`open'

farmland. Between 1906 and 1910, of the one hundred and fifty-two Bedford-Jones' 

quarters, one hundred and twenty-three had been turned over as third transactions." This 

high rate of turn over does not demonstrate stability in land ownership that one would 

421, 
By 1906 thirty-eight of the one hundred and fifty-two Bedford-Jones' quarters had been re-sold as third 

transactions, nine quarters were re-sold as third transaction in 1907, thirty-one quarters were se-sold as third 
transactions in 1908, forty-four in 1909, and one in 1910. 
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expect to see if it had been purchased by people who wished to actively farm; however, 

this quick resale does correlate with land speculation practices of the day. 

The occupations of some purchasers also aids in discerning the possible motive 

behind the first and second purchase transactions. On transfer instruments between 1904 

and 1909, Alfred S. Porter listed his occupation as land agent, real estate agent, and 

farmer.43 Henry Burwash gave his occupation as a liveryman, but he resold his land 

almost immediately after purchasing it. James Fisher, barrister, resold all of his 

purchases to Fred E. Lee within three years. Charles Diehl, a physician, kept his land for 

a much longer period before beginning to resell. He sold two quarters to non-family 

members in 1923, followed by sales to Clarence Diehl (1927), and Harriet Diehl (1929), 

Henry Weinacher (1933), and the R. M. of Golden West (1948) for unpaid taxes. 

Thomas Metcalfe, also a barrister, resold to Alfred Porter in 1908. 

Letters of inquiry persisted after the closing date (November 15, 1901) revealing a 

continued interest in land purchase. In response to W. J. Barclay of Souris, Manitoba, on 

December 3, 1901 McLean wrote: 

In reply to your letter of 26th Ultimo I beg to say that the four quarter 
Sections of Section 10 Township 10 Range 6 . . . were awarded to R. B. 
Beaumont, of Toronto, he being the highest tenderer, but the Department 
is not at liberty to give you the price paid. All quarter Sections in the 
Moose Mountain Reserve have been disposed of (Volume 3839, File 
69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

David Laird also received letters of inquiry; in response he sent this request on 

January 10, 1902: 

43 Porter sold land to his wife Elizabeth and they kept it until 1918. It was then sold to a company by the 
name of Porter and Browne, Incorporated. It is quite possible land Elizabeth purchased was farmed by 
them during this period. 
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Frequent enquiries are being made at this office as to whether any of the lands in 
the Ocean Man and Pheasant Rump Reserves . . . remain unsold . . . but I 
am unable to reply satisfactorily . . . as I am not in possession of the 
information. Will you kindly advise me in the matter, and if any of these 
lands are still available furnish me with a list of the same, stating the terms 
of sale and to whom application should be made (Volume 3839, File 
69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

McLean responded to Laird's inquiry stating "all . . . lands on the Ocean Man and 

Pheasant Rump Reserves have been disposed of under the Tenders" (January 14, 1902, 

Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). 

In conclusion, this chapter has examined the first and second sale transactions of 

the surrendered Pheasant's Rump Reserve. The purpose was to verify Tyler and Wright's 

findings from primary source data—the land title and transfer instruments. James A. 

Smart, Frank Pedley and William J. White—through the services of A. C. Bedford-Jones--

prepared and submitted tenders for over 300 individual quarter sections of the 

surrendered Peasant's Rump and Ocean Man Reserves. They were successfully awarded 

298 of a possible 308 fractional and full quarter sections of both reserves under the names 

of Beaumont, Marsh and MacKenzie at an average of $1.23 per acre (according to Tyler 

and Wright) or $1.36 by the author's calculations (Tyler and Wright 1978[u.p.], 194, 195; 

April 29, 1902, Volume 3839, File 69,244-1, RG-10, NAC). Continued inquiry into 

purchasing parcels of the surrendered land reflects the possibility that if the land had been 

advertised for a longer period, if it was not so late in the year (making viewing the land 

difficult), and if the successful bidders had not been preset, the first and second sale 

transactions may have included a higher number of purchasers buying smaller blocks of 

land. As it was, Bedford-Jones' purchases, were marketed en bloc to 3 principal 

purchasers, Porter, Fisher and Diehl. 
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Frequent enquiries are being made at tMs office as to whether any of the lands in 
the Ocean Man and Pheasant Rump Reserves . . .  remain unsold . . .  but I 
am unable to reply satisfactorily. . .  as I am not in possession of the 
information. Will you kindly advise me in the matter, and if any of these 
lands are still available furnish me with a list of the same, stating the terms 
of sale and to whom application should be made (Volume 3839, File
69,244-1, RG-10, NAC).
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Chapter Six: Agricultural Mechanization, Change in Farm Acreage and Land 

Tenure, and Family Farm Development 

Industrial agriculture required large amounts of capital in its substitution of 

machinery for human and animal labor (Barlett 1989, 253). It changed farming through 

the continuous development and improvement of farm equipment, the momentum of 

which was alternately dampened and buoyed by periods of pre and post-war depression 

and prosperity, by two major world wars, and the Great Depression (Barlett 1989, 253; 

Reinhardt and Barlett 1989, 396). The windmill pump, the barbed-wire fence, the self-

cleaning plough, and the self-binding reaper are examples of tools that made prairie 

settlement more feasible (Proudfoot 1967, 52).4' Tractors led to the development of 

machinery such as seeders, reapers, threshers, combines, swathers, and various plows, 

cultivators and harrows (Troughton 1982, 44). The introduction of tractors and 

specialized farm equipment changed the livestock industry by freeing grazing land used 

for draught horses to graze cattle instead (Proudfoot 1967, 52). The conversion of 

pasture to cropland is noteworthy as it meant already owned, non-cropped acres could be 

brought into grain production, increasing a cash base from which additional mechanized 

equipment could be purchased, without increasing cost through land purchase. As 

conversion opportunities decreased, farmers wishing to increase farm acres turned to the 

Hudson's Bay Company, railway companies, Crown owned land, retiring or less 

fortunate neighbors. 

This chapter examines the provincial shift to fewer but larger farms between 

1901-1971, and R. Bruce Shepard's discussion of the impact of farm mechanization on 

44 For an in-depth look at issues of cost relating to farm machinery, usage and labor, see Bollman and 
Ehrensaft's "Changing Farm Size Distribution on the Prairies Over the Past One Hundred Years" (1988). 
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farm size. Shepard wrote that agricultural development occurred in three stages as it 

progressed toward industrialized agriculture. The first stage dates from settlement to 

1919 (the end of World War I), the second 1920 through 1929, and the third 1939 though 

1945 (World War II) (Shepard 1986:253). For purposes of this study two additional 

stages are created to include the skipped periods in Shepard's typology. The first 

includes the years 1930 through 1938 (the Depression period), and the second from 1946 

to the end of the study period (1971). In the context of this study, Shepard's third stage is 

Stage Four of Five. The five stages examined in this study are: Stage One (to 1919), 

Stage Two (1920-1929), Stage Three (1930-1938), Stage Four (1939-1945) and Stage 

Five (1946-1971). 

Census data revealed that at a provincial level the decades of Stage One through 

Three exhibit both an increase in population and in farm size (new land is brought into 

production by the growing population), while the decades incorporated into Stage Four 

and Five show an increase in average farmed acres but a decrease in rural population. 

Table 6.2(a) presents the Saskatchewan census data for rural population, and the average 

acres farmed. It also provides the number of owners and the average number of acres in 

the study area as determined from the land title and transfer documents. 
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Table 6(a): Rural Population's in Saskatchewan, Average Acres Per Farm in 

• Saskatchewan, Number of Owners in Study Area, and Average Acres in bruay 
1961 

Area 
1971 Year 1901 1911 1921 1931 1941 1951 

Rural/Farm 
Population 

77,013 361,037 538,552 564,012 514,677 399, 473 305,740 233,792 

Provincial 
Average 
Acres 

285.1 295.7 368.5 407.9 432.3 550.5 686 845 

Number of 
Owners in 
Study Area 

n.a. 27 35 48 49 58 61 62 

Study Area 
Average 
Acres 

n.a. 924.6 726.7 540.9 530.6 474.7 457.5 457.4 

Census of Canada, Agriculture, Statistics Canada. 1971. 

Section 6.1 examines transaction data for the entire study area for Stages One (to 

1919), Two (1920-1929), and Three (1930 through 1938). Section 6.2 examines Stages 

Four (1939-1945) and Five (1946-1971). 

6.1 Land Tenure for Stages One, Two, and Three 

In an examination of the impact of industrialized agriculture on land tenure, this 

section scrutinizes the study data within the framework of Shepard's first two stages, and 

the third stage developed by the author, taking into account that farm mechanization 

enhanced the power, process, and precision of farm operations. It enhanced power as it 

moved from human to animal to mechanical; enhanced process through the introduction 

of aids such as irrigation equipment, grain drying equipment, faster transportation 

methods, etc.; and precision by allowing the farmer to have more control over things such 

as the depth and placement of seed and fertilizers. All three were agents in facilitating 

the agricultural development of land previously difficult to prepare and therefore not 

incorporated into crop production. In "Farming Technology and Crop Area on Early 

45 Census figures given for 1901, 1911, and 1921 are rural population figures; those for 1931, 1941, 1951, 
1961 and 1971 are for the farm population. 
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Prairie Farms," Tony Ward states that improvements in equipment, technique, and crop 

strains led to farm expansion (Ward 1995, 19). 

Mechanization is considered a key factor in increasing farm size "whether by 

bringing uncultivated land into production, or by [the] transfer of land through sales or 

rental. Examples of land re-developed by the introduction of power equipment are 

pastureland, hay land, wild areas, and marginal soil areas" (Donaldson 1984, 11). The 

"'iron law of mechanization' [is such] that the control of land accumulate[d] to those with 

the power to cultivate it" (Donaldson 1984, 12). Farmers "who did not keep pace with 

mechanization paid a harsh price . . . and that was being forced to give up farming" 

(Shepard 1986, 266). Shepard states that his first stage represents an acceptance of the 

mechanical capabilities of steam and gasoline engines, and that the second stage, 

"particularly the late 1920s, was of pivotal importance because that was [when] the 

beginnings of modern Canadian Plains agriculture were first evident" (Shepard 1986, 

253). This was followed by a lull in sales on account of the Great Depression. The 

author develops and includes this period as Stage Three, examining land patents and sales 

from the study area for the Depression period (1930 through 1938). 

Points examined in this study are increases to the number of acres per individual 

landowner, the turnover rate of the land, and family ownership of the land. In chapter 

two the author provides examples of the many criterion defining the term 'family farm,' 

and for this study defines family farm to be land purchases completed between 

identifiable family members (husband/wife, parent/child, siblings or in-laws) as shown 

through the land title documents. This occurs through transactions of transmission (upon 
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death), transfer (to include a wife on the title), or family sale (often transacted at the cost 

of a dollar). 

6.1.1 Stage One (to 1919) 

Shepard's first stage was up to and including 1919, and represents "the early 

acceptance of mechanical power" by the use of steam powered engines (Shepard 1986, 

253). In the Pheasant's Rump study area there were sixty-four separate purchasers who 

patented land from190546 through 1919. Of these, thirty-six resold all of their land by the 

end of the first period (1919). The author chose four quarters as the line of division 

between non-speculative and speculative buyers, taking into account the agricultural 

technology of that period, and the author's definition of speculation as discussed in 

Chapter Two. Table 6.1.1(a) provides an outline of the twenty individuals who 

purchased and resold less than five quarters by the end of 1919. 

Table 6.1.1 a : Purchasers for Less Than Five Quarter Sections (1905-1919) 
Four Quarter 
Sections 

Three Quarter 
Sections 

Two Quarter 
Sections 

One Quarter 
Section 

Total 
Number of 
Purchasers 

Number of 
Purchasers 

7 2 5 6 20 

Table 6.1.1(b) represents purchasers who bought more than five quarters, these 

purchasers were fewer in number, but they made larger purchases 

Table 6.1.1(b): Purchasers for Five or More Quarter Sections (1905-1919) 
More than 
100 quarter 
sections 

31 
quarter 
sections 

24 quarter 
sections 

10 to 23 
quarter 
sections 

5 to 9 
quarter 
sections 

Total Number of 
Purchasers 

Number of 
Purchasers 

2 1 1 7 5 16 

The purchasers who patented more than one hundred quarter sections were 

Bedford-Jones and Alfred Porter, and are addressed in Chapter Five. Given the period, 

46 The first year land from the study area was patented was 1905. 
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farming methodology, and the fact these 'mega' land purchases were resold in totality 

between 1906 and 1919 the author concludes that land speculation was the predominant 

factor behind the transactions. The purchase of thirty-one quarter sections in 1906 by 

James Fisher was also a substantial investment; he resold the land en bloc to Fred Lee in 

1909. Fisher realized a profit of $2.69 per acre. 

The following transactions demonstrate what the author calls the 'running sale' of 

land. 'Running sale' describes sales that occurred in continuous progression, with little 

time between purchase and resale. The following example traces purchase and resale of 

twenty-one quarter sections between 1906 and 1924; the only definitive prices that could 

be calculated were for Daly, who paid $6.70 per acre (in 1917), for McMeans who paid 

$6.77 per acre (in 1917), for Mills who paid $9.72 (in 1920) and Connell who paid $6.29 

per acre (in 1920 and 1921). Between 1906 and 1909 Eugene Case purchased 24 quarter 

sections from Alfred Porter and Charles Flemming. In 1912, Case sold 17 of these 

quarters to the Moose Mountain Breeders Association, Limited giving them a total of 21 

quarters (the additional quarters were from Mary Bentley (1), and Thomas Robinson (3)). 

The Moose Mountain Breeders Association, Limited sold all 21 quarters to Emma 

Bunnell in 1915, and within the same year she resold them to Marion Walters. Marion 

Walters lost all 21 quarters through power of sale/foreclosure to Dennis Daly in 1917. 

That same year Daly resold all of this land to Lendrum McMeans. McMeans sold it 1920 

to Robert Mills who sold it in 1920 and 1921 to James Connell; Connell sold it to the 

Wells-Dickey Company, Limited in 1920 and 1924. 

The remaining twenty-eight of the sixty-four landowners sold all, or part, of their 

land after 1919 and they too have been subdivided for easier study. Seventeen 
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individuals sold all of their land to non-family members, four individuals sold land to 

both non-family and family members over the course of several stages, and seven 

individuals either fanned the land until their death (at which time it was taken over by 

family members) or farmed the land and at various stages sold land to family members. 

Of the seventeen individuals who show no evidence of selling their land to family 

members, a few kept it for several years and farmed or rented it out. Table 6.1.1(c) 

provides a list of these seventeen individuals, some of whom will reappear as they 

disposed of land in succeeding stages. Ten quarters in Stage One were lost through 

power of sale/foreclosure between 1943 and 1947. In large transactions, it is interesting 

to check the initial purchase price as compared to the subsequent sale price whenever 

possible. In some instances, as with Cowan, the transfer was not located and so the 

purchase price is not available. Cowan sold the land as a package to John Kovach in 

1927 for $1.00 a quarter. Spencer Ericson purchased his land for $1.00 a quarter section 

in 1914, resold four quarters to Maas in 1924 for $20.25 per acre, and lost four quarters 

through power of sale/foreclosure, also to Maas. McMeans purchased all 21 quarters in 

1917 for $6.77 per acre and sold them as a package to Mills in 1920 for $9.27 per acre. 
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Table 6.1.1(0: Purchaser, Quarter Sections Patented and Sold in Each Stage, and 
Quarter Sections Carried into Final Two Stages 

Name of Purchaser Quarters 
Patented in 
Stage One 

Quarters 
Sold Stage 
One 

Quarters 
Sold in 
Stage Two 

Quarters 
Sold in 
Stage Three 

Quarters Carried 
To Final Two 
Stages 

Albert Armstrong 4 2 0 0 
Austace Armstrong 2 0 0 0 
Nathan Bigelow 4 0 2 0 
Gustave Browatzke 1 0 1 0 0 
Archibald Cowan 12 0 12 0 0 
Spencer Ericson 0 8 0 0 
William Furst 1 0 0 0 
Issac Galbraith 1 0 0 0 
Lloyd Harter 3 0 0 0 3 
Joseph Hopkinson 2 1 1 0 0 
Lauchin McDonald 4 0 4 0 0 
Lendrum McMegns 21 0 21 0 0 
Robert Richardson 2 0 2 0 0 
RM. Hazelwood #94 1 0 1 0 0 
William Shiels 1 0 0 0 
Herbert Smith I 0 1 0 0 
Willis West 4 0 0 0 4 

Of the twenty-eight purchasers in this stage, four patented and resold a substantial 

amount of land to family members. Table 6.1.1(d) shows this, providing the number of 

quarter sections patented and the stage in which they were sold. By the end of the third 

stage none of the patents made by these gentlemen remained in their family; five quarters 

had been lost through power of sale/foreclosure. 

Table 6.1.1(d): Purchasers Who Resold As Both Regular and Family Sales and the 
Number of Quarter Sections Sold For Each of The First Three Stages 

Name of 
Purchaser 

Quarters 
Patented in Stage 
One (1905-1919) 

Sold in 
Stage One 
(1905-1919) 

Sold in 
Stage Two 
(1920s) 

Sold in 
Stage Three 
(1930-1938) 

Quarters Carried to 
Firm]. Two Stages 
(1939-1971) 

Charles Diehl* 26 0 30 0 0 
Fred Lee** 49 11 42 2 0 
Charles Smith 2 1 1 0 0 
Francis Speer 2 0 0 

* The reason the number is larger in Stage Two is Diehl purchased more land in Stage Two. 
** Lee also purchase more land in Stage Two. 

On closer examination of the mega landowners (Lee and Diehl) wwithin this group, 

the data illustrates that they sold their land to many buyers in varying number of quarter 

sections. Lee is used as example, but Diehl's sales occurred similarly. Lee paid $6.00 an 
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quarter sections patented and the stage in which they were sold. By the end of the third 

stage none of the patents made by these gentlemen remained in their family; five quarters 

had been lost through power of sale/foreclosure.

Table 6.1.1(d): Purchasers Who Resold As Both Regular and Family Sales and the

Name of 
Purchaser

Quarters
Patented in Stage 
One (1905-1919)

Sold in 
Stage One 
(1905-1919)

Sold in 
Stage Two
(1920s)

Sold in 
Stage Three 
(1930-1938)

Quarters Carried to 
Final Two Stages 
(1939-1971)

Charles DieM* 26 0 30 0 0
Fred Lee** 49 11 42 2 0
Charles Smith 2 1 1 0 0
Francis Speer 2 1 1 0 ' 0

* The reason the number is larger in Stage Two is DieM purchased more land in Stage Two.
** Lee also purchase more land in Stage Two.

On closer examination of the mega landowners (Lee and Diehl) within this group,

the data illustrates that they sold their land to many buyers in varying number of quarter

sections. Lee is used as example, but Diehl’s sales occurred similarly. Lee paid $6.00 an
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acre for eighteen of the forty-nine quarter sections purchased, and $6.14 an acre for the 

remainder. The sale of eleven of his quarter sections occurred in Stage One while the 

remainder sold over the next two stages.'" 

The final group of seven landowners examined in Table 6.1.1(e) purchased land 

during the first stage. Only one quarter of it was sold (by Elias St. John) as a regular sale, 

all other transactions were as family sales or transmissions. 

Table 6.1.1(e): Purchasers Who Retained Their Land Until Death or Passed It On 
A Family Member: Quarter Sections Sold in Each St 

Name of Purchaser Patents in 
Stage One 
(1905- 
1919) 

Sold as 
Family Sale 
or 
Transmission 
in Stage One 
(1905-1919) 

Sold as 
Family Sale 
or 
Transmission 
in Stage Two 
(1920s) 

Sold as Family 
Sale or 
Transmission 
in Stage Three 
(1930-1938) 

Carried to 
Final Two 
Stages And 
Sold Upon 
Death of Owner 
(1939-1971 

0 William Armstrong 1 0 1 0 
O. T. Harlcness 7 2 1 0 4 
John McAdam 1 0 1 0 0 
John Shiels 1 0 0 0 1 
Elias St. John48 12 4 1 0 16 
Mary St. Jolm° 2 0 0 1 1 
Richard Whiteside 1 0 0 0 1 

In summary, of the sixty-four purchasers in Stage One, thirty-six bought and 

completely resold their land. Twenty-eight sold land both in this stage and in the stages 

that followed as either regular sales or family sales, or they maintained their holdings 

until their death (at which point it was transferred to another family member). Less than 

47 Lee's Stage One sales were as follows: four quarters to McDonald in 1911, one quarter to Armstrong in 
1913, three quarters to Harkness in 1914, one quarter to E. St. John in 1916, one quarter to W. Shiels in 
1917, and one quarter to John Shiels in 1918. His Stage Two sales were to Denny (6 quarters) in 1922, 
Lockwood (7 quarters) in 1922, Larson (7 quarters) in 1923, E. St. John (2 quarters) in 1925, his wife Mary 
04 quarters) in 1925, E. St. John (1 quarter) in 1926, and Katie Long (2 quarters) in 1926. 

Again there are a higher number of quarters sold than initially purchased as purchases, purchases in Stage 
Two or Three are not reflected here. 
49 Her transactions are an anomaly as she sold both of her quarters in two different years to the same buyer 
as Regular Sales; she then repurchased and kept them until they were transferred to a family member upon 
her death. 
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half of the purchasers in this stage retained land into or through one of Shepard's later 

stages. 

6.1.2 Stage Two (the 1920s) 

When we examine the purchases in this stage, we see fewer 'mega land' owners 

and more purchasers of five or fewer quarter sections. Before beginning an examination 

of the purchases made in Stage Two, Table 6.1.2(a) outlines the eleven landowners who 

sell land in Stage Two that had been purchased in Stage One. They do not reappear in 

subsequent stages. The table provides the number of quarter sections purchased by 

Archibald Cowan, Spencer Ericson, Joseph Hopkinson, William Lauderkin, John 

McAdam, Lauchlin McDonald, Lendrum McMeans, Charles Smith, Herbert Smith, 

Francis Speer, and the Rural Municipality of Hazelwood #94. 

Table 6.1.2 a : Number of PurchasersQuarter Sections Patented (1920s) 
Twenty- 
Three 
Quarter 
Sections 

Ten 
Quarter 
Sections 

Four 
Quarter 
Sections 

Two 
Quarter 
Sections 

One Quarter 
Section 

Total Number 
of Purchasers 

Number of 
Purchasers 

1 1 2 1 6 11 

Thirty-nine purchasers first patent land during this stage, and as in Stage One they 

are categorized according to their resale patterns. First to be addressed are buyers who 

purchased and resold their total holdings within this stage, but not as family sales. 

Eleven of the thirty-nine purchasers fit into this category (eight individuals and three 

corporations). The three corporations were the Guardian Investment Company, Limited, 

which purchased 4 quarters in 1928 through power of sale/foreclosure and resold them in 

1929; Moose Mountain Fur Ranches of Canada Limited, which purchased 2 quarters in 

1929, and sold both in 1929; and the Saskatchewan Mortgage and Truk Corporation, 

which purchased 4 quarters in 1924 and resold all 4 in 1928. 
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Twenty-
Three
Quarter
Sections

Ten
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Sections

Four
Quarter
Sections

Two
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Sections

One Quarter 
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Total Number 
of Purchasers

Number of 
Purchasers

1 1 2 1 6 11
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are categorized according to their resale patterns. First to be addressed are buyers who 

purchased and resold their total holdings within this stage, but not as family sales.

Eleven of the thirty-nine purchasers fit into this category (eight individuals and three 

corporations). The three corporations were the Guardian Investment Company, Limited, 

which purchased 4 quarters in 1928 through power of sale/foreclosure and resold them in 

1929; Moose Mountain Fur Ranches of Canada Limited, which purchased 2 quarters in 

1929, and sold both in 1929; and the Saskatchewan Mortgage and Trust Corporation, 

which purchased 4 quarters in 1924 and resold all 4 in 1928.
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Table 6.1.2(b): Purchasers Who Do No Keep Land Into The Next Stage, Number of 
Quarter Sections (1920s) 

Twenty-Two Q.S. Twenty-One Q.S. Seven 
Q.S. 

Six 
Q.S. 

Five 
Q.S. 

Four 
Q.S. 

Two 
Q.S. 

One 
Q.S. 

Total # 
Purchasers 

# of 
Purchasers 

1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 11 

The second category to be examined includes eleven individuals and companies 

who bought and sold land, some of which they continue to own into the following 

stages—purchases through family sales and transmissions are excluded. Table 6.1.2(c) 

provides an outline of each purchaser, and the number of quarter sections purchased and 

sold. Of the land purchased in this stage, four quarters were lost to power of 

sale/foreclosure also in this stage, seven were lost during the 1930s, and three were lost in 

the later two stages. The Wells-Dickey Company, Limited is the only company in this 

category. It purchased twenty-one quarters for $1.00 apiece, sold ten quarters to the R. 

M. of Hazelwood #94 in 1945 for $1.00 a quarter as regular sale, and ten to Albert 

Schuster in 1948 for $6.25 an acre as regular sale. 

Table 6.1.2(c): Purchaser, Quarters Patented in Stage Two, Quarters Sold In Stage 
Two, and Quarter Sections Carried to Remaining Stages 

Name of Purchaser Quarters 
Patented in 
Stage Two 
(1920s) 

Quarters 
Sold in 
Stage Two 
(1920s) 

Quarters Sold in 
Stage Three 
(1930-1938) 

Quarters Carried to 
Final Two Stages 
(1939-1971) 

Hector Forbes 4 0 0 4 
William Hamilton 2 0 2 0 
Harry Hershfeld 1 0 1 0 
Charles Hubbell 1 0 0 
William Lockwood 8 4 0 
Andrew Maas 8 4 0 
Helen McDowell 2 1 0 
David Robinson 9 1 4 4 
Soldier Settlement Board 1 0 0 
Wells-Dickey Compan , Ltd. 21 0 0 21 
Norman Wolfman 4 0 4 0 
Total 61 10 21 31 

The third category in Stage Two consists of seventeen buyers who acquired, or 

sold, land through family sale or transmission and are identified in Table 6.1.2(d). 
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Quarter Sections (1920s)___________________________ ____________________

Twenty-Two Q.S. Twenty-One Q.S. Seven
Q.S.

Six
Q.S.

Five
Q.S.

Four
Q.S.

Two
Q.S.

One
Q.S.

Total # 
Purchasers

# o f

Purchasers
1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 11

The second category to be examined includes eleven individuals and companies 

who bought and sold land, some of which they continue to own into the following 

stages—purchases through family sales and transmissions are excluded. Table 6.1.2(c) 

provides an outline of each purchaser, and the number of quarter sections purchased and 

sold. Of the land purchased in this stage, four quarters were lost to power of 

sale/foreclosure also in this stage, seven were lost during the 1930s, and three were lost in 

the later two stages. The Wells-Dickey Company, Limited is the only company in this 

category. It purchased twenty-one quarters for $1.00 apiece, sold ten quarters to the R.

M. of Hazelwood #94 in 1945 for $1.00 a quarter as regular sale, and ten to Albert 

Schuster in 1948 for $6.25 an acre as regular sale.

Table 6.1.2(c): Purchaser, Quarters Patented In Stage Two, Quarters Sold In Stage 
Two, and Quarter Sections Carried to Remaining Stages____________________
Name of Purchaser Quarters 

Patented in 
Stage Two 
(1920s)

Quarters 
Sold in 
Stage Two
(1920s)

Quarters Sold in 
Stage Three 
(1930-1938)

Quarters Carried to 
Final Two Stages 
(1939-1971)

Hector Forbes 4 0 0 4
William Hamilton 2 0 2 0
Harry Hershfeld 1 0 1 0
Charles Hubbell 1 0 0 1
William Lockwood 8 4 4 0
Andrew Maas 8 4 4 0
Helen McDowell 2 1 1 0
David Robinson 9 1 4 4
Soldier Settlement Board 1 0 0 1
Wells-Dickey Company, Ltd. 21 0 0 21
Norman Wellman 4 0 4 0
Total 61 | 10 I 21 31

The third category in Stage Two consists of seventeen buyers who acquired, or

sold, land through family sale or transmission and are identified in Table 6.1.2(d).
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Twelve of these quarter sections were lost through power of sale/foreclosure; of these, 

five were lost in Stage Two, one was lost in Stage Three, and six were lost in Stage Five. 

Table 6.1.2(d): Purchasers Who Acquired Land by Transmission or Family Sale, 
and Purchasers o Sold Land by Transmission or Family Sale 
Name of Purchaser 

Austin Armstrong 

Quarters 
Patented in 
Stage Two 
(1920s) 

Sold as Family 
Sale or 
Transmission in 
Stage Two 
(1920s) 

0 

Sold as Family 
Sale or 
Transmission in 
Stage Three 
(1930-1938) 

0 

Number Carried to 
Final Two Stages 
And Sold Upon 
Death of Owner 
(1939-1971) 

Sarah Armstrong 
Bernard Dermody" 
Malachi Dermody 
Charles Diehl 

6 
6 
5 

0 
6 
0 
5 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
6 
0 

Clarence Diehl 2 0 2 0 
Harriet Diehl 8 0 7 
James Harkness 2 2 
John Harkness 2 1 1 0 1 
Mary Harkness 
0. T. Harkness 2 

01 0 
01 0 

1 
2 

John Kovach 12 01 0 12 
Fred Lee 6 4 2 0 
Mary Lee 
Katie Longs

14 
2 

21 4 
01 0 

8 
4 

Elias St. John 8 0 7 
Howard St. John 3 3 

Lastly, the only purchaser who patented land in both the first and second stages, 

and after selling it in the second stage does not reappear, is Gustave Browatzke. He 

purchased one quarter in 1918, and another quarter in 1926. He resold the quarter

purchased in 1926 almost immediately again in 1926. The one purchased in 1918 was 

lost through power of sale/foreclosure in 1926. 

In summarizing, the thirty-nine buyers who patented land in Stage Two fall into 

the following categories: eleven first bought and sold all land holdings; eleven bought 

land in this stage, and while they sold some of it, they held land into a subsequent stage; 

5° It must be noted that Bernard Dermody repurchased the 6 quarters that he had sold to Malachi after 
Malachi had lost them through Power of Sale/Foreclosure in 1950. Bernard Dermody kept them until his 
death in 1964 at which time his wife inherited them. 
51 Includes 2 quarters purchased in one of the other stages. 
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seventeen purchased or sold their land as family sales transactions; one purchaser who 

had bought land in both Stage One and Stage Two resold it completely in Stage Two. 

6.1.3 Stage Three (1930 through 1938) 

Stage Three was developed by the author. It lies between two of Shepard's 

stages, and covers the period from 1930 through 1938. There were only eighteen

purchasers involving a total of thirty-six quarter sections, nine of which were re-sales. 

Owners who first patented land during the second stage but sold most or all of it durini 

this period are shown in Table 6.1.3(a). Of the quarter sections involved in these 

transactions, seven were lost through power of sale/foreclosure during this stage. 

Differences between figures, as with Andrew Maas, result from a purchase made in a 

previous stage that was carried over into this stage. 

Table 6.1.3(a): Quarter Sections Patented and Sold by Purchaser, and Period of Sale 
Name of Purchaser Quarters 

Patented in 
Stage Two 
(1920s) 

Quarters Sold in 
Stage Two (1920s) 

Quarters Sold in 
Stage Three (1930-
1938) 

Quarters Sold 
in Subsequent 
Stages (1939-
1971) 

William Hamilton 2 0 2 0 
Harry Hershfeld 1 0 1 0 
William Lockwood 8 4 4 0 
Andrew Maas 8 4 4 0 
Helen McDowell 2 1 1 0 
Norman Wolfman 4 0 4 0 

Five individual purchasers sold all purchased land during this stage, and they do 

not reappear in future transactions. They are examined in Table 6.1.3(b). 

Table 6.1.3(b): Number of Quarters Patented And Sold in Stage Three and the 
Name of Each chaser 

Name of Purchaser Number of Quarters 
Patented In Stage 
Three (1930-1938) 

Number of Quarters Sold 
in Stage Three (1930-
1938) 

Number of Quarters 
Carried into Subsequent 
Stages (1939-1971) 

0 Mary Gray Lee 2 2 
Russell Long 1 0 
Llewwllyn Monteith 2 2 0 
Walter Newton 2 2 0 
Bernadette Smiley _ 2 2 0 
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There were ten purchasers who first patented but did not resell land during this 

stage (excluding family sale or transmission transactions). Table 6.1.3(c) provides the 

names of the buyers, the number of quarters they purchased and in what stage the 

subsequent transactions occurred. 

Table 6.1.3(c): Name of Purchaser, Number of Quarters Patented, Number of 
Q uarters Sold in Stage Three, Stage Four, and Stage Five 
Name of Purchasers Number of 

Quarters 
Number of 
Quarters 

Number of 
Quarters 

Number of 
Quarters 

Patented in 
Stage Three 
(1930-1938) 

Sold in 
Stage Three 
(1930-1938) 

Sold in 
Stage Four 
(1939-1945) 

Sold In 
Stage Five 
(1946-
1971) 

Debenture Company of Canada, Ltd. 5 0 5 0 
Stewart Champ 4 0 4 0 
Hillsdale Fur Ranches, Ltd. 2 0 0 2 
Stanley Marykuca 0 0 
Joseph Perrin 1 0 1 0 
R. M. Of Golden West #95 2 0 0 2 
Clement Stabeck 4 0 0 4 
Robert Stewart 2 0 0 2 
John Tjader 2 0 2 0 
Harold Weinacker 2 0 2 0 

Three purchasers of land in Stage Three concluded family sales or transmissions 

in Stage Five as shown in Table 6.1.3(d). 

Table 6.1.3(d): Name of Purchaser Through Family Transaction, Quarters 
Patented, Quarters Sold in Stage Three, Stage Four, and Stage Five 

Name of Purchasers Number of 
Quarters Patented 
in Stage Three 
(1930-1938) 

Number of Quarters 
Sold in Stage Three 
(1930-1938) 

Number of 
Quarters Sold 
in Stage Four 
(1939-1945) 

Number of 
Quarters Sold 
In Stage Five 
(1946-1971) 

Malachi Dermody 1 1 0 0 
Katie Long 0 0 
Sheldon Long 1 1 0 0 

Transactions in Stage Three were few, possibly because poor economic 

conditions limited the funds available for additional land purchases. Of land sold during 

this stage, six transactions involved land purchased in Stage Two (a total of fourteen 

quarter sections). For the five buyers who purchased and sold land during this stage, the 
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transactions involved a total of nine quarters. Given the climatic and other economic 

issues that had an impact on agriculture during the Great Depression few people could 

possibly afford to purchase land for the sake of expanding existing farms. 

In concluding this section, data reveals that in each stage there were buyers who 

purchased and resold land within the same stage and that these numbers decreased in 

each subsequent stage. It also revealed that some purchasers acquired large holdings, and 

sold quickly, while others sold over a longer period of time. This section also traced land 

patents that were considered long tenn purchases, some of which begin to mark the 

development of family owned farms. It is noted that these occur in increasing numbers 

through each stage. 

Increased farm acreage occurred at a national level, but the greatest impact was 

observed on the prairies where available land initially enabled it. As farm mechanization 

increased, farmers unable or unwilling to enlarge their quarter section operations began to 

fade, too small to be competitive with large scale grain farm operations the industry both 

enabled and demanded.52 According to Bolhnan and Ehrensaft, "Since 1891, average 

acreage per farm has increased. From less than three hundred acres at the turn of the 

century, average farm size grew to over 850 acres by 1981" (1988, 45).53 This fact will 

be studied in Section 6.2, which examines the final two stages of the study. 

6.2 The Impact of Farm Mechanization Continues: Stages Four and Five 

It cannot be denied that farm mechanization created a need for greater cash flow 

at the same time as it provided the ability to generate that cash flow. It essentially 

52 In "The Case for the Disappearing Mid-Size Farm in the U.S," Gladwin and Zulauf address "the alleged 
disappearance of mid-sized family farms in advanced capitalist societies" (259). 
53 "Farm numbers expanded rapidly, and peaked in 1936 . . . this did not mean a decline in farm acreage 
though" (Bollman and Ehrensaft 1988, 44, 45). 
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transactions involved a total of nine quarters. Given the climatic and other economic 
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enabled and enforced an economic need for increased productivity (Wilson 1981, 93; 

Reinhardt and Barlett 1989, 397). The need to increase farm productivity to meet the 

new financial demands created by mechanization added to decision-making stress, saw a 

decline in good soil husbandry," and began the disintegration of rural communities (farm 

expansion meant a decline in rural population) (Britton and Hill 1975, 2). Farm 

expansion changed the social structure of farming communities by eliminating a number 

of small farms and therefore the farm families (Conway 1984, 106-117; Britton and Hill 

1975, 1, 2).55

Farm mechanization lightened the physical task of farming, but in doing so 

created a need for higher and higher farm income.' As this continued so did the need for 

a growth in farm acreage. Bollman and Ehrensaft refer to several studies examining farm 

income and expense in connection with farm expansion. In 1935, "[William] Allen found 

that regardless of soil type, net farm income increased as the size of farms increased. For 

example, on "fair prairie soils, probable net farm income would be $712 for a half-section 

54 Britton and Hill address issues of farm size versus farm income in Size and Efficiency in Fanning 
(1975). This study takes place in England, yet the principles are applicable to North America. They 
discuss whether "it can be established beyond a reasonable doubt that small farms generally use resources 
less efficiently than large farms . . . [and that] "efficiency might well be attributable not simply to 
differences in size but to a whole range of other factors which happen to be associated in different degrees 
with small and large farms" (7, 8). This raises the question of whether "reducing the number of small 
farms [and] leaving the remaining farmers with larger businesses" benefited the "economic well-being of 
the agricultural population" (Britton and Hill 1975, 1, 2)? It also raised the question of what financial 
consequence was felt within these communities when "farmers and their families who are displaced in the 
process of farm enlargement" move away (Britton and Hill 1975, 1, 2). 

In 1800, when harvesting was done using a hand sickle an average of 56 hours of labor were required to 
produce an acre of wheat; with the employment of the horse-drawn reaper in 1880 it took 20 man-hours; by 
1963 less than 2 hours of labor was required to do the job and to do it better . . . with adequate farm 
equipment farm work can be accomplished by one person, usually the owner (Wilson 1981, 92; Troughton 
1982, 43) Farm mechanization affected the labor market in that it caused a decline in the number 
employees required. In turn this had an impact on the economic situation of the greater rural community 
((Higbee 1963, 9). 
56 Ghorayshi's article "Capitalization and Internal Differentiation Within Manitoba Family Farm 
Enterprises" discusses issues such as the unpredictability of farm income and reliance on borrowed capital 
because of the "shift towards capital-intensive agricultural production in the prairie region during the past 
forty years, and the consequent disruption, erosion and decline in the number of farms" (1989, 169). 
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farm, $1,591 for a section farm and $3,106 for a two-section farm. The benefit from 

farm expansion was evident" (Bolhnan and Ehrensaft 1988:47). Wilson states that "in a 

1979 Saskatchewan Science Council report . . . farmers faced with declining net income 

and an increasingly severe cost-price squeeze looked to land purchase as an answer" 

(1981:93). In referring back to Shepard, farm mechanization meant that those who could 

or would not expand were forced out of farming from their inability to be economically 

competitive. "Hundreds paid a harsh penalty for delaying mechanization [in the 1920s by 

being] . . . forced off the farm" (1986, 268). They were "joined by thousands more when 

full mechanization resumed during World War II, the effect of which was seen in the late 

1940s and during the 1950s" (1986, 268). 

6.2.1 Stage Four (1939 through 1945 or World War 

The fourth stage covers the period of Shepard's third stage. In Stage Four there 

were 17 purchasers, and 17 individuals and companies that sold land. Of the seventeen 

parties who purchased land in one of the previous three stages, but sold in Stage Four, 

two lost a combined total of five quarters through power of sale/foreclosure in 1943 and 

1944. The number of people who sold land in Stage Four that was patented in one of the 

previous stages, and the number of quarter sections they sold is shown in Table 6.2.1(a). 

Table 6.2.1(a): Purchasers and Number of Quarters Sold in Stage Four Patented in 
a Previous Stage 

Number of 
Persons Who Sold 
Land Patented in 
Stage One (1905- 
1919) 

Number 
of Quarter 
Sections 
Sold 

Number of 
Persons Who Sold 
Land Patented in 
Stage Two 
(1920s) 

Number 
of Quarter 
Sections 
Sold 

Number of 
Persons Who Sold 
Land Patented in 
Stage Three 
(1930-1938) 

Number of 
Quarter 

t Sections 
Sold 

5 9 4 5 7 17 

Seventeen purchasers in Stage Four patented a total of thirty-four quarters (five 

through foreclosure by His Majesty the King for the Department of Agriculture), but 
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none of this land was sold until Stage Five. Five of these purchasers sold as family sales 

or transmission, as shown in Table 6.2.1(b). 

Table 6.2.1(b): The Year, Quarters Patented in Stage Four, and Quarters Sold in 
Stage Five as Family Sales or Transmissions 
Name of Purchasers Number of 

Quarters Patented 
in Stage Four 
(1939-1945) 

Number of Quarters 
Sold in Stage Five 
(1946-1971 

Year Sold in 
Stage Five 
(1946-1971) 

Flora Driscoll 2 2 1965 
Thomas Harkness 2 2 1963 
Katie Long 1 1953 
Howard St. John 1 1 1954 
Mary St. John 1 1 1953 

Ten individuals and companies made regular sales in Stage Five after purchasing 

in Stage Four and are shown in Table 6.2.1(c). 

Table 6.2.1(c): Number of Quarters Patented in Stage Four, Number of Quarters 
Sold in Stage Five as Regular Sales, and the Year Sold 
Name of Purchasers Number of 

Quarters Patented 
in Stage Four 
(1939-1945) 

Number of Quarters 
Sold in Stage Five 
(1946-1971) 

Year Sold in 
Stage Five 
(1946-1971) 

Talbert Erickson 2 2 1953 
Great-West Life Assurance Company 1 1 1946 
John Harkness 1 1971 
Holland-Canada Mortgage Co., Ltd. 1 1950 
Ignace Molnar 1 1946 
Joseph Perrin 1 1 1946 
Rogers Lumber & Supply Co., Ltd. 4 4 1951 
John Romas 2 2 1961 
Robert (and Vina) Stewart 2 2 1949 
United Investors Limited 5 5 1947 

Two purchasers during Stage Four kept their land past the end of Stage Five. 

Mary Harkness sold to the Saskatchewan Land Bank Commission in 1977, and the 

HM/Department of Agriculture sold at an unknown date after 1971. 

Table 6.2.1(d): Quarters Patented but not Resold During This Stage, and the 
Purchasers 

Name of Purchasers Quarters Patented 
in Stage Four 
(1939-1945) 

Quarters Sold in 
Stage Five (1946- 
1971) 

Year Sold in 
Stage Five 
(1946-1971) 

1977 Mary Harkness 2 2 
HM/Department of Agriculture 5 5 After 1971 
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Stage Four is relatively short--1939 through 1945--and does not display a lot of 

activity. There are examples of regular, family and foreclosure sales, but they are fewer 

in number; actually not much different than the number of transactions during the 1930s 

(Stage Three). Shepard's article discussed the fact that over time there were fewer 

transactions occurring but that each purchaser increased the number of acres they bought 

in these transactions. Five of the Stage Four purchasers opted for a quick resale, three 

selling in the first year of Stage Five and the other two within four years. 

6.2.2 Stage Five (1946 through 1971) 

Stage Five continues the examination of land tenure through to 1971. The 

examination of transactions that occurs in Stage Five follows the same format as what 

was found in the other stages. The author observes the presence of land foreclosures, 

traces purchases that demonstrate family farm development, and addresses the number of 

quarter sections purchased by individuals or companies to examine increases in acreage 

as the period progresses. Over this twenty-six year period ninety-six individuals and 

companies purchased land, and ninety-one individuals and companies sold land. 

Section 6.2.2.1 addresses the ninety-six purchasers by dividing them into three 

subsets for easier analysis. The first subset examines the fifty-six individuals and 

companies who sold all land owned by them that had been both purchased in this stage 

and any previous stages. The second subset is the ten purchasers who sold part of the 

land purchased in this stage, but not all. The third subset examines the thirty purchasers 

who bought land in this stage but did not resell it. The chapter concludes by examining 

those purchasers whose transactions fall within the family farm category. 
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Section 6.2.2.2 addresses the ninety-one landowners who sold land in this stage; 

dividing them into two subsets: the twenty-five individuals and companies which did not 

purchase land in Stage Five but sold land purchased in a previous stage, and the sixty-six 

land owners who purchased and sold in this period. 

6.2.2.1 Stage Five Land Purchasers 

Of the ninety-six buyers within Stage Five, six were companies and five were 

municipal or provincial government purchasers. Company purchases accounted for 

twenty-three transactions, and it is not felt that their role within this stage needs to be 

addressed further. Municipal or provincial government purchases involved thirty-nine 

transactions through regular sale or foreclosure, also not a large number. There were 

twenty foreclosures during this Stage and they occurred between 1946 and 1950; of these, 

fourteen quarter sections were acquired by the rural municipalities for unpaid taxes, and 

six were acquired by companies. The incidence of foreclosure was not as high in Stage 

Five as with the other stages. 

An overview of the number of purchases in each category of sale are provided in 

Table 6.2.2.1(a); Stage Five incorporates an extensive time period so this table will 

clarify what was occurring. 

Table 6.2.2.1(a): An Overview of the Number of Patentees for Each Type of Sale 
During Stage Five (1946-1971 

Year Family Sale Transfer Transmission Foreclosure Regular 
Sale 

Total Sales 

1946-1949 7 4 14 17 80 122 
1950-1959 18 0 6 3 81 108 
1960-1969 63 3 29 0 57 151 
1970-1971 24 0 0 0 13 37 
Total Sales 112 7 49 _ 20 _ 230 418 
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Data for this Stage will be examined in three subsets: Stage Five purchasers who 

resell total holdings; Stage Five purchasers who only sell a portion of their land holdings; 

and purchasers who did not sell any land patented in Stage Five. 

Subset One: Stage Five Purchasers Who Resell Total Holdings 

The first subset to be examined involves the fifty-five individuals and companies 

who, after purchasing land in this stage, resold their total purchases. In some instances 

their sales include land purchased in one of the previous stages. From this group, the 

author first removed the twenty-eight individuals and companies who showed no family 

connections to purchases or sales within this or any other stage, and therefore will not be 

discussed again. Table 6.2.2.1(b) indicates the number of purchasers and the number of 

quarter sections they purchased. As demonstrated, there were few purchases of more 

than four quarters by any one purchaser. 

Table 6.2.2.1(b): Number of Patentees By Number of Quarter Sections Purchased 
Quarter 
Sections 
Purchased 

One 
Quarter 
Section 

Two 
Quarter 
Sections 

Three 
Quarter 
Sections 

Four 
Quarter 
Sections 

Five 
Quarter 
Sections 

Nine 
Quarter 
Sections 

Eleven 
Quarter 
Sections 

Purchasers 5 9 6 5 1 1 1 

The remaining twenty-seven individuals are examined in Table 6.2.2.1(c). 

Columns that provide "Type of Sale Purchased By" and "Type of Sale Sold By" are 

included to aid in tracing the number of family related sales. The number of quarter 

sections purchased, and the number sold are provided to identify those individuals selling 

land purchased in a previous stage. 
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Table 6.2.2.1(c): Name of Patentee, e of Sale Purchased By, Quarter Sections 
Patented, Type of Sale Sold B , and Quarter Sections Sold 

Name I  Type of Sale 
purchased by 

Number of 
Quarter 
Sections 
Patented 

Type of Sale 
Sold by 

Albert Barnes Regular Sale 5 Transmission 
Co-operative Trust Company of 
Canada" 

Transmission 4 Family Sale 

A t es Dermody Family Sale 4 Transmission 
Bernard Dermody Family Sale 

Regular Sale 
2 Family Sale 

Transmission 
Regular Sale 

Donald Dermody Transmission 4 Regular Sale 
Malachi Dermody Regular Sale Family Sale 
Harriet Diehl Family Sale 1 Regular Sale 
Leon Driscoll Family Sale 7 Regular Sale 
Robert Flottorp Family Sale 

Regular Sale 
2 
7 

Family Sale 
Regular Sale 

Thomas Flottorp Family Sale 2 Family Sale 
John Harkness Family Sale 

Regular Sale 
Transfer 

9 
5 
1 

Family Sale 
Regular Sale 
Transfer 

Thomas Harkness Regular Sale Family Sale 
Agnes Hourd Family Sale 

Transfer 
2 
2 

Regular Sale 

Richard Hourd Regular Sale 4 Family Sale 
Regular Sale 

John Kovach Family Sale 12 Transmission 
Katherine Kovach Transmission 12 Family Sale 
Doris Leblanc Transmission 4 Family Sale 

Transmission 
Mabel MacKinnon Transmission 

(from Barns) 
5 Family Sale 

Regular Sale 
Dean Payton Regular Sale 3 Transmission 
John Rolufs Regular Sale 4 Family Sale 
Elias St. John Family Sale 

Regular Sale 
Transmission 

1 

1 

Family Sale 
Regular Sale 

Anton Szeponski Regular Sale Family Sale 
Antoni Szezponik Regular Sale 2 Family Sale 
Elsie Whiteside Transmission Regular Sale 
Vernon Whiteside Transmission Transmission 
John Zanger Family Sale Regular Sale 
Phillip Zanger Regular Sale 2 Family Sale 

Regular Sale 

In s 

Number 
of 
Quarters.
Sold 

4 

4 

1 
2 

7 
5 
4 
2 
6 
8 
1 
3 
4 

2 
2 

12 
12 

1 
3 
4 
1 
3 
4 

15 
1 

1 
2 

1 

1 
1 

ary, Subset One demonstrates that there were few buyers within the non-

amily farm category who purchased more than four quarter sections, and that about half 

57 Land was held in trust by this Company until it was handed over as an inh tance. 
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Table 6.2.2.1(c): Name of Patentee, Type of Sale Purchased By, Quarter Sections
Patented, Type of Sale Sold By, and Quarter Sections Sold _____________ _______

Name Type of Sale 
purchased by

Number of 
Quarter 
Sections 
Patented

Type of Sale 
Sold by

Number
of
Quarters
Sold

Albert Barnes Regular Sale 5 Transmission 4
Co-operative Trust Company of 
Canada57

Transmission 4 Family Sale 4

Agnes Dermody Family Sale 4 Transmission 4
Bernard Dermody Family Sale 2 Family Sale 3

Regular Sale 3 Transmission
Regular Sale

1
2

Donald Dermody Transmission 4 Regular Sale 4
Malachi Dermody Regular Sale 1 Family Sale 1
Harriet Diehl Family Sale 1 Regular Sale 1
Leon Driscoll Family Sale 7 Regular Sale 7
Robert Flottorp Family Sale 2 Family Sale 5

Regular Sale 7 Regular Sale 4
Thomas Flottorp Family Sale 2 Family Sale 2
John Harkness Family Sale 9 Family Sale 6

Regular Sale 5 Regular Sale 8
Transfer 1 Transfer 1

Thomas Harkness Regular Sale 1 Family Sale 3
Agnes Hourd Family Sale 

Transfer
2
2

Regular Sale 4

Richard Hourd Regular Sale 4 Family Sale 
Regular Sale

2
2

John Kovach Family Sale 12 Transmission 12
Katherine Kovach Transmission 12 Family Sale 12
Doris Leblanc Transmission 4 Family Sale 

Transmission 3
Mabel MacKinnon Transmission 

(from Bams)
5 Family Sale 

Regular Sale
4
1

Dean Payton Regular Sale 3 Transmission 3
John Rolufs Regular Sale 4 Family Sale 4
Elias St. John Family Sale 1 Family Sale 15

Regular Sale 
Transmission

1 Regular Sale 1

Anton SzeponsM Regular Sale 1 Family Sale 1
Antoni Szezponik Regular Sale 2 Family Sale 2
Elsie Whiteside Transmission 1 Regular Sale 1
Vernon Whiteside Transmission 1 Transmission 1
John Zanger Family Sale 1 Regular Sale 1
Phillip Zanger Regular Sale 2 Family Sale 

Regular Sale
1
1

In summary, Subset One demonstrates that there were few buyers within the non- 

family farm category who purchased more than four quarter sections, and that about half

57 Land was held in trust by this Company until it was handed over as an inheritance.
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of the transactions within this aspect of Stage Five involved family transactions or a 

combination of family and regular sales. The Whiteside family are an anomaly in land 

ownership within the study area because they owned only one quarter section (SW 17-10-

5) for a very long period of time without expanding. 

Subset Two: Stage Five Purchasers Who Sell and Retain Land 

There were 11 purchasers who bought land in Stage Five, and while they sold 

some land, they also kept some past the 1971 study end date. John Romas is examined 

individually as he provides traceable evidence of farm acreage expansion. He purchased 

and sold land within this Stage, and while none of his purchases or sales involved family 

transactions they demonstrate continuity. In 1939, he patented his first quarter section; 

he added a second quarter section in 1942, a third in 1945 and a fourth in 1961. In 1961 

he sold the first two quarters he had purchased, but he kept the other two until his death 

in 1979. 

Of the remaining ten purchasers, nine were individuals and one was the Rural 

Municipality of Hazelwood #94. Of the nine individual purchasers, seven sold their land 

to family members, one sold both to family and non-family members and one did not 

make any family sales. Table 6.2.2.1(d) outlines these transactions. The individuals who 

purchased or sold land in one of the categories that demonstrate family sales will be 

address again later in this chapter. 
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individually as he provides traceable evidence of farm acreage expansion. He purchased 

and sold land within this Stage, and while none of his purchases or sales involved family 

transactions they demonstrate continuity. In 1939, he patented his first quarter section; 

he added a second quarter section in 1942, a third in 1945 and a fourth in 1961. In 1961 

he sold the first two quarters he had purchased, but he kept the other two until his death 

in 1979.

Of the remaining ten purchasers, nine were individuals and one was the Rural 

Municipality of Hazelwood #94. Of the nine individual purchasers, seven sold their land 

to family members, one sold both to family and non-family members and one did not 

make any family sales. Table 6.2.2.1(d) outlines these transactions. The individuals who 

purchased or sold land in one of the categories that demonstrate family sales will be 

address again later in this chapter.
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Table 6.2.2.1(d): Name of Purchaser, Type of Sale Purchased By, Number of 
Quarter Sections Patented, Number of Quarter Sections Sold to Family Members, 
Number of Quarter Sections Sold As Regular Sales, Number of Quarter Sections 
Retained 

Name Type of Purchase Number 
of 
Quarters 
Patented 

Number 
Sold as 
Family 
Sale 

Number 
Sold as 
Regular 

Number 
of 

Sections 
Retained 
Past 
1971 

Sales 

Joseph Driscoll Regular Sale 6 4 1 
Gordon Forbes Regular Sale 9 0 8 1 
James Harkness Family Sale/Transmission 10 7 0 3 
Leslie Pinter Regular Sale 4 0 3 
R. M. of Hazelwood #94 Regular Sale/Foreclosure 26 0 22 4 
Eric Sanford Regular Sale 16 11 0 5 
Berdeen St. John Transmission 11 8 0 3 
Doyle St. John Family Sale 12 8 0 4 
Howard St. John Family Sale 9 5 0 4 
Clara Szeponski Regular Sale/Transmission 3 1 0 2 

Subset Three: Purchasers Who Did Not Sell Any of The Land Patented in Stage 
Five 

The third subset will examine the thirty purchasers who in bought land in Stage 

Five, but did not sell any of it. Table 6.2.2.1(e) identifies twelve purchasers, who having 

no family links, and no land purchases from previous stages, have been removed from 

further study. 
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Table 6.2.2.1(d): Name of Purchaser, Type of Sale Purchased By, Number of 
Quarter Sections Patented, Number of Quarter Sections Sold to Family Members, 
Number of Quarter Sections Sold As Regular Sales, Number of Quarter Sections 
Retained

Name Type of Purchase Number
of
Quarters
Patented

Number 
Sold as 
Family 
Sale

Number 
Sold as 
Regular 
Sales

Number
of
Quarter
Sections
Retained
Past
1971

Joseph Driscoll Regular Sale 6 4 1 1
Gordon Forbes Regular Sale 9 0 8 1
James Harkness Family Sale/Transmission 10 7 0 3
Leslie Pinter Regular Sale 4 1 0 3
R. M. of Hazelwood #94 Regular Sale/Foreclosure 26 0 22 4
Eric Sanford Regular Sale 16 11 0 5
Berdeen St. John Transmission 11 8 0 3
Doyle St John Family Sale 12 8 0 4
Howard St John Family Sale 9 5 0 4
Clara SzeponsM Regular Sale/Transmission 3 1 0 2

Subset Three: Purchasers Who Did Not Sell Any of The Land Patented in Stage 
Five

The third subset will examine the thirty purchasers who in bought land in Stage 

Five, but did not sell any of it. Table 6.2.2.1(e) identifies twelve purchasers, who having 

no family links, and no land purchases from previous stages, have been removed from 

further study.
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Table 6.2.2.1(e): Name of Purchaser, Year Patented, Number of Quarter Sections 
Patented 

Name of Purchaser Year Patented Number of 
Quarter 
Sections 
Patented 

William Barager 
Allan Beke 

1964 
1965 

4 
1 

Leonard Billinger 
John Brickley 
Joseph Demeter 
William Donnelly 

1971 
1955 
1958 
1948 

4 
4 
2 

Norman Evans 1970 2 
Raymond Gentes 
William Graham 

1967 
1950 

7 

John Lees 1961 6 
Maurice Boll Land Company, Limited 
Robert McComb 

1971 
1946 
1951 
1956 
1962 

6 
4 

1 
1 

Table 6.2.2.1(1) identifies seven buyers who purchased their land as a regular sale 

and did not sell by the time the study period ended. Lionel Flottorp and John Sanford are 

included in this table and in Table 6.2.2.1(g) as they purchased land by regular and family 

sales. By adding the number of purchasers separately in each table it would therefore 

appear there were actually thirty-two purchasers in this subset. 

Table 6.2.2.1(0: Name of Purchaser, Year Patented and the Number of Quarter 
Sections Patented 

Name of Purchaser Year 
Purchased 

Number of 
Quarter 
Sections 
Purchased 

Harold Armstrong 1954 
1968 

2 
2 

Alfred Barnes 1952 
Lionel Flottorp 
Ernest Rolufs 

1953 
1948 
1955 

2 
1 
2 

Harry Rolufs 1946 
1955 
1956 

3 
5 
1 

John Sanford 1971 
Joseph Szeponski 1966 3 
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Table 6.2.2.1(e): Name of Purchaser, Year Patented, Number of Quarter Sections 
Patented
Name of Purchaser Year Patented Number of 

Quarter 
Sections 
Patented

William Barager 1964 4
Allan Beke 1965 1
Leonard Billinger 1971 4
John Brickley 1955 4
Joseph Demeter 1958 2
William Donnelly 1948 1
Norman Evans 1970 2
Raymond Gentes 1967 7
William Graham 1950 1
John Lees 1961 6
Maurice Boll Land Company, Limited 1971 6
Robert McCombs 1946 4

1951 1
1956 1
1962 1

Table 6.2.2.1(f) identifies seven buyers who purchased their land as a regular sale

and did not sell by the time the study period ended. Lionel Flottorp and John Sanford are 

included in this table and in Table 6.2.2.1(g) as they purchased land by regular and family 

sales. By adding the number of purchasers separately in each table it would therefore 

appear there were actually thirty-two purchasers in this subset.

Table 6.2.2.1(f): Name of Purchaser, Year Patented and the Number of Quarter
Sections Patented
Name of Purchaser Year

Purchased
Number of 
Quarter 
Sections 
Purchased

Harold Armstrong 1954 2
1968 2

Alfred Barnes 1952 1
Lionel Flottorp 1953 2
Ernest Rolufi 1948 1

1955 2
Harry Rolufi 1946 3

1955 5
1956 1

John Sanford 1971 1
Joseph SzeponsM 1966 3
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Table 6.2.2.1(g) examines thirteen purchasers who buy land for the first time in 

Stage Five, and do so as family sales (there were no transfers or transmissions). As stated 

previously, John Sanford and Lionel Flottorp purchased land through regular sale and 

family sale. 

Table 6.2.2.1(g): Name of Purchaser, Who Land Was Purchased From, Year 
Pa' !nted, Number of Quarter Sections Patented 
Name of Purchaser Purchased From Year of 

Purchase 
Number of 
Quarter 
Sections 
Purchased 

Richard Barns Mabel MacKinnon 1963 
Lionel Flottorp Robert Flottorp 1963 3 
Donald Harkness James Harkness 1963 2 
Benjamin Long Katie Long 1953 2 
Ethel Long Katie Long 1953 1 
Sheldon Long Katie Long 1953 1 
Denzel Payton Co-operative Trust Co. of Canada 1970 3 
Alex Pinter Leslie Pinter 1968 
Marvin Rolufs John Rolufs 1969 4 
Ida Sanford John Sanford 1971 1 
John Sanford Eric Sanford 1971 12 
Ross St. John Berdeen St. John 1971 4 
Joe Szezponik Antoni Szezponk 1946 2 

In summary, of the ninety-six purchasers in Stage Five fifty-three completed 

transactions within the guidelines set out by the author in defining family farm 

development. 

6.2.2.2 Land Sales in Stage Five 

Of the ninety-one individuals and companies who sold land during this stage, 

sixty-six sold land purchased in this stage (they are examined in section 6.2.2.1) and the 

other twenty-five individuals and companies sold land purchased in a previous stage. 

Seven of the twenty-five transactions were family (Charles and Harriet Diehl sold to 

family members but were not considered genuine family purchasers by the author 

because of the size of the transactions), and eighteen were non-family transactions. Table 
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family sale.

Table 6.2.2.1(g): Name of Purchaser, Who Land Was Purchased From, Year 
Patented, Number of Quarter Sections Patented_______ _________________

Name of Purchaser Purchased From Year of 
Purchase

Number of 
Quarter 
Sections 
Purchased

Richard Bams Mabel MacKinnon 1963 1
Lionel Flottorp Robert Flottorp 1963 3
Donald Harkness James Harkness 1963 2
Beniamin Long Katie Long 1953 2
Ethel Long Katie Long 1953 1
Sheldon Long Katie Long 1953 1
Denzel Payton Co-operative Trust Co. of Canada 1970 3
Alex Pinter Leslie Pinter 1968 1
Marvin Rolufs John Rolufs 1969 4
Ida Sanford John Sanford 1971 1
John Sanford Eric Sanford 1971 12
Ross St. John Berdeen St. John 1971 4
Joe Szezponik Antoni Szezponk 1946 2

In summary, of the ninety-six purchasers in Stage Five fifty-three completed

transactions within the guidelines set out by the author in defining family farm 

development.

6.2.2.2 Land Sales in Stage Five

Of the ninety-one individuals and companies who sold land during this stage, 

sixty-six sold land purchased in this stage (they are examined in section 6.2.2.1) and the 

other twenty-five individuals and companies sold land purchased in a previous stage. 

Seven of the twenty-five transactions were family (Charles and Harriet Diehl sold to 

family members but were not considered genuine family purchasers by the author 

because of the size of the transactions), and eighteen were non-family transactions. Table
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6.2.2.2(a) outlines eighteen non-family sales, giving total quarter sections, number of 

quarter sections sold in stages prior to this one, and quarter sections sold in Stage Five. 

Table 6.2.2.2(a): Seller, Number of Quarter Sections Sold, Number Sold in Previous 
Stages, and the Number Sold in Stage Five (1945-1971) 

Name of Seller Total Number # of Quarter # of Quarter 
of Quarter Sections Sold in Sections Sold in 
Sections Sold Previous Stages Stage Five 

905-1945 1946-1971 
Albert Armstrong 
Nathan Bigelow 2 
Talbert Erickson 2 
Hector Forbes 4 
Veterans Land Act 3 
Isaac Galbraith 1 
Lloyd Harter 3 
Hillsdale Fur Ranches, Ltd. 2 
Charles Hubbell 
Ignace Molnar 
Joseph Perrin 

1 
1 

0 
David Robinson 9 6 
Rogers Lumber & Supply Company, Ltd. 
John Shiels 

4 0 
0 

Soldier Settlement Board 1 
Clement Stabeck 4 0 
Robert Stewart 2 0 
United Investors Limited 0 

3 
4 

4 
2 

The majority of these transactions are not large, and could have been completed 

by small fanners not able to expand, or short term investors David Robinson was the 

largest land purchaser buying nine quarters in a lump purchase in Stage Two, selling 

them through the remaining stages. 

The seven family sales are outlined in Table 6.2.2.2(b), giving the seller, type of 

purchase, quarters purchased in previous stages, quarters sold in previous stages, type of 

sale and finally the number of quarters sold in this stage. 
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6.2.2.2(a) outlines eighteen non-family sales, giving total quarter sections, number of 

quarter sections sold in stages prior to this one, and quarter sections sold in Stage Five. 

Table 6.2.2.2(a); Seller, Number of Quarter Sections Sold, Number Sold in Previous
Stages, and the Number Sold in Stage Five (1945-1971)
Name of Seller Total Number 

of Quarter 
Sections Sold

# of Quarter 
Sections Sold in 
Previous Stages 
(1905-1945)

# of Quarter 
Sections Sold in 
Stage Five 
(1946-1971)

Albert Armstrong 4 2 2
Nathan Bigelow 2 2 2
Talbert Erickson 2 0 2
Hector Forbes 4 0 4
Veterans Land Act 3 0 3
Isaac Galbraith 1 0 1
Lloyd Harter 3 0 3
Hillsdale Fur Ranches, Ltd. 2 0 2
Charles Hubbell 1 0 1
Ignace Molnar 1 0 1
Joseph Perrin 1 0 1
David Robinson 9 6 3
Rogers Lumber & Supply Company, Ltd. 4 0 4
John Shiels 1 0 1
Soldier Settlement Board 1 0 1
Clement Stabeck 4 0 4
Robert Stewart 2 0 2
United Investors Limited 5 0 5

The majority of these transactions are not large, and could have been completed

by small farmers not able to expand, or short term investors. David Robinson was the

largest land purchaser buying nine quarters in a lump purchase in Stage Two, selling 

them through the remaining stages.

'The seven family sales are outlined in Table 6.2.2.2(b), giving the seller, type of 

purchase, quarters purchased in previous stages, quarters sold in previous stages, type of 

sale and finally the number of quarters sold in this stage.
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Table 6.2.2.2(b): Seller, Type of Purchase, Number of Quarters Patented in 
Previous Stages, Number of Quarters Sold in Previous Stages, Type of Sale, and 
Quarters Sold in Stage Five 

Name of Seller Type of 
Purchase 

Quarters 
Patented In 
Prior 
Stages 
(1905- 
1945) 

Quarters 
Sold 
Prior 
Stages 
(1905-
1946) 

Type of Sale Sold 
By In Stage Five 
(1946-1971) 

Quarters 
Sold In 
Stage Five 
(1946-1971) 

Flora Driscoll Regular Sale 2 0 Family Sale 2 
Mary Harkness Regular Sale 3 0 Transmission 1 
0. T. Harkness Regular Sale 9 5 Transmission 4 
Mary Lee Family Sale 16 7 Regular/Foreclosure 8 
Katie Long Regular Sale 4 0 Family Sale 4 
Mary St.John Regular Sale 3 2 Family Sale 1 
Richmond Whiteside Regular Sale 1 0 Transmission 1 

The data examined in Stage Five revealed the following: several of the 

transactions involved the sale of land patented in Stage One and Two; other transactions 

involved the sale of one to three quarter section parcels that had been patented in Stages 

Two through Four but not enlarged; and finally the development family farms 

demonstrates a continuity in land ownership that provides stability to community 

development. Land purchased in this stage was divided into three subsets dependent on 

purchase criteria. The first subset involved fifty-five individuals and companies who sold 

their remaining land holdings in this Stage, in some cases this included land purchased in 

one of the previous stages; twenty-seven of these were possible family farm scenarios. In 

subset two, there were eleven purchasers and from this group, seven sold all their land to 

family members, and one person sold both to family and non-family. In subset three, of 

the thirty purchasers, eighteen show family farm connections of some degree. 

As the study developed, the author addressed the purchase and sale of land by 

corporate or government organizations to examine the extent of their influence and that is 

summarized here. Some of these transactions were company to company, or government 

to company, but most involved resale to individual purchasers. Table 6.2.2.2(c) provides 
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Table 6.2.2.2(b): Seller, Type of Purchase, Number of Quarters Patented In
Previous Stages, Number of Quarters Sold In Previous Stages, Type of Sale, and 
Quarters Sold in Stage Five _________________ _______________ ______
Name of Seller Type of 

Purchase
Quarters 

Patented In 
Prior 
Stages 
(1905- 
1945)

Quarters
Sold
Prior
Stages
(1905-
1946)

Type of Sale Sold 
By In Stage Five 
(1946-1971)

Quarters 
Sold In 
Stage Five 
(1946-1971)

Flora Driscoll Regular Sale 2 0 Family Sale 2
Mary Harkness Regular Sale 3 0 Transmission 1
0. T. Harkness Regular Sale 9 5 Transmission 4
Mary Lee Family Sale 16 7 Regular/Foreclosure 8
Katie Long Regular Sale 4 0 Family Sale 4
Mary St.John Regular Sale 3 2 Family Sale 1
Richmond Whiteside Regular Sale 1 0 Transmission 1

The data examined in Stage Five revealed the following: several of the

transactions involved the sale of land patented in Stage One and Two; other transactions 

involved the sale of one to three quarter section parcels that had been patented in Stages 

Two through Four but not enlarged; and finally the development family farms 

demonstrates a continuity in land ownership that provides stability to community 

development. Land purchased in this stage was divided into three subsets dependent on 

purchase criteria. The first subset involved fifty-five individuals and companies who sold 

their remaining land holdings in this Stage, in some cases this included land purchased in 

one of the previous stages; twenty-seven of these were possible family farm scenarios. In 

subset two, there were eleven purchasers and from this group, seven sold all their land to 

family members, and one person sold both to family and non-family. In subset three, of 

the thirty purchasers, eighteen show family farm connections of some degree.

As the study developed, the author addressed the purchase and sale of land by 

corporate or government organizations to examine the extent of their influence and that is 

summarized here. Some of these transactions were company to company, or government 

to company, but most involved resale to individual purchasers. Table 6.2.2.2(c) provides
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the name, number of quarters purchased, and dates of both purchase and resale for the 

28 corporate or government owners within the study area. 

Table 6.2.2.2(c): Quarter Sections Patented Through Corporate and Government 
Ownership, The Purchaser, and the Date Patented and Sold 

Date 
of 
Patent 

Type of 
Sale 

Name of Purchaser 
S 

Year Sold 

1908 Regular Warmley Stock Farm Company, Ltd. 18 1909 
1909 Regular Western Canada Colonization Company, Ltd. 18 1909 
1912 Regular Moose Mountain Breeders Association, Ltd. 22 1915 
1913 
1918 Regular Porter and Brown, Inc. 4 1918 
1919 Foreclosure Rural Municipality of Hazelwood #94 1 1927 
1945 Regular 11 1949 
1947 and 11 to 
1949 Forclosure 2 
1950 3 1971 
1920 Regular Soldier Settlement Board 1 1959 
1920 Regular Wells-Dickey Company, Ltd. 21 1945 
1924 1948 
1923 Regular Sask Mortgage and Trust Corp. 4 1928 
1928 Regular Guardian Investment Company, Ltd. 4 1929 
1929 Regular Moose Mountain Fur Ranches of Canada, Ltd. 2 1929 
1932 Foreclosure Debenture Company of Canada, Ltd. 5 1941 
1934 Foreclosure The Canadian Mens Trust Association 1 1934 
1934 Regular Hillsdale Fur Ranches, Ltd. 2 1946 
1936 Foreclosure Municipality of Golden West # 95 2 1948 
1941 Foreclosure Holland-Canada Mortgage Company, Ltd. 1 1950 
1941 Regular United Investors Limited 5 1947 
1941 Regular Great-West Life Assurance Company 1 1946 
1942 Regular Rogers Lumber & Supply Company, Ltd. 4 1951 
1943 Foreclosure HM/Department of Agriculture 4 1971 + 
1944 
1945 Regular Toronto General Trusts Corporation 4 1946 
1946 Foreclosure Credit Froncier-Franco Canadien 2 1956 
1950 3 1955 
1946 Foreclosure Holland-Canada Mortgage Company, Ltd. 2 1950 
1947 Foreclosure Great-West Life Assurance Company 2 1954 
1948 Foreclosure Rural Municipality of Golden West #95 8 1948 
1949 1 to 1951 
1956 Regular Veteran's Land Act 1963 

1968 
1963 Regular Saskatchewan Land Bank Commission 1 1971+ 
1967 Transfer Co-operative Trust Company of Canada 1970 
1969 3 1970 
1971 Regular Maurice Boll Land Company, Ltd. 6 1971+ 

Of the one hundred and eighty-four quarter section transactions in Stage Five, 

nine transactions were foreclosure or tax sales, and twenty-two were by municipal 
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the name, number of quarters purchased, and dates of both purchase and resale for the 

28 corporate or government owners within the study area.

Table 6.2.2.2(c): Quarter Sections Patented Through Corporate and Government 
Ownership, The Purchaser, and the Date Patented and Sold ______________

Date
of
Patent

Type of
Sale

Name of Purchaser #
QS

Year Sold

1908 Regular Warmley Stock Farm Company, Ltd. 18 1909
1909 Regular Western Canada Colonization Company, Ltd. 18 1909
1912
1913

Regular Moose Mountain Breeders Association, Ltd. 22 1915

1918 Regular Porter and Brown, Inc. 4 1918
1919
1945
1947
1949
1950

Foreclosure
Regular
and
Forclosure

Rural Municipality of Hazelwood #94 1
11
11
2
3

1927
1949

to

1971
1920 Regular Soldier Settlement Board 1 1959
1920
1924

Regular Wells-Dickey Company, Ltd. 21 1945
1948

1923 Regular Sask Mortgage and Trust Corp. 4 1928
1928 Regular Guardian Investment Company, Ltd. 4 1929
1929 Regular Moose Mountain Fur Ranches of Canada, Ltd. 2 1929
1932 Foreclosure Debenture Company of Canada, Ltd. 5 1941
1934 Foreclosure The Canadian Mens Trust Association 1 1934
1934 Regular Hillsdale Fur Ranches, Ltd. 2 1946
1936 Foreclosure Municipality of Golden West # 95 2 1948
1941 . Foreclosure Holland-Canada Mortgage Company, Ltd. 1 1950
1941 Regular United Investors Limited 5 1947
1941 Regular Great-West Life Assurance Company 1 1946
1942 Regular Rogers Lumber & Supply Company, Ltd. 4 1951
1943
1944

Foreclosure HM/Department of Agriculture 4
1

1971 +

1945 Regular Toronto General Trusts Corporation 4 1946
1946
1950

Foreclosure Credit Froncier-Franco Canadian 2
3

1956
1955

1946 Foreclosure Holland-Canada Mortgage Company, Ltd. 2 1950
1947 Foreclosure Great-West Life Assurance Company 2 1954
1948
1949

Foreclosure Rural Municipality of Golden West #95 8
1

1948 
to 1951

1956 Regular Veteran's Land Act 3 1963
1968

1963 Regular Saskatchewan Land Bank Commission 1 1971+
1967
1969

Transfer Co-operative Trust Company of Canada 1
3

1970
1970

1971 Regular Maurice Boll Land Company, Ltd. 6 1971+

Of the one hundred and eighty-four quarter section transactions in Stage Five,

thirty-nine transactions were foreclosure or tax sales, and twenty-two were by municipal
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or federal government agencies. Taking into account the number of transactions that 

occurred with each quarter section during the study period, it was determined that 

corporate or government involvement was not influential enough to warrant further 

examination. 
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Chapter Seven: Conclusion 

This study began by examining the surrender and sale of the Pheasant's Rump 

Reserve in 1901, and continued through an examination of subsequent purchase and sale 

transactions to address the turnover rate of the land, change in farm acreage, and the 

development of family farms. 

A review of the literature about early prairie settlement introduced the presence of 

colonization and land speculation companies which by acquiring, then controlling, large 

quantities of land realized substantial profits. Land transaction records, documents from 

the Office of Indian Affairs files, and published and unpublished research by Peggy 

Martin-McGuire (1998) and Tyler and Wright (1978) supported the fact that land 

speculation influenced the sale of surrendered reserve land in general (Gates 1973, 67, 

68), and the Pheasant's Rump Reserve in particular. Previous research by Tyler and 

Wright (1978[u.p.]) demonstrated that James A. Smart, Frank Pedley and William J. 

White, assisted by A. C. Bedford-Jones, were successful in obtaining 298 of the 308 

quarter sections surrendered by the Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man Bands. Research 

by this author highlighted that the disparity between the amount of the bids submitted by 

Bedford-Jones and 0. Thomas Harkness and the value set by Lash were considerable. 

Calculations revealed that Bedford-Jones paid $1.36 an acre for the one hundred and 

fifty-two Pheasant's Rump quarters he purchased, and that when he resold a combined 

21,946 acres of both Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man land he received an average of 

$3.16 per acre. The average price per acre paid by Bedford-Jones and Harkness, 

compared to a conservatively estimated average of the land's value made by the author 
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Chapter Seven: Conclusion 

This study began by examining the surrender and sale of the Pheasant's Rump 
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Wright (1978[u.p.]) demonstrated that James A. Smart, Frank Pedley and William J.

White, assisted by A. C. Bedford-Jones, were successful in obtaining 298 of the 308 

quarter sections surrendered by the Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man Bands. Research 

by this author highlighted that the disparity between the amount of the bids submitted by 

Bedford-Jones and O. Thomas Harkness and the value set by Lash were considerable. 

Calculations revealed that Bedford-Jones paid $1.36 an acre for the one hundred and 

fifty-two Pheasant’s Rump quarters he purchased, and that when he resold a combined 

21,946 acres of both Pheasant’s Rump and Ocean Man land he received an average of 

$3.16 per acre. The average price per acre paid by Bedford-Jones and Harkness, 

compared to a conservatively estimated average of the land’s value made by the author
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demonstrated that Bedford-Jones and Harkness paid $39,786.46 less for the surrendered 

land than it was worth--evidence supporting the presence of land speculation. 

Further evidence of land speculation was discovered when the author examined 

the second purchase transactions. The author found that five of the seven buyers 

purchased more than one and three quarter sections each, noteworthy because this was 

greater than the standard farm size of that period. Therefore, the first and second 

transactional data for the study area, along with information from the Department of 

Indian Affairs files demonstrated that land speculation contributed to the surrender and 

sale of the Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man Reserves, and that the band members did 

not receive adequate compensation given the market value at both the sale and resale of 

the land. 

The author examined subsequent transactions within the framework of five stages, 

three of which were introduced by R. B. Shepard. As these stages progressed, the author 

was able to demonstrate that as farm acreage increased and farm population decreased in 

the province, the opposite actually occurred in the study area. Given that the one hundred 

and fifty-four quarter sections (23,046 acres) of the study area are static, that is could not 

increase nor decrease in size once the conversion of non-farmed acres was complete, 

anyone who wished to expand their acreage did so through purchasing land from 

someone already farming in the study area or by purchasing outside of the study area. 

Two tables are provided to demonstrate the difference in farm acreage at both the 

provincial and study level (Table 7.1), and to summarize the patent transactions in the 

study area (Table 7.2) throughout 1901 to 1971 period. 
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Table 7.1 includes figures from both the provincial census reports and data 

gathered from the land transaction records by the author. The row labeled "Total 

Purchasers in Study Area" represents the total number of individuals, companies or 

government agencies that patented land during those time periods. 

7.1 The Average Acres Per Farm in Saskatchewan, and the Average Acres Per 
Farm in the Study Area 

Year 1901 1911 1919 1920 1921 1929 1931 1938 1941 1945 1951 1961 1971 
Av. 
Farm 
Acres 
in 
Sask. 285.1 295.7 368.5 407.9 432.3 550.5 686 845 
Av. 
Fann 
Acres 
in 
Study 
Area n. a. 924.6 770.8 *726.7 726.7 591 540.9 529.9 530.6 512.9 474.8 457.5 457.4 
Total 
Pinch 
-8SCIS 

in 
Study 
Area ma. 70 104 108 109 157 165 174  183 197 254 297 341 
*The average was unchanged by the single additional purchaser. 

From 1901 to 1921 the average number of farm acres were much higher in the 

study area than they were provincially, and it must be noted that this was a period when 

land speculation was a strong influence. What this represents then, is that between 1901 

and 1921, in the static area that makes up the study, the land previously belonging the the 

Pheasant's Rump band was now owned by a few individuals who did not disperse it onto 

the larger market until after World War I. From 1929 through 1941 a relative stability in 

the average number acres farmed within the study area occurred, and though the average 

number of farm acres was still higher than at the provincial level, it was not 

extraordinarily so. Between 1945 and 1971 a decline in the average number of acres 

fanned in the study area occurred while there is a rise in the average number of acres 
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farmed within the province. The average in the study area was the same in both 1961 

and 1971, and though it was almost half of the provincial average, it demonstrated 

stability in the study area. In acknowledging the marked difference between the 

provincial figures and those of the study area the author needs to again emphasize the fact 

that expansion within the province was possible for many years through bringing 

previously uncultivated acreage into cultivation, this was also possible within the study 

area but for a much shorter period of time. Moreover, transaction records demonstrate 

that the average farm acreage within the study area does not correlate to the average farm 

acres in Saskatchewan. An important factor to note in this part of the examination is the 

high number of 'new' buyers present in Stage Five. In all likelihood these buyers farm 

outside of the study area and are expanding their acreage through the purchase of small 

(one to four quarter section) parcels of land as owners in the study area quit farming, 

retire or die. This increase of landowners naturally lowers the average farm acreage. 

A summarization of the transactions for each of the five stages is provided in 

Table 7.2. These figures do not 'total' because overlap occurred in some transactions, 

such as sales by 'foreclosure' that involved a 'corporate patent.' The figures in the "Total 

Number of Corporate Patent Transactions" included all companies, corporations, and 

business, while figures in the "Total Number of Rural Municipality or Government 

Purchasers" included the two rural municipalities, and any patent by a provincial or 

federal government agency. 
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Table 7.2: Summary o All Patent Transactions by Stage 

Stage One 
(1901-1919) 

Stage Two 
(1920-1929) 

Stage Three 
0930-1938) 

Stage Four 
(1939-1945) 

Stage Five* 
(1946-1971) 

Total Number Purchasers 64 39 18 17 96 

Total Number Patent Transactions 176 142 36 34 418 

Total Number Family Purchasers 11 17 3 5 53 

Total Number Family Patent Transactions 104 81 3 7 168 

Total Number Corporate Purchasers 4 5 3 5 6 

Total Number Corporate Patent 
Transactions 62 32 9 10 19 
Total Number Rural Municipality or 
Government Purchasers 1 0 1 2 5 

Total Number Their Patent Transactions 1 0 2 16 29 

Total Number Foreclosure/Tax Sales 1 1 3 1 5 
Total Number Patent Transactions for 
Foreclosure/Tax Sales 1 4 9 5 20 

*For a more detailed overview of the number of patentees for each type of sale please refer back to Table 
6.2.2.1(a). 

The "Total Number of Family Purchasers" and the "Total Number of Family 

Patent Transactions" provided in Table 7.2 illustrates the number of transactions 

identifiable as 'family' transactions. Discussion in chapter two provided a variety of 

criterion defining the perimeters of the term 'family farm.' But to reiterate the author's 

definition, a 'family farm' begins with an individual or family and their original land 

purchase, which may or may not increase in acreage, but must pass on to another family 

member through sale, transfer or transmission. 

When examining land transaction data for each of the five stages the author 

specifically noted, or set aside, transactions between family members. These transactions 

were further examined in three 'categories' that isolated criteria within the author's 

definition of 'family farm.' In Table 7.3, the number of purchasers, the category, and the 

criteria for each category are provided. 
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Table 7.3: Category, Number of Families, and Explanation of Cat ego 

Number 
of 
Families 

Explanation of Category 

Category One 4 Large transactions, husband to wife then to non-family 
Category Two 14 Smaller transactions, one family member to another then to non-family 
Category Three 8 Generational family transactions, acreage expansion 

The first category included sales between two family members and represented 

the sale or transfer of very large parcels of land between a husband and wife before it was 

sold to a non-family purchaser. In this category there were four families who purchased 

land in the early stages, and because of the size of the transactions they appeared to be 

land speculators. The second category involved fourteen families, and was separated 

from the first because the purchases were substantially smaller and occurred in the later 

stages. The majority of these transactions were between male family members (whether 

father to son, or brother to brother is not known), and in most cases the land was sold 

before additional purchases expanded the acreage. Four families in this category still 

owned land at the end of the study period (1971). These facts lead the author to surmise 

that land speculation was not the motivational factor in the transactions. The author 

suggests that the third category best exemplifies the characteristics of true family farm 

development. The eight families in this category purchased, expanded, and kept their 

land for an extended period of time before selling it to another family member. Of this 

category the Harkness and St. John families ultimately demonstrate the best-case scenario 

in family farm development. They each appear very early in the study (1906), they 

purchase and sell land to family and non-family members (expanding their holdings in 

the process), and members of both families continue to own operating farms in the study 

area. Again the author notes that it is possible families in the other two categories could 
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have owned land outside of the study area—a fact that could not be explored in this 

study. 

In summarizing the comparative and supportive information gathered from the 

land title and transfer documents, Office of Indian Affairs files, Department of Interior 

Reports, Sessional Reports, Census of Canada reports, and both published and 

unpublished papers, the author readdresses the two question sets presented in chapter one. 

First, Bedford-Jones' en bloc purchase of land at rates lower than the up-set price, and 

prompt resale to a small number of purchasers supports the author's hypothesis that land 

speculation occurred. In order for Bedford-Jones to have successfully bid on that many 

sections of land (open to public tenders), Department of Indian Affairs employees who 

were discussed in chapters two, four and five would have necessarily had a part in 

selecting his bids. Also, Bedford-Jones' purchase of the land for less than its up-set price 

meant the Pheasant's Rump and Ocean Man Band members did not receive the monetary 

compensation they could otherwise have expected. Second, the average number of acres 

per farm in the study area in each of the five stages does not draw a parallel to the 

provincial average number of acres per farm during those same periods. Transaction data 

demonstrated that the average within the study area decreased while the number of 

individual land purchasers increased, and that provincially the average increased and the 

number of farms decreased. A final note is that twenty-six families purchased and sold 

land in transactions that fit the author's criteria identifying family farm development. Of 

these, two families best demonstrate continuity of land ownership exemplified by their 

initial land purchase in 1906 and continual land ownership past the 1971 end of study 

date. 
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